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Visitors to the College are welcome and student guides are available.
All administrative offices are open Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. when college is in session; otherwise to 4:30 p.m.
The Board of Admission office in Green Hall is open on Saturday
mornings only when appointments have been arranged in advance. Visi-
tors to this office are advised to write in advance for an appointment and
are requested to plan their visits for times other than the month of April,
when the Board meets to select the entering class.
CORRESPONDENCE
The post office address is Wellesley College, Wellesley 81, Massachu-
setts. Inquiries concerning the following topics should be sent to:
The President
General interests of the College
The Dean
Academic policies and regulations
The Vice President and Director of Admission
Admission of undergraduate students
The Dean of Students; Class Deans
Individual students
The Director of Residence
Residence halls and social regulations
The Recorder
Applications for readmission; requests for transcripts of records
The Secretary to the Committee on Scholarships
Scholarships
The Director of the Placement Office
Alumnae and undergraduate employment
The Information Bureau
Requests for Catalogues
The Chairman of the Committee on Graduate Instruction
Admission of graduate students
The Assistant Treasurer
Payment of college bills





Registration of new students, 9 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Monday, September 21
Registration closes for all other students, 11:00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 23
Classes begin 1 : 10 p.m Thursday, September 24
_, , . . C after classes Wednesday, November 25
°1V1 ° |to 1:00 a.m Monday, November 30
,_. . (after classes Friday, December 18
Christmas recess {. , „n _,, j T «
I
to 1:00 a.m Thursday, January 7
_ . ( from Tuesday, January 26
) through Thursday, February 4
Second Semester
Classes begin Monday, February 8
„ . ( after classes Thursday, March 24
Spring recess
| tol;00AjM Tuesday, April 5





) through 1 hursday, June 2
Commencement Monday, June 6
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Charles Codman Cabot, b.a., ll.b Dover, Mass.
Chairman of the Board
John R. Quarles, b.a., m.a., ll.b Wellesley, Mass.
Vice Chairman
Palfrey Perkins, b.a., s.t.b., d.d Boston, Mass.
O. Kelley Anderson, b.a., m.b.a Boston, Mass.
Harold Hitz Burton, b.a., ll.b., ll.d., l.h.d. . . . Washington, D.C.
Edward Livingston Bigelow, b.a Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Elisabeth Luce Moore, b.a., litt.d New York, N.Y.
Edward A. Weeks, Jr., b.s., litt.d., ll.d Boston, Mass.
James Lawrence, Jr., b.a. Brookline, Mass.
SmARPEE Der Nersessian, dr.-es-lettres Washington, D.C.
Eleanor Wallace Allen, b.a Boston, Mass.
Jacob Joseph Kaplan, b.a., ll.b BrooHine, Mass.
Katharine Timberman Wright, b.a Columbus, Ohio
Alexander Cochrane Forbes, b.a Needham, Mass.
Byron Kauffman Elliott, b.a., ll.b Needham, Mass.
Elizabeth King Morey, b.a., m.a New York, N.Y.
Mary Cooper Jewett, b.a., ll.d. ....... Spokane, Wash.
Julelly House Kohler, b.a Kohler, Wis.
Mary Clark Rockefeller New York, N.Y.
Robert Gregg Stone Dedham, Mass.
Myles Pdsrce Baker, b.a., m.d Brookline, Mass.
Hdida. Crosby Standish, b.a., m.d West Hartford, Conn.
Carolyn Bartel Lyon, b.a., m.a Claremont, Calif.
Anne Lenteberger Macdonald, b.a Washington, D.C.
Theodore P. Ferris, b.a., b.d., d.d Boston, Mass.
Margaret Clapp, ph.d., ll.d., litt.d., ex officio . . . Wellesley, Mass.
President of Wellesley College
Henry Austest Wood, Jr., b.a., m.b.a., ex officio .... Boston, Mass.
Treasurer of Wellesley College
THE FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION
EMERITUS PROFESSORS
Olive Butcher Doggett, M.A., B.D. Professor of Biblical History, Emeritus
Julia Eleanor Moody, Ph.D. Professor of Zoology, Emeritus
Edna Virginia Moffett, Ph.D. Professor of History, Emeritus
Laetitia Morris Snow, Ph.D. Professor of Botany, Emeritus
Josephine Harding Batchelder, M.A.
Associate Professor of English Composition, Emeritus
Antoinette Brigham Putnam Metcalf, M.A. Associate Librarian, Emeritus
Mary Jean Lanier, Ph.D. Professor of Geology and Geography, Emeritus
Anna Bertha Miller, Ph.D. Professor of Latin, Emeritus
Alice Ida Perry Wood, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English Literature, Emeritus
Alfred Dwight Sheffield, M.A.
Professor of Group Leadership and English Composition, Emeritus
Marel Minerva Young, Ph.D. Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
Seal Thompson, M.A. Professor of Biblical History, Emeritus
Elisabeth Hodder, Ph.D. Professor of History, Emeritus
Annie Kimball Tuell, Ph.D. Professor of English Literature, Emeritus
Martha Hale Sh\ckford, Ph.D. Professor of English Literature, Emeritus
Agnes Frances Perkins, M.A., M.S.
Professor of English Composition, Emeritus
Bertha Monica Stearns, M.A. Professor of English Literature, Emeritus
Lilla Weed, M.A. Associate Librarian, Emeritus
Mary Cross Ewtng, B.A. Dean of Residence, Emeritus
Louise Sherwood McDowell, Ph.D. Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Katy Boyd George, M.A. Associate Professor of Biblical History, Emeritus
Mary Amerman Griggs, Ph.D. Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
John Charles Duncan, Ph.D.
Professor of Astronomy and Director of the Whitin Observatory, Emeritus
Helen Somersby French, Ph.D. Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
Margaret Alger Hayden, Ph.D. Professor of Zoology, Emeritus
Ola Elizabeth Winslow, Ph.D. Professor of English, Emeritus
Marjoree Henry Ilsley, Dr. de l'Universite de Paris
Professor of French, Emeritus
Ruth Elvira Clark, Litt.D. Professor of French, Emeritus
Thomas Hayes Procter, Ph.D. Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus
Gabriella Bosano, Dr. in Fil. Mod., Litt.D. Professor of Italian, Emeritus
Mary Bosworth Tpeudley, Ph.D. Professor of Sociology, Emeritus
Hedwig Kohn, Ph.D. Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Grace Elizabeth Howard, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Botany, Emeritus
Louise Petttbone Smith, Ph.D., Litt.D. Professor of Biblical History, Emeritus
Marianne Thalmann, Ph.D. Professor of German, Emeritus
Jeannette Barry Lane, Ph.B. Associate Professor of Speech, Emeritus
Edward Ely Curtis, Ph.D. Professor of History, Emeritus
Lucy Wilson, Ph.D. Professor of Physics and Dean of Students, Emeritus
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Ruth Elliott, Ph.D. Professor of Hygiene and Physical Education, Emeritus
Emma Marshall Denkinger, Ph.D. Associate Professor of English, Emeritus
Anita Oyarzabal, M.A. Associate Professor of Spanish, Emeritus
Edna Heidbreder, Ph.D. Professor of Psychology, Emeritus
Helen Hull Law, Ph.D. Professor of Greek, Emeritus
Ceclle de Banke Associate Professor of Speech, Emeritus
Ada Roberta Hall, Ph.D. Associate Professor of Physiology, Emeritus
Ada May Coe, M.A. Professor of Spanish, Emeritus
Angeline La Plana, Dr. in Lett. Professor of Italian, Emeritus
Evelyn Kendrick Wells, M.A. Professor of English, Emeritus
Leland Hamilton Jenks, Ph.D. Professor of Sociology, Emeritus
Louise Overacker, Ph.D. Professor of Political Science, Emeritus
Lawrence Smith, M.A. Professor of Economics, Emeritus
Michael Jacob Zigler, Ph.D. Professor of Psychology, Emeritus
Jorge Guillen, Catedratico de Universidad Professor of Spanish, Emeritus
Waclaw Jedrzejewicz Associate Professor of Russian, Emeritus
Dorothy Warner Dennis, B.A., Dip.E.U. Professor of French, Emeritus
Mary Eleanor Prentiss, M.A. Associate Professor of English, Emeritus
THE FACULTY
(Listed alphabetically within rank)
Thelma Gorfinkle Alper, B.A., M.A., Wellesley College; Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Professor of Psychology
Mary Lellah Austin, B.A., M.A., Wellesley College; Ph.D.,
Columbia University Professor of Zoology
Katharine Canby Balderston, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A.,
Radcliffe College; Ph.D., Yale University
Martha Hale Shackford Professor of English
M. Margaret Ball, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Stanford University; Dr.
iur., University of Cologne Ralph Emerson Professor of Political Science
Andree Bruel, Lic.-es-Lettres; Dipl. E. S.; Docteur de l'Universite
de Paris Professor of French
Richard Vernon Clemence, Ph.B., M.A., Brown University; M.A.,
Ph.D., Harvard University Professor of Economics
Harriet Baldwin Creighton,1 B.A., Wellesley College; Ph.D.,
Cornell University Ruby F. H. Farwell Professor of Botany
Fred Denbeaux, B.A., Elmhurst College; B.D., S.T.M., Union
Theological Seminary Professor of Biblical History
Alona Elizabeth Evans, B.A., Ph.D., Duke University
Professor of Political Science
Tebesa Grace Frisch, M.A., Wellesley College; Ph.D., Yale
University Professor of Art; Dean of Students
Herbert Morrison Gale, B.A., State University of Iowa; M.A.,
S.T.B., Ph.D., Boston University Professor of Biblical History
Phllippa Garth Gilchrist, B.A., Agnes Scott College; M.S., Ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin Professor of Chemistry
1 Absent on leave.
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Grace Ethel Hawk, B.A., Brown University; B.Litt., Oxford
University Katharine Lee Bates Professor of English
Bernard Chapman Heyl, B.A., Princeton University; M.A.,
Harvard University; M.F.A., Princeton University
Clara Bertram Kimball Professor of Art
Dorothy Heyworth, B.Sc, M.Sc, Manchester University; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago Professor of Physics
Howard Hinners, B.A., Harvard University
Caroline Hazard Professor of Music
Walter Edwards Houghton, Ph.B., M.A., Ph.D., Yale University
Sophie C. Hart Professor of English
Eva Elizabeth Jones, B.A., Radcliffe College; M.A., University of
Maine; Ph.D., Radcliffe College Professor of Zoology
Helen Thayer Jones, B.A., M.A., Mount Holyoke College; Ph.D.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Charlotte Fitch Boberts Professor of Chemistry
Charles William Kerby-Miller, Ph.B., Ph.D., University of
Chicago Professor of English
Lucy Winsor Killough, B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Stanford Uni-
versity; Ph.D., Columbia University
A. Barton Hepburn Professor of Economics
Louise Kingsley, B.A., M.A., Smith College; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr
College Professor of Geology
Ernest Rene Lacheman,3 Maturite Reale, College of Geneva; B.D.,
Yale University; Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of Biblical History
Germaine Lafeuhxe, Dipl.E.S., Agregee des Lettres, University of
Paris; Ph.D., Radcliffe College Professor of French
Hubert Weldon Lamb, B.A., Harvard University
Hamilton C. Macdougall Professor of Music
Edith Brandt Mallory, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Columbia University Professor of Psychology
John McAndrew, 1 B.S., M.Arch., Harvard University Professor of Art
Barbara Philippa McCarthy, B.A., Brown University; M.A., Uni-
versity of Missouri; Ph.D., Yale University
Ellen A. Kendall Professor of Greek
Gladys Kathryn McCosh, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.S.,
Washington University; Ph.D., Cornell University Professor of Zoology
Edith Melcher, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College Professor of French
Mary Ruth Michael,1 B.A., Hood College; M.A., Cornell University;
Ph.D., Radcliffe College Professor of English
Mary Lucetta Mowry, B.A., Wilson College; M.A., Presbyterian
College of Christian Education; B.D., Ph.D., Yale University
Professor of Biblical History
VmciNiA Onderdonk, B.A., Wellesley College Professor of Philosophy
Dorothy Mae Robathan, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Columbia
University; Ph.D., University of Chicago ^ Professor of Latin
Justina Rucz-de-Conde, 1 Bachiller, Instituto nacional "Cardenal
Cisneros" (Madrid); Lie. en Derecho, University of Madrid;
M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe College Professor of Spanish
1 AV>sent on leave.
* Absent on leave for the second semester.
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Helen Gertrude Russell, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Columbia
University; Ph.D., Radcliffe College
Helen Day Gould Professor of Mathematics
Henry Frederick Schwarz, B.A., Harvard University; B.Litt,
Oxford University; Ph.D., Harvard University
Elisabeth Hodder Professor of History
Margaret Kingman Seikel, B.A., M.A., Mount Holyoke College;
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology Professor of Chemistry
Marion Elizareth Stark, B.A., M.A., Brown University; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago
Lewis Atterbury Stimson Professor of Mathematics
Owen Scott Stratton, B.A., Reed College; M.A., Ph.D., Stanford
University Professor of Political Science
Margaret Elizareth Taylor, B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Yale University Professor of Latin
Harriet Cutler Waterman, Ph.B., Brown University; M.A., Smith
College; Ph.D., Columbia University Professor of Zoology
Ella Keats Whiting, B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Radcliffe College;
Ph.D., Yale University Professor of English; Dean
Evelyn Faye Wilson, B.A., Beloit College; M.A., University of
Washington; Ph.D., University of California
Alice Freeman Palmer Professor of History
Louise Palmer Wilson, 1 B.A., Southwestern College; M.S., Ph.D.,
University of Pennsylvania Professor of Zoology
Delaphine Grace Rosa Wyckoff, Ph.B., Ph.M., Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin Professor of Bacteriology
Agnes Anne Abbot 1 Associate Professor of Art
Grazia Avttabile, B.A., M.A., Smith College; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr
College Associate Professor of Italian
Elizabeth Beall, B.A., M.A., University of California; Ph.D., Co-
lumbia University Associate Professor of Physical Education
Carolyn Shaw Bell, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; Ph.D., London
University Associate Professor of Economics
Concha Breton, Bachiller, Instituto general y tecnico (Barcelona);
M.A., Middlebury College; Doctora en Letras, University of
Madrid Associate Professor of Spanish
William Bleecker Coate, B.A., Ph.D., Cornell University
Associate Professor of Psychology
Helen Storm Corsa, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Bryn Mawr College Associate Professor of English
Jean Veghte Crawford, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.A.,
Oberlin College; Ph.D., University of Illinois
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Elizabeth Eiselen, B.A., Northwestern University; M.A., Columbia
University; Ph.D., University of Chicago
Associate Professor of Geography
Allan Wardell Eister,1 B.A., DePauw University; M.A., American
University; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Associate Professor of Sociology
1 Absent on leave.
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Elizabeth Holmes Frisch Associate Professor of Art
Rene Marie Galand, Lic-es-Lettres, University of Rennes; Ph.D.,
Yale University Associate Professor of French
Charlotte Elizabeth Goodfellow, B.A., Mount Holyoke College;
M.A., Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College
Associate Professor of Latin and History
Janet Brown Guernsey, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Radcliffe
College; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Associate Professor of Physics
Edward Vose Gulick,1 B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Yale University
Associate Professor of History
Ellen Stone Haring, B.A., Bryn Mawr College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Associate Professor of Philosophy
Sarah Jeannette Hill, B.A., Smith College; Ph.D., Columbia Uni-
versity Associate Professor of Astronomy
Beverly Joseph Layman, B.A., Roanoke College; M.A., University
of Virginia; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University
Associate Professor of English
Kathepjne Lever, B.A., Swarthmore College; M.A., Ph.D., Bryn
Mawr College Associate Professor of English
Vlrginia Fleming Prettyman, B.A., Agnes Scott College; Ph.D.,
Yale University Associate Professor of English
Patrick Francis Qutnn, 1 B.A., M.A., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D.,
Columbia University Associate Professor of English
Barbara Salditt, B.A., Rockford College; M.A., Ph.D., University
of Chicago Associate Professor of German
Magdalene Scktndelin, Ph.D., University of Bonn
Associate Professor of German
Elinor Marie Schroeder, B.A., University of Wisconsin; M.A.,
Ph.D., Columbia University Associate Professor of Physical Education
Bartlett Hicks Stoodley, B.A., Dartmouth College; LL.B., M.A.,
Ph.D., Harvard University Associate Professor of Sociology
Joseph Lewis Sulld/an, B.A., M.A., University of Texas; M.A.,
Ph.D., Harvard University Associate Professor of History
Ddether Thimme Associate Professor of Art
Mary Ewen Ulich, B.A., M.A., Colby College; Ed.D., Harvard Uni-
versity Associate Professor of Education
Katharine Fuller Wells, B.S., New York University; M.S., Welles-
ley College; Ph.D., State University of Iowa
Associate Professor of Physical Education
Marius Bewley, B.A., St. Louis University; B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
Cambridge University Visiting Associate Professor of English
Milton Myron Gordon, B.A., Bowdoin College; M.A., Ph.D., Co-
lumbia University Visiting Associate Professor of Sociology
Lillian Woodworth Aiken, B.A., Gordon College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Assistant Professor of Philosophy
1 Absent on leave.
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Philip Booth, B.A., Dartmouth College; M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of English
Richard Boyce Assistant Professor of Art
Alice Louise Bull, BA., Middlebury College; MA., Mount Holyoke
College; Ph.D., Yale University Assistant Professor of Zoology
Dabney Withers Caldwell, B.A., Bowdoin College; M.A., Brown
University; Ph.D., Harvard University Assistant Professor of Geology
Alice Birmingham Colburn, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Assistant Professor of History
Jacqueline Pascal Evans, B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Ph.D., Rad-
cliffe College Assistant Professor of Mathematics
David Russell Ferry, B.A., Amherst College; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard
University Assistant Professor of English
Phyllis Jane Fleming, BA., Hanover College; M.S., Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Assistant Professor of Physics
Carlo Roger Francois, Lie. en Philosophic et Lettres, Agreg6,
University of Liege; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University
Assistant Professor of French
Robert Erwin Garis, B.A., Muhlenberg College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Harvard University Assistant Professor of English
Dante Lee Germino, B.A., Duke University; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard
University Assistant Professor of Political Science
Jean Robert Gillet, Dipl.E.S., Agrege des Lettres, University of
Paris Assistant Professor of French
Martha Julia Goth, Ph.D., University of Basel Assistant Professor of German
Charles Arthur Mann Hall, B.S., Northwestern University; B.D.,
McCormick Theological Seminary
Assistant Professor of Biblical History; Dean of the Chapel
Gabriel Jackson, B.A., Harvard University; M.A., Stanford Uni-
versity; Docteur de l'Universite de Toulouse
Assistant Professor of History
Fernand Lucien Marty, BA., B.S., State Teachers College (Ala-
bama); MA., Middlebury College Assistant Professor of French
Virginia Rogers Mdller, B.A., Wheaton College; M.A., Cornell
University Assistant Professor of Speech
Georgette Marie Pradal, Dipl.E.S., Docteur de l'Universite de
Toulouse Assistant Professor of French
John Herman Randall III, B.A., Columbia University; M.A., Uni-
versity of California; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor of English
Emanuel David Rudolph, B.A., New York University; Ph.D.,
Washington University Assistant Professor of Botany
Curtis Howard Shell, M.A., Stanford University; Ph.D., Harvard
Universitv Assistant Professor of Art
Leila Aline Sussmann, B.A., New York University; M.A., University
of Chicago; Ph.D., Columbia University Assistant Professor of Sociology
Kathryn Lee Conway Turner, B.A., Goucher College; M.A., Ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin Assistant Professor of History
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Lise Wertheimer Wallach, B.A., Swarthmore College; Ph.D.,
Kansas University Assistant Professor of Psychology
Eleanor Rudd Webster, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Mount
Holyoke College; M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe College
Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Dean of Sophomores
Claire Zimmerman, B.A., Wellesley College; Ph.D., Radcliffe
College Assistant Professor of Psychology
Jo Sandman Asher, B.A., Brandeis University; M.A., University of
California; M.A. in Teaching, Radcliffe College Instructor in Art
David Barnett, B.A., Columbia University; Mus.D. ( Hon.) Instructor in Piano
Jason Berger Instructor in Art
MnuAM Haskell Berlin, B.A., Smith College; M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe
College Instructor in History
Leo Bersani, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University Instructor in French
Betty Machtel Boller,5 B.A., M.Ed., University of Louisville
Instructor in Education
Lois Vivian Brochstein, B.S., Tufts University
Instructor in Physical Education
Howard Mayer Brown, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University
Instructor in Music
Ruth Posselt Burgin Instructor in Violin
Sylvia Ann Carlter Instructor in Physical Education
Cary Clasz, B.F.A., Carnegie Institute of Technology; M.F.A., Yale
University Instructor in Speech; Technical Director of the Theatre
Eugene Lionel Cox, B.A., College of Wooster; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins
University Instructor in History
Martha Alden Craig, B.A., Oberlin College; M.A., Ph.D., Yale
University Instructor in English
Richard James Crittenden, B.A., Williams College; B.A., M.A.,
Oxford University Instructor in Mathematics
Jared Lloyd Darlington, B.A., Swarthmore College; M.A., Ph.D.,
Yale University Instructor in Philosophy
Eleanor Miriam Davis, B.Mus., M.Mus., New England Conservatory
of Music Instructor in Voice
Naomi June Diamond, B.A., University of Toronto; M.A., Ohio State
University; Ph.D., University of Washington Instructor in English
Margaret Torbert Duesenberry, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A.,
Radcliffe College Instructor in Violin; Director of Chamber Music
Robert Arnold Feer, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University
Instructor in History
Frederic Norbert Ftrestone, B.A., Olivet College; M.S., Ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin Instructor in Economics
Astrid Keyser Frolich, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.S., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Instructor in Physical Education
Rose Giorgi, Dipl.E.S., Agregee d'Anglais, University of Paris
Instructor in French
' Appointed for the second semester only.
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Klaus Goetze Instructor in Piano
Marshall Irwin Goldman, B.S., Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania; M.A., Harvard University Instructor in Economics
Dorothea Devins Gray, B.A., William Smith College Instructor in History
Barbara Buckstein Green, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Badcliffe
College Instructor in Political Science
Martin Burgess Green, B.A., M.A., Cambridge University; Ph.D.,
University of Michigan Instructor in English
Erich W. Gritsch, Cand.Theol., University of Vienna; S.T.M., M.A.,
Yale University Instructor in Biblical History
Arthur Louis Gropen, B.A., B.S., University of Chicago; Ph.D.,
Duke University Instructor in Mathematics
John Henry Hagan, Jr., B.A., Harvard University; M.A., Ph.D.,
University of Chicago Instructor in English
Joan Edna Hartman, B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.A., Duke
University Instructor in English
Renata Anita Cornelia Hofman Instructor in German
Evelyn Boldrick Howard, B.S., University of California (Los An-
geles); M.S., Wellesley College Instructor in Physical Education
Georgia May Hulac, B.S., University of Nebraska; M.Ed., Woman's
College, University of North Carolina Instructor in Physical Education
Roger Alan Johnson, B.A., Northwestern University; B.D., Yale
University Instructor in Biblical History
Larry Dean Johnston, B.A., M.A., University of Kansas
Instructor in Political Science
Charles Oscar Jones, B.A., University of South Dakota; M.A., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Instructor in Political Science
Derry Delos Koob, B.S., Kent State University; M.S., Ohio State
University; Ph.D., Cornell University Instructor in Botany
Mary Jane Latsis, B.A., Wellesley College; M.P.A., Harvard Univer-
sity Instructor in Economics
Graziana Lazzarino, Dottore in Lettere, University of Genoa
Instructor in Italian
Mary Rosenthal Lefkowitz,5 B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Rad-
cliffe College Instructor in Greek
Eugene Lehner Instructor in Viola
Janet Letts, B.A., Swarthmore College; Dipl.E.S., University of
Strasbourg Instructor in French
Gloria Shaw Livermore, B.A., M.A., Radcliffe College; B.A., M.A.,
Oxford University Instructor in Greek; Foreign Student Adviser
Benjamin Charles Milner, Jr., B.A., Emory University; B.D.,
Columbia Theological Seminary; M.A., Harvard University
Instructor in Biblical History
Anne Pepper Neal, B.S., Woman's College, University of North
Carolina Instructor in Physical Education
Marie Anna Nemec, B.A., College Marie de France; M.A., University
of Montreal Instructor in Russmn
Heidi Nitze, B.A., Wellesley College Instructor in Art
Ella Pacaluyko, B.A., Cornell University; M.A., Radcliffe College
Instructor in Russian
5 Appointed for the second semester only.
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James Fappoutsakis Instructor in Flute
Evelyn Ann Pottinger, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Radcliffe
College Instructor in History
Janet Cox Rearick, B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe
College Instructor in AH
Wayne Gilbert Rollins, B.A., Capital University; B.D., M.A., Yale
University Instructor in Biblical History
Richard McKay Rorty, B.A., M.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D.,
Yale University Instructor in Philosophy
Gunnar I. Schonbeck Instructor in Clarinet and Oboe
Edwin Michael Schur, B.A., Williams College; LL.B., Yale Univer-
sity; M.A., New School for Social Research; Ph.D., University
of London Instructor in Sociology
Joan Crowell Siegfried, B.F.A., Carnegie Institute of Technology;
M.A., New York University Instructor in Art
Melville Smith, B.A., Harvard University; Litt.D. Instructor in Organ
Patricia Meyer Spacks, B.A., Rollins College; M.A., Yale University;
Ph.D., University of California Instructor in English
Ingrid Hess Stadler, B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe
College Instructor in Philosophy
Frederick Arthur Stahl, B.A., Dartmouth College; M.Arch.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Instructor in Art
Marian Louise Stoerker, B.S., Lindenwood College; M.S., Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Instructor in Physical Education
Frank Cochran Taylor II, B.A., Yale University Instructor in Organ
Jocelyn Mary Taylor, B.A., Smith College; M.A., Ph.D., Univer-
sity of California Instructor in Zoology
Beatrice Tugendhat, B.A., Radcliffe College; M.S., Brown Univer-
sity; D.Phil., Oxford University Instructor in Psychology
Walter Warren Wagar, B.A., Franklin and Marshall College;
M.A., Indiana University; Ph.D., Yale University Instructor in History
Patricia Weed, B.A., Smith College; M.A., Middlebury College
Instructor in French
Mary Ann Youngren, B.A., Swarthmore College; M.A., Radcliffe
College Instructor in English
Alfred Zighera Instructor in Cello
Lecturers
Paul Rogers Barstow, B.A., Williams College; M.F.A., Yale Uni-
versity Lecturer in Speech; Director of the Theatre
Sylvia Leah Berkman,4 B.A., Brown University; M.A., Ph.D., Rad-
cliffe College Lecturer in English
Blanche De Puy, B.A., Wellesley College; M.Litt., University of
Pittsburgh Lecturer in Spanish
Manuela Sanchez Escamilla, Dipl., Escuela Normal (Granada);
M.A., Wellesley College Lecturer in Spanish
Virginia Mayo Fiske, B.A., M.A., Mount Holyoke College; Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Lecturer in Zoology
Marcelle Gindre, Lie. d'Anglais, Agregee d'Anglais, University
of Paris Lecturer in French
4 Appointed for the first semester only.
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William A. Herrmann, Jr., BA., M.A., Columbia University
Lecturer in Music; Director of the Choir
Margaret Elliott Houck, B.S., Knox College; M.S., University of
Hawaii Curator of the Museum and Lecturer in Zoology
Anne Cutting Jones, B.A., Grinnell College; M.A., Ph.D., Bryn
Mawr College Lecturer in French
Florence Shirley Jones, B.A., M.A., University of Toronto; Ph.D.,
Radcliffe College Lecturer in Astronomy
Louise Catherine Heuser Keller, B.A., Radcliffe College; Ed.M.,
Boston University Lecturer in Education; Director of the
Page Memorial School
Irina Borisova-Morosova Lynch, M.A., Ph.D., Radcliffe College
Lecturer in Russian
Jeanette McPherrin, B.A., Scripps College; M.A., Claremont
College Lecturer in French; Dean of Freshmen
Helen Irene Milton, B.A., Queen's University (Kingston); S.T.B.,
M.Th., Trinity College (Toronto) Lecturer in Biblical History
Enid Jane Wood Nicol, M.A., St. Andrews University Lecturer in English
Irene Rita Pierce,5 B.A., Brooklyn College; M.A., Ph.D., Cornell
University Lecturer in Psychology
Elizabeth Jane Rock, B.S., College of Mount St. Vincent; M.A.,
Smith College; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University Lecturer in Chemistry
Allen Dwight Sapp, Jr., B.A., M.A., Harvard University Lecturer in Music
May Sarton5 Lecturer in English
Jack Richard Villmow, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin Visiting Lecturer in Geography
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Margaret Clapp, Ph.D., LL.D., Lnr.D. President
Ella Keats Whiting, Ph.D. Dean; Professor of English
Teresa Grace Frisch, Ph.D. Dean of Students; Professor of Art
Jeanette McPherrin, M.A. Dean of Freshmen; Lecturer in French
Eleanor Rudd Webster, Ph.D.
Dean of Sophomores; Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Kathleen Elliott, B.A. Recorder
Gloria Shaw Livermore, M.A. Foreign Student Adviser; Instructor in Greek
Eleanor Melton Tenney, B.A. Director of Residence
Charles Arthur Mann Hall, B.S., B.D.
Dean of the Chapel; Assistant Professor of Biblical History
Mary Evans Chase, B.S. " Vice President; Director of Admission
Joan Fiss Bishop, M.A. Director of the Placement Office
Elinor Anderson Gilfillan, B.A. Director of the Development Fund
Jean Glasscock, M.A. Director of Publicity
Virginia Vaughan Sides, B.A. Assistant to the President
PIenry Austin Wood, Jr., B.A., M.B.A. Treasurer
Robert
J.
Schneider, M.B.A. Business Manager
Helen Bates Anderson, B.S. Director of the Personnel Office
Elizabeth Cornwall, B.S. Executive Dietitian
Donald Watson Height, B.S. Assistant Treasurer; Controllei
John Herbert Kreinheder, B.S. Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
5 Appointed for the second semester only.
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John Louis Leldsvre Purchasing Agent
LIBRARIANS
Helen Margaret Brown, B.A., M.S. Librarian
Eleanor Adams, B.S. Senior Cataloguer
Margaret Marion Boyce, B.A., M.A., M.L.S.
Research Librarian, Reference and Instruction
Hannah Dustcn French, B.A., B.S., M.S.
Research Librarian, Special Collections
Winifred St. John Hennig, B.S. Cataloguer
Marion Elizabeth Kanaly, B.A., B.S. Documents Librarian
Elizabeth Keith Olmstead, B.A., M.L.S. Circulation Librarian
Beatrice Mae Quartz, B.A., B.A.L.S., M.A.
Associate Librarian, Technical Services
Ann Mdllicent Rinehart, B.S. in Ed. Junior Cataloguer
Gloria Rose, B.A. Music Librarian
Iola Corliss Scheufele Administrative Assistant, Acquisitions Department
Elaine Marcery Walker, B.A., M.L.S. Serials Cataloguer
Helen Mary Walker, B.A. Junior Cataloguer
ANNE L. PAGE MEMORIAL SCHOOL
Louise Catherine Heuser Keller, B.A., Ed.M. Director
Julia Merrill Bauer, B.A.5 Teacher
Eleanor Earl Cressey, B.S. Teacher
Janet Anderson Moran, B.A. Teacher
Sally Orcutt, B.S. in Ed. Teacher
Nancy Merrdil Palmer, B.A. 4 Teacher
PHYSICIANS
Elizabeth Louise Broyles, M.D. Resident Physician
Edna Ruth Breitvvteser, M.D. Associate Physician
Grace Evelyn Wdlder, M.D. Assistant Resident Physician
Max L. Wool, M.D. Consulting Psychiatrist
Malkah Tolpin, M.D. Associate Consulting Psychiatrist
RESIDENT HEADS OF HOUSES
Margaret Whttwell Boynton Head of Freeman Hall
Louise Reynolds Bradner, B.A. Head of Tower Court
Ruth Elizabeth Campbell, B.A. Head of Beebe Hall
Marguerite Hackney Dean, B.A. Head of Stone Hall
Theresa de Kerpely Head of Dower House
Carla K. Kuilstedt Head of Pomeroy Hall
Ruth Cullens Martin, B.A. Head of Navy House
Helen Farr Robertson, B.A. Head of Munger Hall
Eudora Smith Sale Head of Bates Hall
Ruth Sturtevant Smith Head of Cazenove Hall
Margaret Tucker Thurston Head of Shafer Hall
* Appointed for the first semester only.
8 Appointed for the second semester only.
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Gertrude Cramton Tower, B.A. Head of Olive Davis Hall
Constance Stanton Turner, B.A. Head of Severance Hall
Edith Jackson Walter, B.A. Head of Claflin Hall
Barhara Locke Manager of Horton, Hallowell, Shepard Houses
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Jean Haffenreffer Baker, B.A. Assistant to the Director of Admission
Elizabeth Henschen Bauer Secretary to the Foreign Student Adviser
Wilma Antoinette Buchman, B.A. Assistant to Director, Development Fund
Marion Cole, M.A. Assistant Director of Publicity
Doris Elsus Drescher, B.S. Assistant to the Director of Residence
Virginia Phillips Eddy, B.A. Secretary to the President
Doris Kirkham Grant Assistant to the Director of Admission
Carol Jensen Haje, M.A. Placement Counselor
Thelma Cummings Hall Assistant to the Recorder
Marion Johnson, B.A. Secretary to the Dean of the College
Ruth Brank Kneisel, B.A. Assistant to the Dean of Students
Charlotte Lowney, B.A. Placement Counselor
Harriet V. Sullivan, Ph.D. Assistant to the Director of Admission
Barbara Maynard Twombly, B.A. Manager, Information Bureau
Mary Slade Walker, B.A. Assistant to the Director of Admission
Rhoda Ziegler, B.A. Manager, Duplicating Office
SECRETARIES AND CUSTODIANS OF DEPARTMENTS
Eleanor Whatmough Altman
Secretary, Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Clara Helen Anderson Secretary, Department of Physical Education
M. Eva Armstrong, B.A. Secretary and Custodian, Department of Music
Mawel T. Cammann, B.A. Secretary, Department of Biblical History
Ann Heath Cram Secretary, Department of English
Dorothea O. Crooker Secretary, Department of Physics
Alice L. Daniels Secretary, Department of Psychology
Vivien Kingsford Dowst Secretary, Infirmary
Frances K. Folsom Custodian, Departments of Botany and Zoology
Betsy BntKETT Hall, B.A. Secretary, Department of Political Science
Emily May Hopkins, M.A. Secretary and Custodian, Department of Chemistry
Marion Dorothy Jaques, B.A. Registrar, Department of Physical Education
Alice Churchill Moore Secretary, Department of Art
Lillian Warren Moseley -. Secretary, Page Memorial School
Mdldred Bond Remsen Secretary, Department of Economics
Katharine Cutting Sears, B.A. Secretary, Department of History
Anita Doorly Sherrill Secretary, Department of French
Margaret Marsh Steele, B.A.
Secretary and Custodian, Departments of Geology and Geography
Mildred L. Thornton Secretary, Departments of Botany and Zoology
THE COLLEGE
Wellesley College is a liberal arts college for women situated in the
township of Wellesley twelve miles west of Boston. The four hundred
acre campus was once the country estate of Henry Fowle Durant, a
wealthy Boston lawyer. In the 1860's Mr. Durant and his wife, moved
by religious convictions, decided to establish a residential college that
would "offer to young women opportunities for education equivalent to
those usually provided in colleges for young men." It was Mr. Durant's
hope that in this college young women could prepare themselves "for
great conflicts, for vast reforms in social life, for noblest usefulness." The
decision was followed by years of preparation until the College received a
charter in 1870 and in 1875 was opened to three hundred and fourteen
students.
The resources and size of the College grew steadily. The single build-
ing with which Wellesley started, College Hall, housed all students and
faculty and contained the library, chapel, classrooms, and laboratories.
As the number of students increased, other buildings were added, but
College Hall remained the center of community life until it was destroyed
by a great fire in 1914. Gradually Wellesley was rebuilt; in place of one
enormous structure housing many activities, buildings for special uses
were erected on the various hills on the campus.
Today more than forty buildings provide facilities for the intellectual
and community life of the College. Fourteen of them are residence halls
for undergraduate students. Most of the halls are large, with the result
that the student, who finds that academic instruction is usually given in
small groups, in the course of her residence forms a wide acquaintance
with people who come from many different regions.
Wellesley believes that the study of the liberal arts develops per-
spective and intellectual strength for the endeavors of a lifetime. It seeks
to give to the student broad knowledge of her cultural heritage and to
develop her competence in and respect for disciplined, honest thinking.
These purposes of the College have remained constant since its founding,
while the particulars of its programs are frequently revised under the
influences of the changing contemporary world.
The faculty is composed of approximately 170 men and women, trained
in many different universities here and abroad and chosen to maintain
Wellesley's tradition of good teaching and sound scholarship. The student
body includes approximately 1,700 young women who bring to the com-
munity the cultural, economic, and regional diversity of the United States,
and also representation of many foreign countries. Because of the size
and composition of the College the student meets a wide range of view-
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points and fields of special interest; yet she finds that the policies of the
modern Wellesley permit education to be an individual process as it was
when the College began.
Most classes are small enough to make possible the exchange of ideas
between student and teacher and to enable the faculty to know and plan
for the needs of each individual. The student is not provided with a re-
quired "core" curriculum but in the freshman and sophomore years is
asked to elect from many available courses work in the humanities, the
social sciences, and the sciences. In this way she builds at once on her
own earlier education and her present interests while developing with
her fellows a basic community of understanding of the liberal arts.
As soon as she wishes and at the latest by the end of the sophomore
year, she selects a major. Within her major department she continues to
develop her particular interests by choosing her special work from its
offering of advanced courses, seminars, and guided independent study,
while limitation of the amount of specialization safeguards the broadly
liberal purpose of the four-year undergraduate curriculum.
The student is expected to take the initiative in planning her program
and in meeting her academic and residential obligations. At various times
before reaching decisions she may need counsel or may wish to talk freely
with an older person about her academic or personal life. At such times
she can turn easily to her class dean who keeps in touch with her aca-
demic progress and her personal welfare, or to her instructors, including
the ordained ministers who are teaching members of the faculty, to the
resident head of her house, or to the college physicians and psychiatrists.
After she selects a major, she may also find helpful the chairman or her
adviser in the major department. If she has financial difficulties, she may
turn to her dean, to the secretary to the Committee on Scholarships, or
to the Students' Aid Society. If she wishes paid work during the academic
year or in vacations, or if as a graduating senior or an alumna she wishes
employment, the director of the Placement Office is prepared to help her.
Because maturing independence is respected, advice is not thrust upon
the student, but it is readily available from experts in various areas and
from intelligent adults interested in each individual.
The learning situation created by student and teacher is strengthened
by the quality of the physical facilities available for their use. At Welles-
ley the student of the biological or physical sciences finds laboratories un-
usually well equipped for undergraduate work and having in addition
equipment for the work of graduate students and professors, whose re-
search activities she may be invited to share. The student of art finds in
the permanent collections on the campus a representative selection of
monuments and extensive collections of slides and photographs, as well
as rotating loan exhibits. The student of music finds listening rooms where
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she has access to large libraries of records and practice rooms equipped
with grand pianos. The student of language has a modern language
laboratory available for her use, and for interested students of French or
Spanish special residential corridors are maintained. Any student inter-
ested in the young child may observe and work with boys and girls in the
college laboratory school for three, four, and five year olds.
Every student benefits from library collections which are unusual in
size and quality for an undergraduate college. The working library con-
tains approximately 300,000 volumes carefully selected to meet the needs
of the faculty as well as the students. Subscriptions to more than 1,000
American and foreign periodicals and the deposit of certain Government
publications important to the student of the social sciences add to its
usefulness. Special collections, containing rare items as well as important
collateral works, offer opportunities for research to the undergraduate stu-
dent and the advanced scholar. The College is fortunate in having dis-
tinguished collections in English poetry, Italian literature, Medieval Euro-
pean literature, and on the Far East. Except for the rare volumes in these
and other special collections, books are kept on open shelves to which the
student has immediate access.
A broad program of extracurricular activities, made possible by the size
and residential character of the College, supplements the liberal arts
curriculum. From them the student chooses those which will contribute
most to her enjoyment and growth. She may attend lectures by distin-
guished scholars, readings by poets, concerts given by famous artists,
and art, book, and scientific exhibits. Through participation in various
organizations she may test and develop interests in such areas as music,
theatre, athletics, journalism, social service, political and civic activity.
Whatever her special interest, she finds opportunity to associate infor-
mally and to work cooperatively with others.
Some of the student groups, such as choir and theatre, have professional
direction; most are organized and conducted entirely by students. Two of
them, the Chapel Organization and the College Government Association,
are sponsored jointly by students and faculty. The Chapel Organization
supports daily services led by members of the community and Sunday
services led by well-known ministers, at all of which attendance is vol-
untary. It also coordinates denominational and interfaith activities,
although the College itself continues to be a Christian, non-denominational
institution. The College Government Association, to which all students
belong, has executive, legislative, and judicial branches with elected stu-
dent and faculty representatives, in each of which student representatives
form the majority. This Association supports the methods and spirit of
responsible democracy; it charters all extracurricular organizations, estab-
lishes committees such as the Student Education Committee, and deter-
mines social and residential regulations.
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The student may also participate in the activities of the larger com-
munity of which Wellesley is a part. The nearness of Boston and Cam-
bridge makes the resources of these two cities readily accessible for
recreation, for field work in the social sciences, and for cultural enrich-
ment. For example, the department of Music brings to the College mem-
bers of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and other musicians from Boston
to give instruction in vocal and instrumental music, while many depart-
ments recommend to students afternoon or evening trips to the neigh-
boring cities for various special events.
The present college is in marked contrast to the small faculty and
student body, the one building, the collection of eight thousand books,
and the restricted social life with which Wellesley started. Yet the serene
beauty of the campus remains unchanged, and the student now as always
finds opportunity to develop her standards of ethics and taste, of per-
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THE CURRICULUM
The curriculum is designed to enable each student to achieve a sound
liberal education. To provide the opportunity to gain breadth of knowl-
edge and understanding, each student is asked to select a number of
courses distributed among several representative fields of knowledge: the
humanities, the social sciences, and the natural sciences. In this part of
her work she will become acquainted with ways of thinking and with sig-
nificant content in several disciplines. To provide a means to achieve depth
in learning, each student is asked to choose a field of concentration con-
sisting of a major and allied subjects. In this work she should acquire solid
knowledge of one field and an understanding of its particular contribution
to our civilization; also, she should develop the competence which comes
from continued training and advanced study in her chosen field.
There is scope within the curriculum for each student to meet the spe-
cific requirements for the degree and, in addition, to choose a considerable
number of courses without any restriction as to subject. Indeed, the pur-
pose of the curriculum is to provide the framework within which the stu-
dent, assisted by her academic advisers, constructs a program of study
suited to her individual interests.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Each candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts is required to com-
plete 114 semester hours* of academic work. The normal period of time in
which to earn the degree is four years and a normal program of study
consists of five courses ( 15 hours) in each semester of the first three years,
and four courses (12 hours) in each semester of the senior year. Also,
seniors are required to prepare for a general examination in the major
subject.
Required Courses
English 100 (freshman year) 6 hours**
Biblical History 104 (sophomore year) 6 hours***
Physical Education, two periods a week in the freshman and sophomore
years ( no academic credit)
Distribution of Studies
Twelve hours (two year courses or their equivalent in semester courses)
are to be elected as indicated from each of the three groups of subjects
listed below. Of the 36 hours required for distribution, at least 24 hours
* All references in this catalogue are to semester hours.
*° Some students will be exempted on the basis of entrance records and tests
taken at Wellesley.
00
* Students who are able to read Greek may substitute Biblical History 210 (2),
The First Three Gospels in Greek, for the second semester of the required course.
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are to be taken in the freshman and sophomore years. It is permitted, and
in many cases it may be desirable, to postpone until junior and senior years
12 hours, not more than 6 hours in each of two groups. Because in some
departments certain courses do not count for distribution, in electing
courses to meet this requirement students should consult the "Directions
for Election" of each department.
Group I. Literature, Foreign Languages, Art and Music.
Departments of English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Latin,
Russian, Spanish, Art, Music.
Twelve hours are to be elected in Group I, 6 in one department and 6
in one or two other departments. Of the 12 hours in this group, at least 6
hours must be in literature, English or foreign: courses in English litera-
ture,* courses in Greek, Latin or Russian literature in translation, courses
in a foreign language in which the main emphasis is on literature.
Group II. Social Science, History and Philosophy.
Departments of Economics, Political Science, Sociology and Anthro-
pology, History, Philosophy.
Twelve hours are to be elected in Group II: 6 hours in economics, or
political science, or sociology and anthropology; 6 hours in history or
philosophy.
Group III. Science.
Departments of Astronomy, Botany and Bacteriology, Chemistry,
Geography, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, Zoology and
Physiology.
Twelve hours are to be elected in Group III, 6 hours in one department
and 6 in one or two other departments.** Of the 12 hours in this group, at
least 6 hours must be in a laboratory course in one of the following: as-
tronomy, botany, chemistry, geology, physics, zoology, the interdepart-
mental courses in biology or in physical science. The remaining 6 hours
may be taken in courses either with or without laboratory work.***
Students who have not taken a recent course in biology in school should
consider the advisability of electing botany, zoology or Interdepartmental
103. Those who have not taken a recent course in chemistry or physics in
school should consider the advisability of electing one of the physical
sciences: astronomy, chemistry, geology, physics or Interdepartmental
106.
* English courses with emphasis on writing may not count for distribution.
••If Interdepartmental 103 or 106 is elected, the remaining 6 hours must
be taken in departments not included in the interdepartmental course.




At least 42 hours are to be elected in one field of concentration. This
includes a major of 24 or more hours in one department and 18 to 12 hours
in courses related or supplementary to the major but falling in one or
more departments other than that in which the major is taken.
Courses are classified in grades I, II, III; grade I indicating elementary
courses and grade III the most advanced courses. Of the 42 hours in the
field of concentration, at least 18 hours must be above grade I; at least 12
hours must be grade III; and at least 6 hours of grade III must be taken in
the senior year.
Courses taken in fulfillment of the distribution requirement may be
counted in the 42 hours in the field of concentration unless otherwise
specified by the department.
During the freshman year, with the assistance of the class dean, all
students will begin to give thought to the choice of their major subjects
and some may reach a final decision. In the second semester of the
sophomore year each student, after consultation with the chairman of
the appropriate department, elects a major subject and related courses,
and prepares for the Recorder a statement of the courses to be included in
the field of concentration. If later revisions are necessary, the final plan
for the field of concentration, approved by the chairman of the major
department, should be presented to the Recorder not later than the spring
of junior year.
All departments of the College offer major courses of study except the
following: Education, Physical Education, Russian, Speech.
Some students wish to center their study upon an area, a period, or a
subject which cuts across the lines of departmental organization. This
can be done by meeting the minimum requirements for a major in one
department and by careful selection of free electives and of courses
related to the major. A student who is interested in a program of this kind
should consult her class dean and the chairmen of appropriate depart-
ments as soon as possible in her college course. Among the numerous
possibilities for such study are programs centering on Asia, Latin America,
Russia, the United States; the Middle Ages, the Renaissance; Interna-
tional Relations, Natural Resources.
Foreign Language Requirement
Each candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must show before
graduation that she has some proficiency in the use of at least one foreign
language, ancient or modern. This requirement may be met by passing
one of the language tests of the College Entrance Examination Board at
a score of at least 580, or by the completion of a 6 hour course in college
at the second year level or higher. The following courses are of the second
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year level: French 102, German 102, Greek 201, 202, 205, Italian 201,
204, Latin 103, Russian 200, Spanish 102.
General Examination
At the end of the senior year each candidate for the degree of Bachelor
of Arts must pass a general examination in her major subject, unless as
a candidate for honors she is asked to pass special examinations taken in
place of the general examination.
The general examination is intended to test the student's intellectual
initiative and independence in analyzing, organizing, and relating the
material of her major subject; her knowledge of and ability to apply
leading ideas met in that subject.
Supplementary Directions
Within the 114 hours required for the degree, the student is permitted
to elect:
(1) Not more than 42 hours in any one department
(2) Not more than two of the following courses: French 101, German
101, Italian 101, Russian 100, Spanish 101
(3) No studio work in Art without the required amount in the history
of art (see department statement)
(4) Not more than 18 hours in Education
(5) Not more than 15 or 18 hours in Speech (see department statement)
The program for the senior year may not include more hours of grade I
work than of grade III.
Standard for Graduation
To be recommended for the degree of Bachelor of Arts a student must
complete 114 semester hours of academic work with a credit ratio of at
least 1.75, which represents an average grade between C— and C; and
she must pass the general examination or an honors examination.
Residence Requirement
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must be in residence at
Wellesley College for at least two years, one of which must be the senior
year.
Standard of Written and Spoken English
Students are expected to use good English in their written work in all
departments. A student in any class who fails to maintain acceptable
standards may be referred to the department of English for remedial
work.
Students are also expected to maintain good standards of spoken Eng-
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lish. The department of Speech gives speech tests to incoming freshmen.
Those who are found in need of corrective work are given an opportunity
to undertake it.
RESEARCH OR INDEPENDENT STUDY
Each department of the College which offers a major course of study
provides the opportunity for certain students to undertake a program of
individual study directed by a member of the faculty. Under this program,
an eligible student may undertake a research project or a program of
reading in a particular field. The results of her work normally will be pre-
sented in a thesis or in a series of short essays. The conditions for ad-
mission to this work in each department are described under the course
title, 350, Research or Independent Study.
HONORS AND ACADEMIC AWARDS
Honors in the Major Subject
Students who have shown marked excellence and an unusual degree
of independence in their work in the major subject may receive the
Bachelor of Arts degree with Honors in the Major Subject. Under a pro-
gram called Special Honors an eligible student may be invited to under-
take a piece of independent investigation in which her work will be
supervised by a member of the faculty; the successful completion of the
independent work and of an honors examination leads to the award of
Honors in the Major Subject. Under a plan called General Honors this
same award may be made to students who have shown an unusual de-
gree of independence or distinction in courses in the major subject, have
elected a sound program in the field of concentration, and have written
an excellent general examination.
The intent behind both plans is to single out the most able scholars
for this recognition. To be recommended for this award the student, in
addition to showing marked excellence in her major subject, must main-
tain a good general average in all her academic work.
Academic Awards
Distinction and promise in academic work are recognized by special
awards. These awards, unlike financial aid which is described on pages
116-119, are honors open to all students and are awarded without refer-
ence to need.
The College confers Freshman Honors on students who maintain high
academic standing during the freshman year. It names as Wellesley
College Scholars juniors and seniors who maintain high academic stand-
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ing after the freshman year. The highest title conferred by the College is
that of Durant Scholar, which is reserved for juniors and seniors whose
scholastic records after the freshman year are outstanding. Honors in the
major subject are described above.
Seniors are elected to membership in the Eta of Massachusetts
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa on the basis of their total academic
achievement in college, and seniors who are majoring in the sciences may
be elected to associate membership in the Wellesley Chapter of Sigma
Xi, national honorary scientific society.
On recommendation of the faculty the trustees award to four seniors
who intend to pursue graduate studies the title of Trustee Scholar. The
awards are made on a competitive basis in two categories: two for
graduate study without restriction as to subject; two for graduate study
undertaken as preparation for college teaching. The title is honorary;
in cases of financial need stipends are awarded to the Scholars or, if not
required by them, to alternates who need financial assistance.
Certain prizes have been established at the College for the recognition
of merit in a particular field. They carry a small stipend or gift and usually
bear the name of the donor or the person honored.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Course Examinations
An examination period occurs at the end of each semester. Examina-
tions for the removal of conditions and deficiencies and for advanced
standing may be taken during any examination period and at other
specified times.
A student who wishes to take an examination upon a course which is
not a part of her approved schedule for the year must apply to the Re-
corder for the requisite card of admission to the examination.
Exemption Examinations
In many departments exemption examinations are offered for those
students who may wish to meet part of the distribution requirement by
taking an examination rather than by electing a course. A student is per-
mitted to anticipate in this way no more than 6 of the 12 hours required
for distribution in each of the three groups of studies. (See pages 24 and
25.) A student who wishes to apply for an exemption examination to be
taken at the beginning of the college year should write to the Recorder
before the first of September.
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Advanced Placement
Students are encouraged to enter the most advanced courses for which
they are prepared by previous study. For information about advanced
placement, either with or without special examinations, see pages 109-10.
Use of the Summer Vacation
Students are encouraged to make constructive use of the long summer
vacations, supplementing in them the work and activities of the academic
year. Several possibilities are recognized, for example, field or labora-
tory work, vocational experience, and serious and ordered reading. It is
expected that all students will undertake some serious reading, and to
assist them in planning it a general book list is given to freshmen for
use throughout their college years. Also, for sophomores and juniors,
major departments prepare more specialized lists in winch the suggested
reading is designed to enrich the student's knowledge of her major sub-
ject.
The Summer Internship in Government
The College joins with Vassar College in sponsoring a program that
enables students from various departments to learn at first hand of the
operations of the Federal Government. Students who are accepted for
the program spend six weeks in Washington during the summer preced-
ing their senior year. A director arranges assignments in various govern-
ment bureaus, Congressional offices, and headquarters of the Democratic
and Republican National Committees, and meets regularly with the in-
terns during the six weeks.
The Junior Year Ahroad
Qualified students may apply for admission to the various groups
spending the junior year in Europe. Wellesley students may study in
Paris under the plan sponsored by Sweet Briar College, or in Munich
under the auspices of Wayne University, or in Florence, Geneva, Madrid
or Paris with groups organized by Smith College. A student who wishes
to join one of these groups must have a good academic record and com-
petence in the language of the country in which she plans to study; in
general two years of study of the language at the college level are neces-
sary to provide adequate preparation. In advance of making applica-
tion, a student must have the approval of the chairman of her major
department and of her class dean.
PREPARATION FOR GRADUATE STUDY
College Teaching and Research
A student who wishes to enter college teaching and research will find
that the undergraduate work of the College provides preparation for
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graduate study leading to advanced degrees in the arts and sciences.
She should consult as early as possible the chairman of her major depart-
ment, or of the department in which she hopes to pursue graduate study,
to learn which courses in her field of special interest and winch foreign
languages will be most useful to her. It should be noted that for graduate
study in many fields a reading knowledge of two specified languages is
required. The student will find her class dean, her faculty adviser, the
chairmen of departments and the Placement Office helpful in locating
information about graduate schools.
Other Professions
In her undergraduate work a student may meet the requirements for
the degree of Bachelor of Arts and at the same time prepare to enter
professional schools, for example, architecture, law, medicine, social
service administration, teaching. A sound education in the liberal arts
is considered the best preparation for admission to most professional
schools but a student who is interested in any one of the professions
should consult her class dean to discuss the particular emphasis which
she should make in her undergraduate program. She should also consult
as soon as possible the catalogue of the graduate school which she has
chosen.
Teaching in Schools
Some teaching positions in public as well as in private schools are open
to college graduates without further study, although a year of graduate
work is required for teachers in many public school systems. Courses in
the principles and history of education given by the department of Edu-
cation help a student to prepare for teaching and to meet some of the
requirements for certification. They also serve as prerequisites for gradu-
ate work in education.
Wellesley is one of a group of colleges affiliated with the Harvard
Graduate School of Education in a program which affords graduates of
the cooperating colleges special opportunities for practice teaching in
the summer, for paid teaching internships during the regular school
year, and for graduate study at Harvard.
A student who cannot plan for graduate work immediately after col-
lege is advised to consider enrolling, during the summer following her
junior year, in one of several summer programs which provide courses
in methods in conjunction with supervised practice teaching.
A student who intends to teach should consult the chairman of the
Education Department about requirements for certification and ways of
preparing to meet them.
Medical School
A student who is planning to study medicine is advised to elect two
pre-medical sciences in the freshman year. In general, the minimum re-
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quirements for admission to recognized medical schools can be met by
16 hours in chemistry (which must include a course in organic chemistry),
8 hours in physics, and 8 hours in zoology. Since there is some variation
in these minimum requirements and since some medical schools have
specific requirements for admission, a student should consult the most
recent catalogues of the particular medical schools in which she is in-
terested. At present considerable emphasis is being placed by the medical
schools on the importance of a liberal education as a preparation for
medical studies and it is possible to fulfill the minimum requirements for
medical school and to take the general examination in a field not required
for entrance. A student, therefore, is advised to major in the field of her
greatest interest. Students wishing to prepare for medical school should
consult Professor Harriet C. Waterman, department of Zoology and
Physiology.
Hospital and Public Health Work
A student planning to prepare for work in hospital or public health
laboratories should begin both chemistry and zoology in the freshman
year in order to have the necessary foundation for advanced courses in
these subjects and for courses in bacteriology. Students should consult
their class deans for advice in planning their programs.
The Civil Service
A student wishing to qualify for examinations offered by the United
States Civil Service Commission or various state and local civil service
agencies should consult her major department and the Placement Office
about current requirements. For many positions some work in statistics
and public administration is desirable; graduate study is a qualification
for many of the more important posts.
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Fellowships for Alumnae of Wellesley College
Four graduate fellowships providing stipends which range from $1,180-
$3,000 are open only to alumnae of Wellesley College: the Horton-
Hallowell Fellowship for a candidate for the Ph.D. degree; the Vida
Dutton Scudder Fellowship for a graduate student in the field of social
science, political science, or literature; the Fanny Bullock Workman Schol-
arship for a student who has completed one year of graduate study; and
° For purposes of admission to medical schools a course which meets for 3 hours
of laboratory work each week throughout the year, in addition to regularly scheduled
lectures, may be considered the equivalent of an 8 hour course.
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the Edna V. Moffett Scholarship of $1,540, awarded in alternate years in
the field of history.
Graduates of the College are eligible to compete for three fellowships
of $2,000 which are awarded annually by the American School of Classical
Studies in Athens. Qualified graduates are exempt from any charge for
tuition at the American School of Classical Studies in Athens or in Rome.
Fellowships and Assistantshtps for Alumnae of Any College
Several scholarships are available for candidates for the degree of
Master of Arts at Wellesley College. Also, assistantships, which provide
stipends of $1800, are available in certain science departments for candi-
dates for the master's degree. Information may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Committee on Graduate Instruction.
Four graduate fellowships for study at the institution of the candidate's
choice are administered by Wellesley College and are open to alumnae
of any college including Wellesley College. They provide stipends rang-
ing from $500-$2,500. The Alice Freeman Palmer Fellowship is without
restriction as to field; the Anne Louise Barrett Fund and the Harriet A.
Shaw Fund are preferably for study in the field of music; the Amy Morris
Homans Fellowships are for study in the field of physical education. Fur-
ther information and application blanks may be obtained from the Secre-
tary to the President. Application should be made by February 10.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
A candidate for the degree of Master of Arts is required to complete 24
hours of graduate work, which may include a thesis embodying the re-
sults of original research. The program is arranged by the student's major
department and is subject to the approval of the Committee on Graduate
Instruction. A reading knowledge of French or German, to be tested by
examination at entrance, is required. Individual departments may require
a second language. At least one year in residence is required of all can-
didates.
Some departments, but not all, accept candidates for the Master of Arts
degree. The College does not maintain a program of courses for graduate
students separate from those offered for undergraduates. Properly quali-
fied graduate students are admitted to grade III courses, to seminars, and
to course 350, Research or Independent Study.
Information regarding admission, living arrangements, graduate assist-
antships and scholarships will be found in the bulletin, Graduate Study at
Wellesley College, which will be sent upon application to the Secretary
of the Committee on Graduate Instruction.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
1959-1960
The following courses of instruction are offered by the several depart-
ments. The College reserves the right to withdraw any course not chosen
by at least six students.
All courses are classified in grades I, II, III; grade I indicating ele-
mentary courses and grade III the most advanced courses. Grade I
courses are numbered 100, etc.; grade II courses 200, etc.; grade III
courses 300, etc.
The first semester is indicated by (1) following the course number; the
second semester by (2). Courses not so designated are year courses. The
number of hours of credit appears in parentheses following the course
title. A semester course which carries three hours of credit requires ap-
proximately nine hours of work each week spent partly in class and partly
in preparation. The amount of time scheduled for classes varies with the
subject from two hours each week in many courses in the humanities and
social sciences to three, four, or five scheduled hours in certain courses
in foreign languages, in art and music, and in the sciences. A class period
is sixty minutes in length. Classes are scheduled from Monday morning
through late Friday afternoon.
ART
Professors: Bernard Chapman Heyl, m.f.a.; John McAndrew,1 m.arch.; Teresa
Grace Frisch, ph.d.
Associate Professors: Agnes Anne Abbot1 ; Diether Thimme (Chairman); Elizabeth
Holmes Frisch
Assistant Professors: Curtis Howard Shell, ph.d.; Richard Boyce
Instructors: Joan Crowell Sbegfried, m.a.; Jo Sandman Asher, m.a.; Jason Berger;
Frederick Arthur Stahl, m.arch.; Janet Cox Rearick, ph.d., Acting Direc-
tor of the Art Museum; Heidi Nitze, b.a.
History of Art
Many of the courses in art include some laboratory work in the one or more
mediums with which the course is concerned. The department believes that
laboratory training has great value in developing observation and understand-
ing of artistic problems, and for this reason requires it of majoring students. It
should be stated, however, that no particular natural aptitude is required and
that the work is adjusted to the student's ability.
100. Introductory Course (6 hrs.)
The major styles in Western architecture, sculpture, and painting from ancient
times to the present. A foundation for further study of the history of art. Simple
laboratory work (requiring no previous training or artistic skill) planned to give
the student a greater understanding of artistic problems. Open without pre-
requisite to freshmen and sophomores. The Staff
1 Absent on leave.
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201 (2). Greek Sculpture (3 his.)
The development of Greek sculpture from its origins through the Hellenistic
age. Study of focal monuments and artists in each successive period. Laboratory
work, consisting largely of modeling and carving. Open to sophomores who
have taken 100 and to juniors and seniors without prerequisite.
Mr. Thimme, Mrs. Asher
202 (1). Medieval Sculpture (3 hrs.)
Western European sculpture of the Romanesque and Gothic periods, intro-
duced by a brief study of pre-Romanesque art. Laboratory work consisting
largely of modeling and carving. Prerequisite, same as for 201.
Miss Frisch, Mrs. Asher
203 (2). Medieval Architecture (3 hrs.)
The architecture of Western Europe from the Fall of Rome to the beginning
of the Renaissance, with particular concentration on the great Romanesque and
Gothic monumeots. Occasional laboratory work. Prerequisite, same as for 201.
Mr. Stahl
207 (2). Art of the Far East (3 hrs.)
A study of the art of India, China, and Japan, with particular emphasis on
China. No laboratory work. Open to juniors and seniors without prerequisite.
Miss Frisch
209 (1). Art of the Roman Empire (3 hrs.)
The major monuments of architecture, sculpture, and painting in the Roman
Empire from the formation of the Roman style through the Late Antique.
Emphasis upon Roman contributions to the main tradition of Western art. No
laboratory work. Prerequisite, same as for 201. . Mr. Thimme
215 (1). European Art Through the Renaissance (3 hrs.)
The major movements in architecture, sculpture and especially painting from
classical antiquity to about 1550. No laboratory work. Open to sophomores who
have taken History 101 or Italian 101 or 103, and to juniors and seniors who
have not taken or are not taking Art 100. Mr. Shell, Miss Siegfried
216 (2). Post-Renaissance and Modern Art (3 hrs.)
Western art from the beginning of the 17th century to the present. No labora-
tory work. Open to sophomores who have taken 215 and to juniors and seniors
who have not taken or are not taking 100, 218, or 219. Mrs. Rearick
218 (1). Baroque Painting (3 hrs.)
European painting of the 17th and 18th centuries. No laboratory work. Open
to sophomores who have taken 100 and to juniors and seniors without prerequi-
site. Not open to students who have taken 216. Mr. Heyl
219 (1). Nineteenth Century Painting (8 hrs.)
A study of painting of the 19th century in Europe and America with emphasis
on France. No laboratory work. Prerequisite, same as for 218. Mr. Heyl
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301 (2). Seminar in Ancient Art (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one or more of the fundamental problems in the history
of Ancient Art. No laboratory work. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken
201 or 209. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Thimme
302 (1). Italian Painting: the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
(3 hrs.)
A brief exposition of late medieval style in Italian painting, followed by
studies of selected artists whose work significantly illustrates the character of
Early Renaissance style. Particular attention to Florentine masters. Laboratory
work included. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken, or are taking, a
grade II course in the department, and, by permission, to especially qualified
students. Mr. Shell, Mr. Boyce
303 (2). Italian Painting: the Sixteenth Century (3 hrs.)
Studies of the major masters of the High Renaissance style, followed by the
examination of some selected Mannerist painters, and of those developments
within 16th century painting which lead in the direction of the Baroque. Con-
siderable attention to Venetian masters. Laboratory work included. Prerequisite,
same as for 302. Mr. Shell, Mr. Boyce
304 (2). Renaissance, Baroque, and Modern Sculpture (3 hrs.)
A study of the major sculptors from the 15th century to the present. Labora-
tory work consisting largely of modeling and carving. Open to students who
have taken 100 or 215 and, by permission, to especially qualified students.
Miss Siegfried, Mr. Berger
305 (2). Modern Painting (3 hrs.)
A study of European and American painting in the 20th century. Prerequi-
site, same as for 302. Laboratory work included. Miss Siegfried, Mrs. Frisch
306 (2).* The Graphic Arts from the Renaissance to the Present
(3 hrs.)
Emphasis on the styles of Diirer, Rembrandt, Goya, Picasso. Special at-
tention to the influence of technique upon stvle. Laboratory instruction in the
processes of woodcut, engraving, etching, lithography. Visits to collections.
Open by permission to juniors and seniors who have taken a grade II course
in the department. Mr. Thimme, Mr. Boyce
307 (2).* Problems in Meddsval Style and Technique (3 hrs.)
Study of selected manuscripts, mosaics, and wall paintings in Italy between
the 4th and the 13th centuries, with experiments in the medium concerned, for
close stylistic and technical analysis. Prerequisite, same as for 302. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Miss Abbot
• Offered in alternate years.
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308 (1). Renaissance and Baboque Architecture (3 hrs.)
The Early and High Renaissance, Mannerist and Baroque styles of the 15th
through the 18th centuries, with particular emphasis on Italy. No laboratory
work. Prerequisite, same as for 304. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Mr. McAndrew
309 (1). Modern Architecture (3 hrs.)
The development of modern architecture in Europe and America in the last
seventy years. Laboratory work included. Prerequisite, same as for 302.
Mr. Stahl
311 (1). Painting of Northern Europe (3 hrs.)
The period from the late 14th century to the mid-16th century in France,
Germany, and the Low Countries. Laboratory work included. Prerequisite,
same as for 304. Miss Siegfried, Mrs. Frisch
325 (2). Seminar. The Nature and Criticism of Art (3 hrs.)
A study of various kinds of artistic analyses, and a consideration of problems
in the theory and practice of criticism. Open, by permission, to seniors who have
taken, or are talcing, six additional hours of grade III. Mr. Heyl
330 (1). Seminar. Italian Painting (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one or more of the fundamental problems in the history of
Italian painting. Open, by permission, to juniors and seniors who have taken
302 or 303. Mr. Shell
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open, by permission, to juniors and seniors who have taken, or are taking, a
course of grade III.
Studio Courses
Six hours of studio work may count toward the degree after six hours in the
history of art have been taken; and twelve hours after twelve hours in the
history of art have been taken.
105 (1). Drawing and Sculpture (3 hrs.)
Study of drawing and sculpture, with strong emphasis on design. Abstract
problems in line and in relief, as well as portraiture and figure sketching. Open
to sophomores, juniors, and seniors and, by permission, to freshmen who have
studied art before entering college. Four periods of class instruction and three
of studio practice. Mr. Berger
106 (2). Introductory Painting and Design (3 hrs.)
Spatial and tonal problems partly abstract, partly representational, worked
out in a variety of mediums and materials. Open to sophomores, juniors, and
seniors and, by permission, to freshmen who have studied art before entering
college. Five periods of class instruction and three of studio practice.
Mrs. Frisch, Mrs. Asher
206 (1). Watercolor and Oil Painting (3 hrs.)
Landscape, still life, and painting from model. Open to sophomores, juniors,
and seniors who have taken 100, 105, or 106. Five periods of class instruction
and three of studio practice. Mrs. Frisch, Mr. Boyce
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208 (2). Design (3 hrs.)
The elements of visual communication, line, form, color, studied in relation
to the special function or purpose which the work of art may be called upon to
fulfill. Exploration of the potentialities and restrictions of the particular process
or material. Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors who have taken 105, 106,
or 206. Five periods of class instruction and three of studio practice. Mr. Boyce
300 (1). Advanced Painting. I (3 hrs.)
Clarification of various problems in the language of painting, dealt with
largely through the oil medium. Individual problems. Open by permission to
juniors and seniors who have taken at least one other studio course. Four
periods. Mr. Boyce
312 (2). Advanced Painting. II (3 hrs.)
A continuation of 300. Prerequisite, same as for 300. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Directions for Election
Course 100 is the basic introductory course for later work in the department
and is required, except by special permission, of majoring students. (See Ex-
emption Examination, below.)
Students planning to major in the department must elect at least one grade II
course in ancient, and one in medieval art.
Students majoring in the department must elect at least 24 hours in the
history of art.
A reading knowledge of French, German, or Italian, though not required, is
very strongly recommended.
The attention of students is called to the interdepartmental major program in
Classical Archeology.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
Freshmen and sophomores, who secure the permission of the chairman, may
qualify for entrance to grade II in art by passing an exemption examination,
thus waiving the requirement of course 100.
Related Courses
Related courses may be chosen from many departments: English, History,
Music, Philosophy, departments of foreign language and literature.
By careful choice of related courses, a student majoring in art may plan a
field of concentration emphasizing one century or period such as Ancient,
Medieval, Renaissance, or Modern. Students interested in such a plan should
consult the chairman of the department as early as possible.
ASTRONOMY
Associate Professor: Sarah Jeannette Hill, ph.d. (Chairman)
Lecturer: Florence Shirley Jones, ph.d.
101. Elementary Astronomy (6 hrs.)
The solar system; stars, nebulae, galaxies. Open to all undergraduates. Two
lecture periods and one two-hour laboratory period. Approximately one-third of
the laboratory time is scheduled in the evening for observation and use of the
telescopes. Miss Hill, Mrs. Jones
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200 (2). Modern Physics (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Physics 200.
201 (1). Electricity and Optics (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Physics 201.
202. Differential and Integral Calculus (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Mathematics 202.
203 (1). Stellar Astronomy (3 hrs.)
Selected topics of stellar astronomy, with emphasis on current work. Stellar
populations, the interstellar material, radio astronomy, extra-galactic systems.
Prerequisite, 101. Miss Hill
204 (2).* Practical and Spherical Astronomy (3 hrs.)
Theory and use of the transit instrument and equatorial telescope. Introduc-
tion to least squares. Prerequisite 101 and prerequisite or corequisite Math-
ematics 106 or 107. Miss Hill
205 (2).* Introduction to Astrophysics (3 hrs.)
The physical nature of the sun and stars derived from analysis of their
spectra. Prerequisite, 101, or Physics 101 or 104, and prerequisite or corequi-
site, Mathematics 106 or 107. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mrs. Jones
300 (1). Binary Stars (3 hrs.)
The two-body problem, the determination of the orbits of visual and spectro-
scopic binaries, stellar masses. Prerequisites, 101 and Mathematics 202.
Miss Hill
302 (2). Galactic Structure (3 hrs.)
The methods used in studying the dynamics and constitution of the Milky
Way. Prerequisite, 101 and Mathematics 202. Miss Hill
303 (1). Differential Equations (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Mathematics 303.
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to seniors by permission.
DmECTIONS FOR ELECTION
The major in astronomy is based upon at least 18 hours of astronomy, Mathe-
matics 303 and Physics 200, and 201, and normally includes some grade III
work in physics. Six hours of astronomy and six hours of mathematics should
ordinarily be completed by the end of the sophomore year.
Related or supplementary courses for the major may be elected in the de-
partments of Mathematics and Physics, and may also include Geology 101 and
Interdepartmental 218.
Students considering graduate work in astronomy are urged to acquire a
reading knowledge of French, and Russian or German.
• Offered in alternate years.
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BIBLICAL HISTORY, LITERATURE, AND INTERPRETATION
Professors: Ernest Rene Lacheman,2 b.d., ph.d.; Herbert Morrison Gale, s.t.b.,
ph.d.; Fred Denbeaux, b.d., s.t.m. (Chairman); Mary Lucetta Mowry,
B.D., PH.D.
Assistant Professor: Charles Arthur Mann Hall, b.d.
Instructors: Erich W. Gritsch, s.t.m., m.a.; Roger Alan Johnson, b.d.; Benjamin
Charles Milner, Jr., b.d., m.a.; Wayne Gilbert Rollins, b.d., m.a.
Lecturer: Helen Irene Milton, s.t.b., m.th.
The requirement in Biblical history is met by course 104. Students with a
knowledge of Greek may substitute course 210 for the second semester of 104.
104. Studies in the Old and New Testaments (6 hrs.)
Basic material: selected parts of the Old Testament; the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke. Aim: to acquire a knowledge of these materials, of their
historical-critical analysis, of the rise of the Hebrew-Christian tradition and the
relevance of this tradition to the individual and society. Required of sophomores
except as indicated above. The Staff
203. Elementary Hebrew (6 hrs.)
The elements of Biblical Hebrew grammar and syntax, with practice in trans-
lation and the memorizing of a vocabulary. Readings of selections from the Old
Testament. Open to juniors and seniors by permission. (Not given in 1959-60.)
Miss Milton
204 (1), (2). The Beginnings of Christianity (3 firs.)
A course designed to enable those students who have already studied the
Synoptic Gospels in 104 to continue their study of the New Testament and to
see Christianity in contact with the life of the Graeco-Roman world. The rise
and earliest development of the Christian religion. Emphasis upon the thought
of Paul and of the Fourth Gospel. Prerequisite, 104 or 210. Mr. Gale
206 (1). Further Studies in the Old Testament (3 hrs.)
Detailed work on selected portions of the Old Testament, with emphasis on
historical, literary, and theological method. Prerequisite, 104 or 210.
Mr. Lacheman
207. History' of Religions (6 hrs.)
After a brief examination of primitive and classical religions, major attention
devoted to Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and the religions of China and Japan.
The history and development of institutions, cultic practices, scriptures and
theologies investigated with readings in primary sources. Prerequisite, 104 or
210. Miss Mowry
208 (1), (2). Survey of the Application of Christian Ethics to Social
Problems (3 hrs.)
A study of the social teachings of the Christian church in determinative peri-
ods of its history. An investigation from this perspective of the relevance of
Christian ethics for modern social problems. Open to juniors and seniors who
have taken or are taking Economics 101 or Sociology 102 or Political Science
100, or any course in medieval or modern history. Mr. Hall
2 Absent on leave for the second semester.
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210 (2). The First Three Gospels est Greek (3 hrs.)
Same material as the second semester of 104, planned for those students who,
in fulfilling the Biblical history requirement, prefer to study the Gospels in
Greek rather than in English translation. Open to students who have taken
the first semester of 104 and have taken or are taking a grade II Greek
course. Students choosing this way of fulfilling the requirement in Biblical his-
tory may postpone the work until their junior year without special permission.
Miss Milton
213 (2).* Judaism from Philo to Spinoza (3 hrs.)
The history of Judaism in its relation to the Graeco-Roman world, Christen-
dom and Islam. Reading (in translation) of significant portions of Talmudic,
Midrashic, Poetic, and speculative literatures. Prerequisite, 104 or 210. (Not
offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Lacheman
216 (1). History of Christian Thought (3 hrs.)
A survey of the interaction of the Biblical world view with classical culture
and the consequent emergence of specifically Christian thought. The Church
Fathers, the theology of the Creeds, Augustine, and medieval theology. Pre-
requisite, 104 or 210. Mr. Denbeaux
217 (2). History of Christian Thought (3 hrs.)
The Reformation and the modern world. Studies in the religious thought of
the 16th and 19th centuries, primarily. The origin and development of Prot-
estantism, the Episcopal tradition, and the reformation of Roman Catholicism.
The 19th century and the emergence of modern theology as influenced by
Kierkegaard, Darwin, Marx, Dostoyevsky, and Freud. Prerequisite, 104 or 210.
Mr. Denbeaux
218 (2). American Church History (3 hrs.)
A study of the development of religion in the United States from 1607 to tne
present. Emphasis on the European theological and ecclesiastical inheritance
and its emergence in the American religious divisions and the Ecumenical
Movement. Prerequisite, 104 or 210. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Hall
301 (2).* Seminar in Mediterranean Religions (3 hrs.)
Studies in Babylonian, Greek, and Roman theology. Prerequisite, 206. (Not
offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Lacheman
305 (2). Seminar in Contemporary Theology (3 hrs.)
An examination of the interaction of theology and secular culture as seen
through the thought of such figures as Harnack, Barth, Niebuhr, Bultmann,
Tillich. Open to senior majors who have taken 204. The Staff
306 (1).* Seminar in the Old Testament (3 hrs.)
Systematic study of important religious ideas of the Old Testament. Pre-
reqviisite, 206. Mr. Lacheman
307 (1). Seminar in the New Testament (3 hrs.)
The emergence of New Testament literature in the light of issues confront-
ing the early Christian community. An intensive study of the Gospels and
then impact on the growing church. Prerequisite, 204 and 206.
Miss Mowry, Mr. Rollins
* Offered in alternate years.
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310 (1), (2). Seminar. Studies in Historical Theology (3 hrs.)
An examination of the distinctive content and form of theological language.
A classical theologian to be selected. Prerequisite or corequisite for majors, 204,
206, 216; non-majors admitted by permission of the instructor. Mr. Denbeaux
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to seniors by permission.
Directions for Election
Wide variations in courses are possible for students who major in the de-
partment.** One seminar in the Biblical field is required for majors.
Students interested in the original language of the New Testament are en-
couraged to confer with the Greek Department.
BOTANY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors: Harriet Baldwin Creighton,1 ph.d.; Delaphtne Grace Rosa Wyckoff,
ph.d. (Chairman)
Assistant Professor: Emanuel David Rudolph, ph.d.
Instructor: Derry Delos Koob, ph.d.
Graduate Assistants: Patricia Anne Cooke, b.a.; Dorothea Vagenas DiCecco,
B.A.
Custodian: Frances Knibbs Folsom
101. General Plant Science (6 hrs.)
A study of plant science presenting the principles of biology and em-
phasizing the importance of plants in our economic and social life. Topics con-
sidered: growth and development of flowering plants; plant nutrition and its
relation to animal and human nutrition; heredity and plant breeding; bacteria
and other microorganisms; soil; forest and water resources; utilization of plant
products in industry. Practice in growing plants in the greenhouses and gardens.
Open to all undergraduates except those who have taken Interdepartmental
103. Four periods, one of lecture, three of discussion and work in labora-
tory, greenhouse, and field. The Staff
103. An Introductory Course in Biology (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 103.
201 (1). Landscape Gardening (3 hrs.)
A study of cultivated plants with emphasis on their use in landscape garden-
ing. Practice in applying the principles of design to gardens and to home and
community plantings. Open to students who have taken 101 or 103 and to
juniors and seniors without prerequisite. Counts as a non-laboratory science
to meet part of the distribution requirement in Group III. Four periods. (Not
offered in 1959-60.)
202 (1). Plant Biology (3 hrs.)
Growth and behavior of plants in relation to their natural environment.
Studies of plant communities in the field, and experiments in the greenhouse
°° Philosophy 211 may be counted toward the major.
1 Absent on leave.
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and laboratory. Prerequisite, same as for 201. Four periods of lecture and
laboratory. Mr. Rudolph
204 (2). Basic Horticulture (3 hrs.)
The fundamentals of cultivation and propagation of house and garden plants
and the methods of control of plant pests and diseases. Prerequisite, same as for
201. Four periods, two of lecture and discussion and two of practice in
greenhouse and laboratory. Mr. Rudolph
205 (2). Microbiology (3 hrs.)
Yeasts, molds, and bacteria in relation to man's physical and economic wel-
fare, their importance in daily living, agriculture, industry, public health, and
disease control. Prerequisite, six hours in Group III. Two periods of lecture,
discussion, and demonstration. May be taken either (a) as a non-laboratory
science with special readings and papers required, or (b) as a laboratory sci-
ence with two periods of laboratory work. Mrs. Wyckoff
207 (1). Plant Resources (3 hrs.)
A study of the agricultural and forest resources of the world with emphasis
on those of the United States; the scientific basis for the production of plants
for foods, fibers and the raw materials of industry; the influences of soil,
climatic and biological factors on the growth of economically important plants.
Prerequisite, same as for 201. Counts as a non-laboratory science to meet part
of the Group III distribution requirement. Two periods. The Staff
302 (1). Plant Structure (3 hrs.)
A study of cells, tissues, and organs, their functions and roles in the de-
velopment of form in the organism. Practice in the preparation of plant tissues
for microscopic study. Prerequisite, 12 hours in the department. Four periods
of lecture, discussion and laboratory. (Not offered.in 1959-60.) Mr. Rudolph
303 (2). Genetics (3 hrs.)
A study of inheritance, its cellular basis, the methods by which knowledge
of heredity is obtained, and the application of this knowledge to biological
problems. Laboratory experimentation with plants, Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken six hours in the department and six additional hours in botany
or zoology. Four periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory. (Not offered in
1959-60.) Miss Creighton
304 (2). Plant Diseases - (3 hrs.)
Pathogenic fungi, their structure, their physiological processes, and their ef-
fects on ornamental and economically important plants. Practice in the cultiva-
tion of fungi and methods of combating plant diseases. Prerequisite, same as for
302. Four periods of lecture and of laboratory, field, or greenhouse.
Mr. Rudolph
306. Physiology (3 hrs.)
First semester: Nature of protoplasm; processes of plant cells such as photo-
synthesis, nutrition and respiration. Second semester: physiological proc-
esses in growth and development of green plants; plant hormones, photo-
periodism. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken six hours of grade II
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in the department and who have taken or are taking six hours of chemistry
or physics. Four periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory. Mr. Rudolph
308. General Bacteriology (6 hrs.)
Structure and physiological processes of bacteria, their responses to the
environment, and their relation to soil fertility, industrial processes, water and
milk supplies, food preservation, disease, and immunity. Practice in bacterio-
logical methods and techniques. Open to students who have taken six hours
of chemistry or physical science and either six hours of botany, zoology, or
biology, or a second course in chemistry. Four periods of lecture and laboratory
including one field trip. Mrs. Wyckoff
312 (1). Advanced Bacteriology (3 hrs.)
Systematic study of bacteria, including serological relationships and roles in
disease and immunity. Consideration of recent developments in bacteriology.
Practice in bacteriological and serological techniques and procedures. Pre-
requisite, 30S. Four periods of lecture and laboratory. Mrs. Wyckoff
3] 5 (2). VmoLOGY (3 hrs.)
The nature of viruses and their interaction with plant, animal, and bacterial
hosts. Open to seniors who have taken six hours from the following group of
courses: 205, 304, 308, 312. Two periods. Mrs. Wyckoff
322. Seminar (3 or 6 hrs.)
A field of botany or bacteriology scrutinized from standpoints of modern
achievement, methods of investigation, and the theories and reasoning in-
volved in reaching present-day conclusions. Open to graduate students and to
seniors by permission. The Staff
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to juniors and seniors by permission.
DrREcnoNS for Election
The combination of courses for the major will depend upon the student's
particular objectives-general plant science, horticulture and landscape garden-
ing, or bacteriology and medical laboratory work.
Courses in chemistry, geology, geography, physics and zoology are suggested
for related work. Art 309 may be considered a related course in certain pro-
grams.
The department will admit properly qualified freshmen and sophomores to
202, 204, and 205 without examination but by special permission after con-
sultation with the chairman of the department.
Scholarship
At the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole (or at a biological field
station approved by the student's major department), a scholarship is open to




Professors: Helen Thayer Jones, ph.d.; Phtlippa Garth Gilchrist, ph.d.; Margaret
Kingman Seikel, ph.d. (Chairman)
Associate Professor: Jean Veghte Crawford, ph.d.
Assistant Professor: Eleanor Rudd Webster, ph.d.
Lecturer: Elizabeth Jane Rock, ph.d.
Assistant: Monique Ghosez, licences and agregee en sciences
Graduate Assistants: Rasma Bdszgalis, b.a.; Elizabeth Ann Jarmulowicz, b.a.;
Su-Chu Wang, b.s.
Custodian: Emily May Hopkins, m.a.
101. Elementary Chemistry (6 hrs.)
A study of the structure and properties of matter and of the fundamental
laws and theories of chemistry. Open to students who do not present chemistry
for admission. Two periods of lecture and discussion and one three-period
laboratory appointment. Miss Gilchrist
103. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis (6 hrs.)
A survey of fundamental chemical principles based on preparatory work in
chemistry. General theories, laws, and problems considered during the first
semester and applied in the second semester to the study of inorganic semimicro
qualitative analysis. Prerequisite, the admission requirement. Two periods of
lecture and discussion and one three-period laboratory appointment.
Miss Jones, Miss Crawford
106. An Introductory Course in Physical Science (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 106. This course
will, by special arrangement, serve as prerequisite for grade II courses in
chemistry.
200 (1). QuAjsrrrrATTVE Analysis (3 hrs.)
The fundamental methods of gravimetric and volumetric analysis with em-
phasis on the theory, laboratory technique, and calculations of each method.
Prerequisite, 101 or, by permission, 106. Open to qualified freshmen by per-
mission. One period of lecture and two three-period laboratory appointments.
Miss Jones
201 (2). Qualitative Analysis (3 hrs.)
The principles which govern the reactions of electrolytes in solution, as
illustrated by the chemistry of inorganic semimicro qualitative analysis. Pre-
requisite, 200. Two periods of lecture and discussion and one three-period
laboratory appointment. Miss Rock
202 (1). Quantitative Analysis (3 hrs.)
Subject matter similar to that in 200 but presented from a more advanced
point of view. Prerequisite, 103. One period of lecture and two three-period
laboratory appointments. Miss Rock
207 (2). Quantitative Analysis (3 hrs.)
The methods of analysis of complex mixtures correlating the theory and
techniques of analytical chemistry. Instrumental analysis included. Prerequisite,
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202 or, by permission, 200. One period of lecture and two three-period lab-
oratory appointments. Miss Crawford
301. Organic Chemistry (6 hrs.)
A study of the characteristic properties of simple classes of carbon com-
pounds and of current theories proposed to correlate these properties. Basic
laboratory methods and techniques of organic chemistry. Prerequisite, 103 or
200 or, by permission, 101 or 106. Two periods of lecture and discussion
and one three-period laboratory appointment. Miss Seikel
302 (2). Identification of Organic Compounds (3 hrs.)
The systematic qualitative analysis of organic substances. An introduction,
through work on individual unknowns, to research methods and attitudes. Open
to students who have taken any grade II course and have taken or are taking
301. One period of lecture and discussion and two three-period laboratory
appointments. Miss Seikel
303 (1).* Advanced Quantitative Analysis (3 hrs.)
The theory and techniques of some modern methods of quantitative analy-
sis, including an introduction to organic microanalysis and to instrumental
analysis. Prerequisite, any grade II course and 301. One period of lecture
and two three-period laboratory appointments. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Seikel
305 (1). Physical Chemistry (3 hrs.)
The laws and theories of matter in its various states of aggregation, in-
cluding the colloid state and solutions; chemical thermodynamics and thermo-
chemistry; the use of these principles for obtaining chemical information. Open
to students who have taken any grade II course, Physics 101, 104, or 105,
and Mathematics 202, and have taken or are taking Chemistry 301. By
permission open to students who offer only Mathematics 106 or 107; con-
ferences with the instructor for the necessary supplementary training in mathe-
matics required of these students. Two periods of lecture and discussion and
one three-period laboratory appointment. Miss Rock
306 (2). Physical Chemistry (3 hrs.)
A continuation of 305 including, especially, chemical equilibrium, reaction
velocity, electrochemistry, and theories of atomic and molecular structure. Pre-
requisite, 305. Two periods of lecture and discussion and one three-period
laboratory appointment. Miss Rock
307 (2). Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (3 hrs.)
An advanced study of a variety of inorganic substances and an interpreta-
tion of their properties in the light of recent theories of atomic and molecular
structures. Open to students who have taken any grade II course and who
have taken or are taking 301. Two periods of lecture and discussion.
Miss Jones
308 (1). Biochemistry (3 hrs.)
A study of the chemistry and structure of proteins with emphasis on the
properties and reactions of living matter. Prerequisite, any grade II course
° Offered to alternate years.
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and 301. Two periods of lecture and discussion and one three-period labora-
tory appointment. Miss Gilchrist
309 (2). Biochemistry (3 hrs.)
The chemistry of the more important classes of carbohydrates and lipids
considered especially in terms of biological functioning. Prerequisite, same as
for 308. Two periods of lecture and discussion and one three-period laboratory
appointment. Miss Gilchrist
311 (1).* Organic Preparations (3 hrs.)
A study of modem methods and techniques for preparing and isolating
organic compounds in macro and micro amounts. Prerequisite, same as for
308. One period of lecture and two three-period laboratory appointments. (Not
given in 1959-60.)
312 (1). Use of the Literature of Chemistry (1 hr.)
An introduction to the published source materials of chemistry and to their
use in advanced work and in research. Prerequisite, same as for 308. One
period of lecture and discussion. Miss Seikel
313 (1). Advanced Organic Chemistry (3 hrs.)
A study of an advanced topic in organic chemistry such as stereochemistry,
heterocyclic chemistry, reaction mechanisms, or the chemistry of natural prod-
ucts. Ordinarily a different subject each year. Prerequisite, same as for 308.
Two periods of lecture and discussion. Miss Crawford
320. Seminar (2 hrs.)
Recent developments in chemistry. Inorganic, organic, physical and bio-
chemistry studied in successive semesters. Open to graduate students. May be
taken for two, three or four semesters and may be begun either semester.
The Staff
350. Research or Independent Study (3 to 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to students who have taken at least 18 hours in
chemistry.
Directions for Election
For students planning a major in chemistry one of the following sequences of
courses is essential: Interdepartmental 106 or Chemistry 101, 200, 201, and
301; or 103, 202, and 301. Any other courses in the department may be
added to these to complete the 24-hour major. All students majoring in chem-
istry are required to complete at least one year of college physics and are
strongly advised to complete one year of college mathematics and to acquire
a reading knowledge of French and German.
For admission to most graduate schools Chemistry 305 and 306 with the pre-
requisite of Mathematics 202 are required.
Premedical students are referred to the requirements as given on page 31.
The American Chemical Society has established a set of requirements which
it considers essential for the training of chemists. Students wishing to meet the
standard of an accredited chemist as defined by this society should consult the
Chemistry Department.
* Offered in alternate years.
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Placement and Exemption Examinations
Unusually well-qualified students may apply for an examination covering the
year's work in Chemistry 101. (A college textbook of general chemistry should
be used in preparation for this examination.) The satisfactory completion of this
examination will be accepted as the equivalent of Chemistry 101 in the work
for distribution or as a prerequisite for advanced work in the department.
CLASSICAL ARCHEOLOGY
Director: Dorothy Mae Robathan, Professor of Latin
An interdepartmental major in Classical Archeology gives opportunity for
a study of classical civilization through its art, literature, and history, with
emphasis on either the Greek or Roman period.
The field of concentration (42 hours) should normally include ancient his-
tory (6 hours); art (12 to 15 hours); Greek or Latin language and literature
(18 to 21 hours); independent study of an archeological topic correlating work
in art and literature (3 to 6 hours). In addition to the work elected in eithei
Greek or Latin, the candidate must give evidence of a working knowledge of
the second language.
ECONOMICS
Professors: Lucy Winsor Killough, ph.d.; Richard Vernon Clemence, ph.d.
(Chairman)
Associate Professor: Carolyn Shaw Bell, ph.d.
Instructors: Mary Jane Latsis, m.p.a.; Frederic Norbert Firestone, ph.d.; Mar-
shall Irwin Goldman, m.a.
101. Survey of Modern Economics (6 his.)
An introduction to the major principles and problems of economic science—
the study of the ways people make a living—with special reference to the United
States. Organization and operation of American business; individual and family
income; money and banking; prosperity and depression; nature and causes of
inflation; labor-management relations; government taxing and spending; foreign
trade and foreign aid; comparisons of the American economy with others. Open
to all undergraduates. The Staff
201 (1). Economic Analysis (3 hrs.)
The basic techniques of modern analysis applicable to problems of income,
output, employment, and prices. Fundamentals of economic theory and method.
Prerequisite, 101. Mr. Clemence
204 (2). Economic History of the United States (3 hrs.)
Economic change in America: the transformation of an agricultural economy;
the course of the Industrial Revolution; role of public and private institutions
in the process of economic change. Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors
who have taken or are taking 101. Miss Latsis
205 (2). Corporations and Business Enterprise (3 hrs.)
The development of the modern corporation, and its place in the economy.
Corporate organization and management; corporate securities; the stock market;
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investment and speculation; relations of the corporation with employees, cus-
tomers, owners, and government agencies. Prerequisite, same as for 204.
Mr. Goldman
207 (1). Labor Economics (3 hrs.)
Activities and policies relating to American labor. Growth and composition
of the labor force. Labor unions and collective bargaining. Public policy;
social legislation. Prerequisite, same as for 204. Mr. Firestone
210. Financial Organization of Society (6 hrs.)
Money, credit, general price levels, and business cycles. Emphasis on mone-
tary systems and current monetary problems. The work of commercial banks
and the functioning of the Federal Reserve system. Business cycles dealt with
historically and theoretically, and methods of stabilization analvzed. Prerequi-
site, 101. Mr. Goldman, Mr. Clemence
211 (2). Introduction to Social and Economic Statistics (3 hrs.)
Statistical methods as used in the social sciences. Organization and presenta-
tion of statistical data. Frequency distributions and simple correlation. Introduc-
tion to time series analysis and index numbers. Prerequisite, same as for 204.
Laboratory work required. Mr. Firestone
212 (2). Economics of Accounting (3 hrs.)
A survey of the fundamental principles of accounting; problems in accounting
technique. Emphasis on the relation of accounting theory and practice to eco-
nomic theory and contemporary economic problems. Aim: to enable the stu-
dent to interpret and utilize accounting data in other fields of economics and
in the analysis of public policy. Prerequisite, same as for 204. Mrs. Bell
301 (1). Comparative Economic Systems (3 hrs.)
Economic processes and goals of alternative types of economic systems.
Study of functioning economies, illustrative of capitalism, socialism, com-
munism, fascism. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 101 and have
taken or are taking a grade II course in economics, history, political science,
or sociology. Mr. Goldman
302 (1). Economic Development (3 hrs.)
Theories of economic development, and their application to the growth of
modern nations. Comparative rates of growth as related to economic institu-
tions and policies. Special problems of the less developed countries, and their
significance to the United States. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken
101 and six additional hours in the department. Miss Latsis
305 (2). The Structure of American Industry (3 hrs.)
The organization and development of representative industries in agricultural
and industrial production and distribution. Resources and production, markets
and prices. Economic aspects of public policy in the regulation of business.
Prerequisite, 201 or 205. Mrs. Bell
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307 (1). The Economics of Consumption (3 his.)
Analysis of wants and choices of consumers; income distribution and con-
sumption patterns; marketing in its relation to consumers; legislative influ-
ences; the impact of consumption decisions on the economy. Open to students
who have taken or are taking 211. Mrs. BeU
310 (1). Public Finance (3 hrs.)
Principles and problems of government revenues, expenditures, and debts.
Fiscal policy and the national income; the shifting and incidence of taxation.
Special emphasis on the tax system of the United States. Open to juniors and
seniors who have taken 101, and who have taken or are taking a grade II course
in economics or political science. Mrs. Killough
312 (2).* Economic Statistics (3 hrs.)
Further development of techniques studied in 211. Investigation of an eco-
nomic problem susceptible of statistical analysis. Design of the project, collec-
tion and tabulation of data, analysis and report of results. Open to juniors and
seniors who have taken 211 or, by permission, to students who have taken
Mathematics 205, and have taken or are taking any other course of grade II
in economics. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mrs. Bell
313 (1). Seminar. Selected Topics in Economic Movements and Theories
(3 hrs.)
Subject for 1959-60: Selected problems of economic growth and patterns of
development. Open by permission to juniors and seniors who have taken 18
hours in economics. Miss Latsis
314 (2). International Economic Relations (3 hrs.)
Industrial foundations of international trade. Theories and institutions of
international trade and investment. The international economic position of
countries in different stages of economic growth. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken 101 and are majoring in economics, geography, history or po-
litical science. Mrs. Killough
315 (2).° History of Economic Thought (3 hrs.)
The development of economic thought from ancient to modern times. A brief
survey of early economic ideas, followed by a more detailed examination of the
history of economics since 1776. The systems of the leading economists in the
light of their own times and of the present day. Prerequisite, 201. Miss Latsis
316 (2).° Modern Economic Thought (3 hrs.)
Recent developments in economic thought, and their significance for theory
and policy. Reading and discussion of contemporary economic literature. Pre-
requisite, 201. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Firestone
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to juniors and seniors by permission.
• Offered in alternate years.
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Directions for Election
Students proposing to elect courses other than 101 should consult a member
of the department before making final decisions concerning their programs.
Students wishing to emphasize international relations in their field of con-
centration should consult the chairman of the department as early as possible.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
Examinations for exemption from Economics 101, and for advanced standing,
are offered to qualified students.
EDUCATION
Associate Professor: Mary Ewen Ulich, ed.d. (Chairman)
Instructor: Betty Matchtel Boller,5 ed.m.
Lecturer: Louise Catherine Heuser Keller, ed.m.
101 (1), (2). Introduction to Classical Philosophy (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Philosophy 101.
102. Introduction to Psychology (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Psychology 102.
104 (2). Introduction to Moral Philosophy (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Philosophy 104.
200 (1), (2). Philosophy of Education (3 hrs.)
The role of philosophical thought and analysis in the clarification of major
problems of education. Discussion of the aims of schooling, and the relation
of knowledge to individual and social values. Open to freshmen in the second
semester who have taken or are taking a course in philosophy, psychology, or
sociology, to all sophomores who meet the above prerequisite, and to juniors and
seniors without prerequisite. Mrs. Ulich
201 (2). History of Educational Ideas (3 hrs.)
Study of the interrelationship between educational ideas and ideals and
their historical setting, their influence on the educational process, and their
contribution to the general development of culture. Prerequisite, 200.
Mrs Ulich
202 (2). The Elementary School (3 hrs.)
The organization of the elementary school, its curriculum, the teacher's
work, and current educational policies. Emphasis placed on the development
and characteristics of elementary school children. Observation in schools
required. Prerequisite, 200. Miss Boller
205 (1). The Education of the Young Chtld (3 hrs.)
A survey of the theory and practice of early childhood education, including
the study of young children as members of society who are responding to
"Appointed for the second semester only.
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educational influences. Four hours a week of observation and participation at
the Page Memorial School. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 200 and
a course in psychology. Mrs. Keller
206 (2). The Education of the Young Child (3 hrs.)
Further studies in early childhood education. Advanced participation at the
Page School. Prerequisite, 205. Mrs. Keller
207 (1), (2). Child Psychology (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Psychology 207.
219 (1). Psychology of Learning (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Psychology 219.
300 (1). Secondary Education (3 hrs.)
The aims, organization, and administration of secondary schools considered
in relation to their social, political, and economic environments. Criteria for
evaluating curricula and classroom problems included. Observation in schools
required. Prerequisite 200 and a course in psychology. Mrs. Ulich
302 (2). Principles of Teaching (3 hrs.)
Study of teaching objectives, curriculum planning, classroom procedures.
Review of learning theories. Class divided into groups for six weeks of inten-
sive work in the methods and materials of a specific subject matter; for example,
English, foreign language, social science, science. Open by permission to seniors
who have taken 300. The Staff
307 (1). Psychology of the Development of Personality (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Psychology 307.
310 (2). Seminar (3 hrs.)
An intensive and critical examination of the educational theories of several
selected writers. Special attention given to the relevance of their ideas to the
problems of American education. Open to seniors by permission. (Not given in
1959-60.) Mrs. Ulich
Directions for Election
Students who intend to teach should (in their sophomore year if possible)
consult the department concerning the various city and state requirements for
the certificate to teach and the appropriate undergraduate preparation for fifth
year and paid intern programs which combine professional study with further
study in teaching fields and lead to Masters degrees honored by all states. (See
also General Information, page 31.)
Although the College does not offer a major in education, students may take
up to eighteen hours, which is the required number in many states. They may
elect also the courses listed above in philosophy and psychology which are
important in the preparation of teachers. There are ample opportunities for
observation in neighboring school systems.
English 312 is pertinent for those planning to teach English.
Additional courses which may be helpful in preparation for teaching are:
History 221, 222, 310; Psychology 313, 314, 317, 325; Sociology 104, 222;
Speech 101, 102, 202.
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ANNE L. PAGE MEMORIAL SCHOOL
Director: Louise Catherine Heuser Keller, ed.m.
The Anne L. Page Memorial School for children from three to five years of
age is the college laboratory school and as such it is an integral part of the
educational program of the College. It is a center for child study, observation,
and participation for students from all departments of the College, and it is
especially helpful to students working in the departments of Education and of
Psychology.
ENGLISH
Professors: Katharine Canby Balderston, ph.d.; Ella Keats Whiting, ph.d.;
Grace Ethel Hawk, b.litt., oxon.; Walter Edwards Houghton, ph.d.;
Charles William Kerby-Milleb, ph.d.; Maby Ruth iMichael, ph.d.
Associate Professors: Virginia Fleming Pbettyman, ph.d.; Helen Storm Corsa,
ph.d.; Katherine Lever, ph.d. (Chairman); Patrick Francis Qulnn,1 ph.d.;
Beverly Joseph Layman, ph.d.
Visiting Associate Professor: Maeuus Bewley, ph.d.
Assistant Professor: Davk> Russell Ferry, ph.d.; Robert Erwtn Garis, ph.d.;
PmLip Booth, m.a.; John Herman Randall III, ph.d.
Instructors: Martha Alden Craig, ph.d; Martin Burgess Green, ph.d.; Naomi
June Diamond, ph.d.; Mary Ann Youngren, m.a.; John Henry Hagan, Jr.,
ph.d.; Joan Edna Hartman, m.a.; Patricia Meyer Spacks, ph.d.
Lecturers: Sylvia Leah Berkman,4 ph.d.; Enid Grieg Nicol, m.a.; May Sarton5
100. Language, LrrERATURE, and the Individual (6 hrs.)
The reading of non-fiction, novels, short stories, poetry, and drama chosen
from the best English and American literature; writing directed towards the
evaluation of personal experience, of the literature studied, and of non-literary
source materials; the exploration of the possibilities of the English language.
Training in the use of the library and documentation. Fortnightly themes or
their equivalent. Regularly scheduled individual conferences. Required of
freshmen. This course may not count towards a major in English. The Staff
106. Literature in Four Ages: Renaissance, Baroque, Neo-Classical,
Romantic (6 hrs.)
An introduction to literary history and critical analysis through the reading
of major texts from Marlowe to Wordsworth. Open to all undergraduates ex-
cept those who have taken 102 or 104. The Staff
107.* Interpretations of Man in Western Literature (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 107.
Courses 200-203 inclusive are planned as workshops in writing, with in-
formal group meetings and frequent individual conferences. While the emphasis
is on constant practice in writing, each course requires a critical reading of
pertinent examples of the type of writing being studied. Courses 301-305 in-
clusive continue the same plan at an advanced level.
1 Absent on leave.
4 Appointed for the first semester only.
5 Appointed for the second semester only.
Counts as related work but not as part of a major in English.
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200 (1), (2). Short Narrative and Drama (3 hrs.)
Particularly the short story and the one-act play. Prerequisite, 100. Not
open to students who have taken three semesters of grade II work in writing
or who are taking another writing course.
Miss Berkman, Mr. Green, Mrs. Spacks, Miss Sarton
201 (1), (2). The Essay (3 hrs.)
Personal, critical, and biographical. Prerequisite, same as for 200. (Not offered
in 1959-60.)
202 (1), (2). Poetry (3 hrs.)
The writing of short lyrics and study of the art and craft of poetry. Open
to juniors and seniors, and by permission to sophomores. Mr. Booth
203 (1), (2). Expository and Journalistic Writing (3 hrs.)
The writing of reviews, reports, news stories, and magazine articles. Pre-
requisite, same as for 200. Mr. Kerby-Miller, Mr. Green, Miss Craig
206. LrrERATURE est Four Ages: Renaissance, Baroque, Neo-Classical,
Romantic (6 hrs.)
Content same as in 106, taught at more advanced level. Open to juniors and
seniors who have not taken 106. Miss Hawk
210 (1), (2). Modern Poetry (3 hrs.)
English and American poetry and poets, recent and contemporary. Open to
sophomores who have taken six hours of literature in the department, and to
juniors and seniors without prerequisite. Mr. Ferry, Mr. Booth, Mr. Bewley
211 (1). Renaissance Drama (3 hrs.)
A critical and historical study of poetic drama in the period of its greatest
flowering. Emphasis on the comedies of Jonson and the tragedies of Marlowe,
Webster, Tourneur, Chapman, and Middleton. Prerequisite, same as for 210.
Mr. Layman
212 (1), (2). Modern Drama (3 hrs.)
The history of the drama of England and America from 1879 to our own
day, with study of the influence of Ibsen and other continental dramatists.
Prerequisite, same as for 210. Mr. Garis
215 (2). Introduction to Shakespeare (3 hrs.)
The study of a number of representative plays, with emphasis on their dra-
matic and poetic aspects. Open to juniors and seniors only. Primarily for non-
maiors. Miss Prettyman
217 (1), (2). Milton (3 hrs.)
A critical study of Milton as a master of lyric, epic, and dramatic poetry, and
as a writer of notable prose. The character and genius of the poet, as influenced
bv the political and religious conflict of the time. Prerequisite, same as for 210.7 v 6 Miss Hawk
220 (1), (2). Chaucer (3 hrs.)
A study of Chaucer's poetry, tracing the development of his art and showing
the relation of his work to the social and literary background of his time. Pre-
requisite, same as for 210. Miss Corsa, Miss Lever, Miss Diamond
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223 (1). American Literature (3 hrs.)
The beginnings of American literature and the social conditions out of which
it grew, followed by a consideration of American writers through Melville.
Emphasis upon major figures. Prerequisite, same as for 210.
Mr. Bewley, Mr. Randall
224 (2). American Literature (3 hrs.)
American writers from Whitman to the present time. Emphasis upon major
figures. Prerequisite, 223. Mr. Bewley, Mr. Randall
225. The Development of the English Novel (6 hrs.)
The growth of the novel from its beginning in the 18th century until recent
times. Concentration on a limited number of major novelists from Defoe to
Faulkner, but with attention to other significant figures and to historical de-
velopments. Prerequisite, same as for 210. Not open to those who have taken
226. Mr. Kerby-Miller
226 (1), (2). The Art of the Novel (3 hrs.)
Major works of fiction by a selected group of writers, principally drawn from
the modern period. Both intensive and extensive reading. Prerequisite, same
as for 210. Not open to those who have taken 225.
Miss Corsa, Miss Lever, Mr. Ferry, Mr. Garis, Mr. Green, Mr. Hagan
230 (1). Early Romantic Poets (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of the poems and critical writings of Blake, Wordsworth, and
Coleridge. Prerequisite, same as for 210. Mr. Houghton, Miss Prettyman
231 (2). Later Romantic Poets (3 hrs.)
The poetry and criticism of Byron, Shelley, and Keats. Prerequisite, same
as for 210. ' Mr. Houghton, Mr. Hagan
Courses 301-305 inclusive are planned as workshops in writing, continuing
the training of courses 200-203.
301 (1). The Short Story (3 hrs.)
Writing of short stories of different types, together with practice in critical
evaluation of student work. Open by permission to juniors and seniors who
have taken one grade II workshop. Miss Berkman
304 (2). Seminar in Writing (3 hrs.)
Techniques of dramatic and narrative writing, with emphasis upon the
writing of a long, sustained narrative. Open to seniors who have taken 301.
By permission tins course may be followed by 350 work. (Not given in 1959-60.)
305 (2). Journalistic Writing (3 hrs.)
The magazine article and other types of expository and journalistic writing.
Stress on original and effective methods of presentation and the development
of a finished expository style. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken one
grade II workshop. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Kerby-Miller
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307 (2). Criticism (3 hrs.)
Study of the basic principles of the great critics with their practical applica-
tion to specific literary works. Special attention to modern trends in criticism.
Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking six hours of grade
II literature courses in the department and, by permission, to other specially
qualified students. Miss Prettyman
308 (2). The Middle Ages and Renaissance in England (3 his.)
Permanence and change in some major literary forms from 1350 to 1600.
Special attention given the religious and intellectual ferment of the sixteenth
century. Reading, both intensive and extensive, to include (partly in modem
versions) Gatoain and the Green Knight, Piers Plowman, More, Sidney, Mar-
lowe, and Spenser. Prerequisite, same as for 307. Mr. Layman
309. Shakespeare (6 hrs.)
Shakespeare's development as dramatist and poet, studied through 20
plays. Some consideration of his debt to his contemporaries, his use of Eliz-
abethan ideas, his theatre, representative source studies, Shakespearean criti-
cism, theories of tragedy. Prerequisite, same as for 307. Not open to students
who have taken 215. Miss Balderston, Mr. Layman
310 (1). Pope and Swift (3 hrs.)
Pope and Swift considered as representative writers of neo-classicism and
rationalism, and as masters of satire. Prerequisite, same as for 307. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Mr. Kerby-Miller
311 (2). The Age of Johnson (3 hrs.)
The second half of the 18th century studied as the height of the rationalistic
period and the beginning of the romantic era. Special attention to Dr. Johnson
and his more important contemporaries, Boswell, Goldsmith, Burke, Gray,
Cowper, and Burns. Prerequisite, same as for 307. Mr. Kerby-Miller
312 (1). The English Language (3 hrs.)
The origin and growth of the English language, studied as a basis for under-
standing its structure and the nature and use of words in common speech today
and in contemporary literature. Prerequisite, same as for 307. Miss Lever
313 (2). The Age of Dryden (3 hrs.)
The literature of the Restoration: drama, lyrics, and satire, with special em-
phasis on John Dryden. The development of the modern outlook as seen in
literature and learning. The growth of journalism and middle class literature
in the hands of Defoe, Addison, and Steele. Prerequisite, same as for 307.
(Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Kerby-Miller
314 (1). Victorian Prose (3 hrs.)
The prose of Huxley, Carlyle, Mill, Arnold, and Newman, studied with
special reference to Victorian conceptions of politics, science, religion, and
aesthetics. Prerequisite, same as for 307. Open to other students by permission.
Mr. Houghton
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315 (2). Victorian Poetry and Criticism (3 hrs.)
The poetry of Tennyson, Browning, Clough, Arnold, and Hopkins. Pre-
requisite, 314, or 230 and an additional three-hour grade II literature course.
Open to other students by permission. Mr. Houghton
316 (1). Seventeenth Century Poetry and Prose Exclusive of Melton
(3 hrs.)
The stress and conflict of an age of transition, presented through the innova-
tions of Donne and Jonson in poetry, and of Bacon, Browne, Burton, and
Taylor in prose. Brief study of Cavalier and religious poetry. Prerequisite,
same as for 307. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Hawk
317 (1). American Literature (3 hrs.)
Topic for 1959-60: Symbolism in American literature. Prerequisite, same as
for 307. Mr. Bewley
318 (1), (2). Advanced Studies in the Novel (3 hrs.)
Critical and aesthetic problems in the field of fiction, as seen in the work of
major writers. Prerequisite, 223-224, or 225, or 226. Miss Corsa, Miss Berkman
321 (1). Seminar. Early Eighteenth Century Literature (3 hrs.)
Topic for 1959-60: Intensive study of the writers and forces that brought
on the "Great Age of Reason." Open, by application, to seniors who have taken
six hours of grade III in literature, and to specially qualified juniors. (Not given
in 1959-60.) Mr. Kerby-Miller
322 (2). Seminar. American Literature (3 hrs.)
Topic for 1959-60: Henry James. Prerequisite, same as for 321.
Mr. Betvley
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 his.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors.
Directions for Election
The above courses, with certain exceptions, may be elected to fulfill the
distribution requirement in Group I. These exceptions are writing courses and
312.
Course 100 counts for the Bachelor of Arts degree but does not count toward
the major.
For students interested in writing, a sequence of practice courses is provided,
but no two writing courses may be taken simultaneously. Enrollment in writing
workshops is, in general, limited to fifteen.
Full details about the purpose and design of the major program are available
in the English Department office. The program in brief is as follows:
Course 106 is the basic course for the major and should be elected in the
freshman or sophomore year. Course 206 should be elected by juniors who de-
cide late to major in English and it is open to other juniors and seniors.
Either Chaucer or Milton should be elected by sophomores who have taken
106 or by juniors. They should also elect at least one other grade II semester
course in literature. One grade II writing workshop, though not required, is
very strongly recommended.
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Advanced work for English majors consists of a semester of varied forms of
English literature studied in historical context, a year's study of Shakespeare's
major plays, and a semester chosen from the other grade III courses.
Additional courses within the 42-hour limit may be freely elected in ac-
cordance with the student's interests.
In applying for enrollment in seminars or 350 work, students of at least B
standing in the work of the department will have first consideration.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
Freshmen who secure the permission of the chairman may qualify for en-
trance to grade II work in literature by passing an exemption examination
covering the material of course 106.
Related Courses
Knowledge of English history, of the course of European thought, and of at
least one foreign literature at an advanced level (preferably in the original
language) is of great value to the student of English. See, for example, History
103, 213, 217, 310; Philosophy 203 and 214; grade II and grade III courses
in foreign literatures; see also Greek 104 and 203; Italian 103; Latin 105;
Russian 201 and 202; Interdepartmental 107.
For opportunities to specialize in certain periods (e.g. the Middle Ages,
the Renaissance), see courses in the departments of Art, History, other lan-
guages, Philosophy, etc. This correlation should be planned as early as possible.
FRENCH
Professors: Andree Bruel, docteur de l'untversite de paris; Edith Melcher,
ph.d.; GERMArNE Lafeutlle, agregee des lettres, ph.d. (Chairman)
Associate Professor: Rene Marie Galand, ph.d.
Assistant Professors: Carlo Roger Francois, ph.d.; Fernand Lucien Marty, m.a.;
Jean Robert Gdllet, agrege des lettres; Georgette Marie Pradal,
docteur de l'unrversite de toulouse
Instructors: Leo Bersani, ph.d.; Patricia Weed, m.a.; Rose Giorgi, agregee
d'anglais; Janet Letts, dipl. e.s.
Lecturers: Jeanette McPherrin, m.a.; Anne Cutttng Jones, ph.d.; Marcelle
GlNDRE, AGREGEE d'ANGLAIS
All courses of the department are conducted in French. Oral expression is
stressed.
Attention is called to the opportunity for residence in the French Center,
Tower Court.
Qualified students may be recommended by the department for the junior
year abroad. See page 30, The Junior Year Abroad.
101. Elementary Course (6 hrs.)
Intensive oral work, grammar and composition, reading of selected texts as
an introduction to French life, with special study of Paris. Open to students
who do not present French for admission. Three periods and laboratory.
Miss Jones, Mr. Marty, Miss Weed
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102. Paris and the Provinces (6 hrs.)
Short stories and novels illustrating life in various regions of France. Oral
and written work. Grammar review. Prerequisite, 101, or two admission units
in French. Three periods and laboratory.
Miss Jones, Mr. Bersani, Miss Weed,
Mr. Frangois, Mr. Marty, Miss Letts
103. Contemporary French Life and Thought (6 hrs.)
Selected modern texts: novels, drama, poetry. Stress on grammar, vocabulary,
and pronunciation. Frequent written work and oral practice. Prerequisite, three
admission units in French. Recommended to students whose classroom work has
been conducted mainly in English. Open to freshmen only. Two periods and
laboratory. Miss Bruel, Mr. Bersani, Miss Gindre, Miss Giorgi
104. French Masterpieces (6 hrs.)
Initiation to literary analysis. Study of works of various periods and genres:
poetry, drama, fiction. Grammar review. Emphasis on oral expression and prac-
tice in writing. Prerequisite, three admission units in French, or 102. Recom-
mended to freshmen whose classroom work has been conducted mainly in
French. Not open to students who have taken both 101 and 102, or 103. Two
periods and laboratory. Miss Lafeuille, Mr. Galand, Miss Weed,
Mr. Gillet, Mrs. Pradal, Miss Giorgi
200. French Literature Through the Centuries (6 hrs.)
First semester: from the Middle Ages to Voltaire. Second semester: from
Voltaire to the present. Class discussion of selected masterpieces, short papers,
outside reading. Prerequisite, 103, or four admission units in French; by per-
mission, 102, or 104. Two periods and laboratory.
Miss Melcher, Mr. Frangois, Mr. Bersani, Mr. Galand, Miss Gindre, Miss Letts
201. French Culture (6 hrs.)
French art and literature with a background of political and social history of
France. First semester: Middle Ages and Renaissance. Second semester: 17th
and 18th centuries. Prerequisite, 103, 104, or four admission units in French;
by permission 102. Two periods and laboratory.
Miss Lafeuille, Mrs. Pradal
204. The Middle Ages and the Renaissance (6 hrs.)
French literature from the Chanson de Roland through the 16th century,
with emphasis on Tristan et Iseult, Le Roman de la Rose, Villon, Rabelais, the
poets of the Pleiade, and Montaigne.^ Medieval texts read in modern French
versions. Prerequisite, 103, 104; by permission, 200 or 201; exceptionally, four
admission units in French. Miss Bruel
212 (1). French Drama from Diderot to the End of the Nineteenth
Century (2 hrs.)
The evolution of the drame from its origins in the 18th century; the romantic
theatre, the comedy of manners, the problem play, the The'dtre Libre, the
symbolist reaction. Prerequisite, 104 or a six-hour course of grade II; by per-
mission, 103. By special arrangement with the instructor, three hours.
Miss Melcher
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213 (2). French Drama in the Twentieth Century (2 his.)
Neo-classic and neo-romantic trends in modern drama; symbolism, the return
to the ancient myths, the influence of existentialism. Prerequisite, 104, 212, or a
six-hour course of grade II. By special arrangement with the instructor, three
hours. Miss Melcher
220. Studies in Language. I (2 hrs.)
Grammar, translation, composition with stress on grammar. Weekly written
work. Prerequisite, 103, 104, or four admission units in French; by permission,
102. Miss Melcher
221. Studies in Language. II (2 hrs.)
Designed to develop greater facility and precision in written expression for
students who already have some skill in the use of French. Grammar, composi-
tion, translation. Weekly written work. Prerequisite, 200, 201, 204, 212-213, or
220. Miss Giorgi
222 (1). Conversation (1 hr.)
Study and use of new vocabulary through class discussion. Reading of French
periodicals and newspapers to give some insight into contemporary French
life and current events while providing material for practice in free oral ex-
pression. Open to students who are taking another grade II course in French
or, by permission, to students taking a grade III course. Not open to freshmen.
Miss Giorgi
223 (2). Conversation (1 hr.)
Similar to 222 in methods and aims. Prerequisite, same as for 222.
Miss Giorgi
224. French Speech. I (2 hrs.)
Analysis of French pronunciation. Systematic exercises in pronunciation and
intonation based on passages of prose and poetry; use of the tape library; semi-
weekly recordings. Open to students who have taken 104, and to those who
have taken or are taking a grade II or a grade III course in French. Recom-
mended to students majoring in French. One period and laboratory.
Mr. Marty
300. Pre-Romanticism and the Romantic Period (1750-1850) (6 hrs.)
Awakening of sensibility in the 18th century: Diderot, Rousseau; Mme. de
Stael, Chateaubriand. The romantic generation: Lamartine, Vigny, Hugo,
Musset; Stendhal, Balzac. Prerequisite, 200, 201, 204, or 212-213.
Miss Melcher, Mrs. Pradal
301. Classicism and the Age of Enlightenment (1600-1750) (6 hrs.)
French literature in the early 17th century; the development of classical lit-
erature; liberal ideas during the first half of the 18th century. Among the authors
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studied: the poets of the early 17th century, Comeille, Pascal, Moliere, Racine,
La Fontaine, La Bruyere, Montesquieu, Voltaire. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken 204, 212-213, or a six-hour course of grade III, or, by per-
mission, 200, 201. Mr. Frangois
305. The Evolution of the French Novel (6 hrs.)
Intensive reading of representative masterpieces: medieval romances and
stories; Gargantua and Pantagruel; novels of the classical period and 18th
century; 19th century works such as La Chartreuse de Parme, he Pkre Goriot,
Madame Bovary, and texts by Maupassant, Zola, Banes. Open to juniors and
seniors who have taken 204, 212-213, or a six-hour course of grade III.
Miss Bruel
307. Modern French Literature (6 hrs.)
The origins and development of symbolism, the religious renascence, sur-
realism, existentialism, present-day trends. Among the authors studied: Bau-
delaire, Mallarme, Proust, Gide, Claudel, Rimbaud, Malraux, Sartre. Open to
seniors who have taken a six-hour course of grade III. Mr. Galand, Mr. Gillet
308 (1). Studies in Language. Ill (2 hrs.)
French stylistics. Designed to develop appreciation of style and shades of
meaning, and ability to express complex thought in French with discernment
and accuracy. Translation, mainly from English to French: criticism, political
theory, fiction, poetry, etc. Occasional free composition. Recommended to
majors. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking a six-hour
course of grade III. Miss Gindre
310 (2). Studies in Language. Ill (2 hrs.)
A continuation of 308, with different subjects and texts. Primarily for stu-
dents who have taken 308. Prerequisite, same as for 308. Miss Gindre
313. France Today (2 hrs.)
Study of various aspects of 20th century France. Prerequisite, same as for
308. Miss Bruel
316. French Speech. II (2 hrs.)
Advanced scientific training in French diction and intonation with the aid of
modern recording equipment. Study of varied texts and practice in oral compo-
sition and self-expression. Open to students who are taking 308 and 310, or by
permission. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
321 (1). Seminar. Medeeval Language and Literature (3 hrs.)
Close reading of medieval masterpieces in Old French: La Chanson de
Roland, a romance by Chr6tien de Troyes, the poems of Villon, extracts from
other texts. Open by permission to seniors who have taken 12 hours of grade
III or the equivalent. Miss Bruel
322 (2). Seminar. Intensive Study of One Author (3 hrs.)
The life and works of a writer in relation to the social history and literary
trends of his period. In 1959-60 the author studied will be Gerard de Nerval.
Prerequisite, same as for 321. Mr. Gillet
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323 (2). Seminar. Currents of Thought in French Literature (3 his.)
The analysis and interpretation of a selected subject such as the rise and evo-
lution of the democratic ideal in France, the French Renaissance, conflicts of
ideas in the 18th century, the evolution of French romanticism, trends in
present-day literature. Prerequisite, same as for 321. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
350. Research or Independent Study (2 to 6 hrs.)
Prerequisite, same as for 321.
Directions for Election
Courses 104, 200, 201, 204, 212-213, and grade III courses (except 308, 310,
313, 316) may be elected to fulfill the literature requirement in Group I.
Course 101 counts for the degree but does not count toward a major.
Course 102 counts for the major only if directly followed by a six-hour course
of grade II.
Students taking courses 101 and 102 should not elect a third course of
grade I. Students planning to major in French (with the exception of those who
carried a grade II course in their freshman year) should not elect a second
six-hour course of grade II without permission of the department.
Courses 221, 308, 310 give valuable training in language skill. Students
majoring in French should elect at least two of these courses. Courses 224 and
316 will give intensive training in diction.
Students majoring in French are advised to include 301 in their program.
Students proposing to elect 307 in the senior year are advised to elect 300 or
301 in the junior year.
Special attention is called to Education 302; this course is recommended to
students majoring in French.
Related Courses Suggested for Election
Geography 208, and History 210 and 211 are especially useful for French
majors.
Students who may wish to do graduate work in French are advised to begin
the study of a second modern language.
The following courses are suggested for a sound program of related work:
French 300: English 230, 231; German 204, 304, 305; Italian 204.
French 301: Greek 203; Latin 105; courses in Italian and Spanish literature
which include the 16th and 17th centuries; Philosophy 214.
French 305: English 225; Spanish 302.
French 307: English 210, 226; German 308, 312; Italian 201; Spanish 204.
By careful choice of related courses, a student majoring in French may plan
a field of concentration emphasizing one period, such as the Middle Ages,
the Classical period, or contemporary France. Students interested in such a
plan should consult the chairman of the department as early as possible.
GEOGRAPHY
Associate Professor: Elizabeth Eiseijen, ph.d. (Chairman)
Visiting Lecturer: Jack Richard Viixmow, ph.d.
Custodian: Margaret Marsh Steele, b.a.
104 (1), (2). Geography of the United States and Canada (3 hrs.)
Geography 63
A study of the various elements of the natural environment and of the prin-
ciples underlying their distribution, with special reference to the major geo-
graphic regions of Anglo-America. Particular consideration given to environ-
mental factors of importance to current economic and political problems. Open
to all undergraduates. Miss Eiselen
105 (2). Geography of South America (3 hrs.)
A study of the environmental characteristics of the countries of South
America; the influence of environment on colonization and upon the present
and possible future economic development of the various countries. Open to
freshmen who have taken 104, and to sophomores, juniors and seniors without
prerequisite. Miss Eiselen
208 (1), (2). Geography of Europe (3 hrs.)
A study of the geographic character of the European continent through the
regional approach within each country; emphasis on both natural environment
and human imprint in the regions; special attention given to the geographical
basis for current political and economic problems. Open to sophomores who
have taken 104, and to juniors and seniors without prerequisite. Mr. Villmow
211 (2). Cartography (3 hrs.)
History of maps; principles and problems involved in map making and map
interpretation; use of aerial photographs and other source materials. Opportunity
in laboratory for individual map projects to suit special interests of the student.
Prerequisite, same as for 208. Three periods of lecture and laboratory.
Mr. Villmow
212 (1). Conservation of Natural Resources (3 hrs.)
A study of the need for and the principles governing the conservation of
natural resources; problems of floods, water supply, land reclamation, forest,
grassland, soil, wildlife, and mineral and fuel supplies. Prerequisite, same as for
208. Miss Eiselen
303 (2).* Geography of Middle America (3 hrs.)
A geographic study of Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean Islands;
the environmental background for the formation of the many political units and
for the economic development of the various countries and natural regions.
Open to juniors and seniors who have" taken six hours of regional geography,
and to juniors and seniors majoring in Spanish who have taken 104 or 105.
Miss Eiselen
305 (2).* Geographic Problems in Africa and the Middle East (3 hrs.)
A study of the geography of Africa and the Middle East with emphasis on
selected geographic problems. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken
six hours of regional geography, or, by permission, to specially qualified stu-
dents. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Eiselen
• Offered in alternate years.
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308 (1).° Geography of Asia (3 hrs.)
A study of the geographic character of the Asiatic continent, emphasizing
China, Korea, Japan, and India-Pakistan; attention given to the physical fea-
tures as well as the strong cultural imprint on the land; special recognition
given to the geographical background for Asia's current problems. Prerequisite,
same as for 305. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
310 (1).* Geographic Problems in the Soviet Union (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of significant geographic problems in the U.S.S.R. Open to
juniors and seniors who have taken 208 and another course in regional geog-
raphy, or, by permission, to specially qualified students. Mr. Villmow
311 (1). Seminar. World Patterns (3 hrs.)
Study of selected physical elements of geography from the systematic ap-
proach as the basis for the correlation of the repeated geographic patterns of
the continents into world patterns. Projects on Australia and other areas not
covered in the regional courses. Required of senior majors; open to seniors
who have taken twelve hours of regional geography. The Staff
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open, by permission, to senior majors.
Directions for Election
Courses 104, 105, 208, 211 may be elected as non-laboratory science courses
to fulfill part of the Group III distribution requirement. Other courses in geogra-
phy do not count for distribution.
A geography major should include 104, 105, 208, 211 and 311. In addition,
related work should include Botany 207 or Geology 101 (1).
GEOLOGY
Professor: Louise Kingsley, ph.d. (Chairman)
Assistant Professor: Dabney Withers Caldwell, ph.d.
Custodian: Marcaret Marsh Steele, b.a.
101. f General Geology (6 hrs.)
Physical and historical geology. The work of rivers, oceans, glaciers and
volcanoes throughout geologic time. The origin and history of mountains, and
the structure and development of the North American continent. The history
of living things as recorded by fossils. Mineral and fuel resources.
Operfto all undergraduates. Two periods of lecture or discussion and three
of laboratory. Occasional afternoon field trips substituted for laboratory work.
The Staff
° Offered in alternate years.
f The first semester may be elected separately by junior and senior geography
majors.
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103 (2). Gems and Related Minerals (3 hrs.)
A study of physical properties of minerals. Laboratory work: determination
of physical properties, identification, cutting and polishing semiprecious stones.
Open to all undergraduates. Three periods of lecture and laboratory. Counts
toward a major in geology but not for distribution. Miss Kingsley
202 (1). Mineralogy (3 hrs.)
A study of common ore, rock-forming, and accessory minerals. Geologic
occurrence and economic use. Identification by physical properties and simple
chemical tests. Field trips. Prerequisite, Geology 101 or 103, Chemistry 101,
or Interdepartmental 106. Five periods of lecture and laboratory.
Mr. Caldwell
204 (1). Geomorphology (3 hrs.)
A study of land forms and their origin; their use in interpretation of geo-
logic history; streams, glacial features and shore processes studied in the field
and in the laboratory. Quantitative studies of topographic maps and stream-
gauge data. Practical application of geomorphology. Open to students who
have taken one semester of 101. Three periods of lecture and laboratory.
Mr. Caldwell
205 (1). Inverterrate Paleontology (3 hrs.)
The facts and principles of organic evolution as revealed by the life of the
past. The steps in the development from simple, generalized forms to more com-
plex and specialized types illustrated by a comparative study of fossils. Pre-
requisite, 101, Zoology 101, or Interdepartmental 103. Three periods of lecture
and laboratory. Miss Kingsley
206 (2). Regional Geology of North America (3 hrs.)
A systematic study of the United States, Canada, and Mexico by physio-
graphic provinces, dealing with the geologic history, the kinds of rocks (includ-
ing the economically important rocks), the structures and their relations to
topography. Prerequisite, 101. Three periods of lecture and laboratory.
^
6 e J *
Miss Kingsley
207 (2). Economic Geology ( 3 nrs -)
A study of economically valuable mineral deposits, both metallic and non-
metallic. The origin, composition, and geological and mineralogical relations of
these deposits; their geographic distribution and political significance. Pre-
requisite, 101 and 202, Three periods of lecture and laboratory.
^
Mr. Caldwell
312 (2). Crystallography ( 3 hrs.)
Crystal systems. Principles of optical crystallography. Determination of
minerals by means of their optical properties. Open to juniors and seniors who
have taken 202. Juniors and seniors majoring in chemistry or in physics
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admitted to the course upon the recommendation of either department. Three
periods of lecture and laboratory. Mr. Caldwell
313 (1). Studies in Stratigraphy (3 hrs.)
Various aspects of sedimentary rocks such as lithology, origin, environments
of deposition, structures and relationships studied as aids in reading the strati-
graphic record. Various laboratory techniques utilized in determining origin,
history, and correlation of sedimentary materials. Individual study projects.
Prerequisite, 101 and 202. Three periods of lecture and laboratory. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Mr. Caldwell
314 (1). Structural Geology (3 hrs.)
Description and interpretation of rock structures. The origin and structure of
mountain ranges. Individual study of areas of special interest. Laboratory work:
interpretation of geologic maps, the drawing of cross-sections, and graphical
solution of problems. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 101 and a
grade II course in geology. Three periods of lecture and laboratory, with oc-
casional field trips. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Kingsley
315 (2). Vulcanism and Igneous Rocks (3 hrs.)
Extrusive and intrusive phases of vulcanism. Description, identification, and
origin of igneous and related metamorphic rocks. Particular emphasis on re-
gional studies. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 101 and 202.
Lecture and laboratory, with occasional field trips. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Kingsley
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open, by permission, to juniors and seniors who are majoring in the depart-
ment.
Summer Field Courses. The department will recommend summer field courses
given by other colleges (dealing chiefly with the Rocky Mountain region) to
interested students who have completed one year or more of geology at Welles-
ley. Credit may be given for such courses provided the student's plans are
approved in advance by the department.
Directions for Election
A geology major must include 101. Grade II courses should be selected with
a view to the type of advanced work which the student desires. Advice from
the department should be secured. A summer field course in western United
States is suggested as a good background for advanced courses.
Students interested in minerals will find good correlation among the follow-
ing courses: 103, 202, and 312.
Geography 212 and the regional courses correlate well with geology. Chem-
istry is desirable for students majoring in geology. Those intending to do




Associate Professors: Magdalene Schtndeltn, ph.d. (Chairman); Barbara Salditt,
PH.D.
Assistant Professor: Martha Julia Goth, ph.d.
Instructor: Renata Anita Cornelia Hofman
The language of the classroom in all courses is almost exclusively German.
The student thus has constant practice in hearing, speaking, and writing
German. Capable students in 101 have the opportunity, by doing special read-
ing during the summer and upon approval of the Chairman, to omit 102 and
proceed with 202, an introductory course in German literature. A summer term
at the German School, Middlebury College, is recommended as stimulating and
helpful.
Well qualified students will be allowed to spend the junior year in Germany.
See page 30, The Junior Year Abroad.
101. Elementary Course (6 hrs.)
Study of grammar and vocabulary; frequent written exercises; reading of
short stories; special emphasis on oral expression. Open to students who do
not present German for admission. Three periods and laboratory. The Staff
102. Intermediate Course (6 hrs.)
Extensive reading with emphasis on vocabulary building; review of funda-
mental principles of grammar; frequent composition and oral expression; dis-
cussion of German culture. Prerequisite, 101 or two admission units in German.
Three periods and laboratory. Miss Salditt, Miss Goth
104. Outline History of German Literature (6 hrs.)
First semester: an introduction to German literature from its beginning to the
17th century. Second semester: an introduction to the 17th and 18th centuries,
Schiller and Goethe. Open to freshmen who present three or more admission
units in German. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Salditt
202. Introduction to German Literature (6 hrs.)
A study of the development of German literature and its cultural background
from 800-1800. Works read and discussed are: the Hildebrandslied, selections
from the Nibelungenlied, the works of Wolfram, Gottfried, Hartmann, the
Minnesingers; Volkslied, selections from Luther, Hans Sachs, Lessing, Herder,
Schiller, Goethe. Prerequisite, 102 or, by permission, 101. Open to freshmen
by permission. Three periods. Miss Schindelin, Miss Salditt
204 (1). Goethe > (3 hrs.)
Goethe's life and work; his literary growth studied with emphasis on his
development from "Sturm und Drang to classicism. Prerequisite, 104 or 202.
Miss Salditt
205 (1). German Literature of the Early Nineteenth Century
(3 hrs.)
The development from romanticism to realism, studied in such authors as:
Eichendorff, Novalis, Stifter, and Hebbel. Open to students who have taken
104 or 202 and, by permission, to other students with sufficient knowledge of
German. Miss Goth
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206. Conversation (2 hrs.)
Practice in the use of the spoken language. Class discussions based on read-
ings in newspapers, periodicals, and other contemporary materials. Open to
students taking 202, and to others by permission of the instructor. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Miss Schindelin
207 (2). Advanced Composition and Conversation (3 hrs.)
Intensive work in written and oral German; composition, translation, gram-
mar. Prerequisite, 202 or 206, or, by permission, 104. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Goth
209 (2). Linguistics (2 hrs.)
Study of the structure of the German language: advanced syntax, morphol-
ogy, semantics, with emphasis on synonomy. Prerequisite, 202 or 206, or, by
permission, 104. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
304 (2). Goethe's Faust (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of Goethe's Faust, Part I; extensive study of Part II.
Prerequisite, 202 and 204. Miss Salditt
305 (2). From Classicism to Romanticism (3 hrs.)
A study of the following authors and their respective relationships to classi-
cism or romanticism: Schiller, Holderlin, Kleist. Prerequisite, 204 or 205.
Miss Goth
306 (2). From Lessing to Herder (3 hrs.)
Literary trends in the 18th century. Extensive selections from Lessing,
Herder, and Winckelmann. Prerequisite, 304. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Salditt
308 (1). Literature of the late Nineteenth and the Early Twentieth
Centuries (3 hrs.)
Intellectual and aesthetic trends of the period. Varied texts: dramas, lyric
poetry, novels, essays, letters of representative authors. Prerequisite, 204 or
205, and open to seniors by permission of the instructor. Miss Schindelin
312 (2). Literature of the Twentieth Century (3 hrs.)
Aspects and tendencies of 20th century literature from the First World War
to the present time. Prerequisite, same as for 308. Miss Schindelin
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to seniors.
Directions for Election
To fulfill the literature requirement in Group I, students may elect courses
104, 202, 204, 205, and grade III courses.
Course 101 may be counted for the degree but not for the major.
Course 102 may count for the major.
Students who begin with 101 in college and wish to major in German should
consult the department in order to obtain permission to omit 102 and take 202.
Greek 69
Students intending to major in the department are requested to take 104
or 202 and at least 12 hours of grade III work.
GREEK
Professor: Barbara Philippa McCarthy, ph.d. (Chairman)
Instructors: Gloria Shaw Livermore, m.a., oxon.; Mary Rosenthal Lefkowitz,5
M.A.
101. Beginning Greek (6 hrs.)
Reading of brief passages from the great poets and prose writers of ancient
Greece, accompanied by the study of forms and syntax. In the second semester
longer selections from Herodotus and Euripides' Alcestis. Open to students who
do not present Greek for admission. Three periods.
Miss McCarthy, Miss Goodfellow
102. Modern Greek (2 hrs.)
Practice in reading and speaking the Greek of today. Open by permission.
(Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss McCarthy
104 (2). Classical Mythology (3 hrs.)
The more important classical myths, read in English translations of Greek
and Latin authors; their relation to the religion and art of ancient times; then-
later influence. Open to all undergraduates. Miss McCarthy
201 (1). Plato (3 hrs.)
Apology, Crito and selections from the Phaedo. The personality of Socrates
and his position in the development of Greek thought. Prerequisite, 101 or two
admission units in Greek, or by permission. Miss Goodfellow
202 (2). Homer's Odyssey (3 hrs.)
Selected books of the Odyssey or other reading to meet the needs of the
class. Intended primarily for those who have already studied the Iliad. Pre-
requisite, 201. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Livermore
203 (1), (2). Greek Epic and Tragedy in English Translation (3 hrs.)
The Iliad and Odyssey, and plays of iEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.
The origin of epic poetry and tragedy and their influence on later literature.
Open to juniors and seniors without prerequisite, and to sophomores who have
taken a course in literature in any department.
Miss McCarthy, Miss Goodfellow
205 (2). Homer's Iliad (3 hrs.)
Selected books of the Iliad. Prerequisite, 201 or by permission.
Miss McCarthy
301. Greek Drama (6 hrs.)
Study in Greek of one play by each of the dramatic poets: /Eschylus, So-
phocles, Euripides, Aristophanes; reading of other plays in translation. Pre-
requisite, 205 or 202, or by permission. Miss McCarthy, Mrs. Lefkowitz
5 Appointed for the second semester only.
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302. Greek Poetry from Homer through Theocritus (6 hrs.)
Epic, lyric, and pastoral poehy. Prerequisite, 205 or 202. (Not offered in
1959-60.) Miss McCarthy, Miss Livermore
306. Greek Prose from Herodotus through Lucian (6 hrs.)
Reading from Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato, and Lucian, chosen according to
the interests of the class. Prerequisite, 205 or 202. Miss Goodfellow
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to seniors by permission.
DmEcnoNs for Election
To fulfill the literature requirement in Group I, students may elect any course
in Greek except 101, 102.
Courses 104 and 203 may not be counted toward a major in Greek.
Students majoring in Greek are advised to elect some work in Latin. Their
attention is also called to the courses in Greek history, Greek art, and Greek
philosophy.
Students interested in archeology are referred to the interdepartmental major
in classical archeology (see page 48).
Qualified students may fulfill the second semester of the Biblical history re-
quirement by electing Biblical History 210, The First Three Gospels in
Greek.
HISTORY
Professors: Evelyn Faye Wilson, ph.d.; Henry Frederick Schwarz, ph.d. (Chair-
man)
Associate Professors: Charlotte Elizabeth Goodfellow, ph.d.; Edward Vose
Gulick,1 ph.d.; Joseph Lewis Sullivan, ph.d.
Assistant Professors: Alice Birmingham Colburn, ph.d.; Gabriel Jackson, Doc-
TEUR DE LUNrVEBSITE DE TOULOUSE; KATHRYN LEE CONWAY TURNER, PH.D.
Instructors: Mhuam Haskell Berlin, ph.d.; Robert Arnold Feer, ph.d.; Walter
Warren Wagar, ph.d.; Eugene Lionel Cox, ph.d.; Dorothea Devins
Gray, b.a.; Evelyn Ann Pottinger, m.a.
101. Medieval and Early Modern Europe (6 hrs.)
A study of the origins of modern European civilization through the Renais-
sance and Reformation. Political, social, and economic institutions and concepts
under changing conditions; the development of Christianity; the assimilation
of the heritage of the ancient world; feudalism and the rise of the middle class;
the growth and expansion of the national state. Open to all undergraduates.
Miss Wilson, Mr. Cox
102. Modern European History (6 hrs.)
A survey of the European world in the 17th century; the evolution of modem
Europe as determined by such movements as colonial expansion, economic and
political revolutions, ideological changes, and international relations. The emer-
gence of present world problems. Open to all undergraduates.
Mr. Sullivan, Miss Pottinger, Mr. Jackson, Mrs. Berlin
1 Absent on leave.
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103. History of Western Thought (6 hrs.)
The basic ideas which have moulded western civilization traced in their de-
velopment from classic times in relation to the major trends in western European
history. Illustrated by reading from works of great historical importance. Open
to juniors and seniors who have not taken 101 or 102 and, by permission, to
freshmen and sophomores who have some knowledge of European history.
Mrs. Colburn, Mr. Wagar
200. History of Europe from the Decline of Rome to the Present Time
(6 hrs.)
The evolution of medieval society; the emergence of national states; ideologi-
cal and cultural changes; European expansion overseas; the development of
nationalism, democracy, and authoritarianism; world conflicts. (Primarily for
non-majors.) Open to juniors and seniors, except those who have taken 101 or
102. Mr. Schwarz
202 (1), (2). Europe in the Twentieth Century (3 hrs.)
The causes and course of World War I; the peace settlements; revolutions
and the emergence of communism, fascism and national socialism; social and
economic tensions; rivalries among the powers; World War II and the post-war
era. Prerequisite, six hours in history, or political science, or economics.
Mr. Jackson, Mrs. Gray
205 (1). Colonial, America (3 hrs.)
The foundation of the British colonies in North America, colonial policy and
administration, social and economic developments in 17th and 18th century
America, the nature and course of the American Revolution to the ratification
of the Constitution in 1789. Open to juniors and seniors without prerequisite,
and to other students who have taken six hours in history or who have taken
or are taking Economics 204 or English 223. Mrs. Turner
206.* Central Europe (6 hrs.)
A survey of Central Europe—Germany, Poland, Bohemia, and the Danube
Valley—since the 14th century; the political evolution of the states in this area,
with emphasis on social and cultural developments and relationships. Open to
students who have taken six hours in history or who are giving special atten-
tion to the study of German. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Schwarz
209. History of Russia (6 hrs.)
A general survey of Russian history. First semester: the evolution of the
Russian state and the emergence of Russia as a European power from the
earliest times to the end of the 18th century. Second semester: the political,
social, and economic developments of the 19th century culminating in the Bol-
shevik revolution of 1917 and the establishment of the Soviet state. By per-
mission, either semester may be taken independently. Open to all seniors, to
juniors who have taken or are taldng another course in history, and to sopho-
mores who have taken six hours. Mrs. Berlin
210 (1). The Age of Louis XIV m France (3 hrs.)
Society and government in France during the "golden age" of absolutism. A
study of the nature of the absolute monarchy and foreign relations under Louis
* Offered In alternate years.
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XIV, with analysis of the social and intellectual life of the age. Prerequisite, six
hours of history; no prerequisite to those giving special attention to the study of
French. Not open to freshmen. Mr. Cox
211 (2). The Enlightenment, The French Revolution, and Napoleon
(3 hrs.)
An analysis of the intellectual, social, and political forces in France after 1715
which combined to produce the crisis of 1789. Followed by a study of the era
of the Revolution and Empire, with emphasis on the new social and political
ideals of this period and on the relations of France with Europe. Prerequisite,
same as for 210. Mr - Cox
213. History of England (6 hrs.)
A general survey of English history, political, social, economic, and cultural,
with special emphasis on England's contributions to the modern world. Some
attention to England's oversea expansion and the formation of the British Em-
pire. Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors who have taken six hours in his-
tory or are giving special attention to English literature, political science,
economics, or sociology. Mrs. Colburn, Mr. Wagar
214. The Hispanic World (6 hrs.)
First semester: the Moslem-Hebrew-Christian civilization of the Middle
Ages, the Reconquest and Spanish Renaissance, the age of discovery and the
colonial era in Latin America. Second semester: the Latin American republics
since the Independence; cultural renaissance and critical political develop-
ments in 19th and 20th century Spain. Prerequisite, six hours in history. No
prerequisite to sophomores, juniors and seniors majoring in Spanish. By per-
mission of the instructor, either semester may be taken separately.
Mr. Jackson
217. The Renaissance and Reformation in Europe (6 hrs.)
A study of relationships between economics, politics, and culture in western
Europe, i300-1600: the rise of capitalism and the middle class, the renaissance
state, and humanism in its various aspects. In the second semester, the Protestant
revolt and the Catholic reformation. By permission, either semester may be
taken independently. Prerequisite, six hours in history or art. Miss Wilson
218.* History of Science (6 hrs-)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 218.
221 (1). The Founding of American Nationality, 1760-1865 (3 hrs.)
The colonial period, the American Revolution, the framing and adoption of
the Constitution, economic and political developments, the growth of national-
ism and sectionalism, the Civil War. Open to juniors and seniors without pre-
requisite, and to other students who have taken six hours in history or who have
taken or are taking Economics 204, or Political Science 201 or 202.
Mrs. Turner, Mr. Feer
•Counts as related work but not as part of a major in history.
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222 (2). The Emergence of Modern America, 1865 to the Present Time
(3 hrs.)
The era of reconstruction, the triumph of capitalism, the progressive period,
the New Deal, and the role of the United States in world affairs during the
20th century. Prerequisite, same as for 221. Mrs. Turner, Mr. Feer
225 (1). International Relations: the Far East (3 hrs.)
China and Japan in the 19th and 20th centuries, with emphasis on their
distinctive cultures, the impact of the West on those cultures, the Chinese
revolution, Japanese expansion, and the emergence of Chinese communism.
Special attention to the interests of Europe and America in the Far East. Open
to all seniors, to juniors who have taken or are taking another course in history,
and to sophomores who have taken six hours. Mrs. Gray
302.* Civilization of Greece (6 hrs.)
A study of the Near Eastern civilizations by which the Greeks were influ-
enced. The social, economic, and political development of the Greek city-state;
the most significant aspects of Greek civilization for the Western World. Mu-
seum trips, illustrated lectures, and readings from works of the great writers.
Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking six hours of grade II in
history; no prerequisite to those who are giving special attention to the classics
or Greek philosophy. By permission the first semester may be taken independ-
ently. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Goodfellow
303.* Civilization of Rome (6 hrs.)
Rome's experiments in government and the attempts of her statesmen to solve
the social and economic problems of the Republic and Empire; Rome's culture
and legacy to the modern world. Museum trips, illustrated lectures, and read-
ings from the sources. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking
six hours of grade II in history; no prerequisite to those who are giving special
attention to the classics. By permission the first semester may be taken inde-
pendently. Miss Goodfellow
304. England from the Tudors to 1815 (6 hrs.)
The development of English society and the English constitution from 1485
to 1815; main currents in English thought from the Renaissance through the
Enlightenment; the emergence of England as a world power. First semester,
the Tudors and Stuarts to 1688; second semester, the eighteenth century. By
permission either semester may be taken independently. Open to juniors and
seniors who have taken 12 hours in history, or, by permission, six hours.
Mr. Wagar
305. Diplomatic History of Europe since 1789 (6 hrs.)
Problems of European diplomacy and statecraft from 1789 to the present,
with emphasis on the Congress of Vienna, the Eastern Question, Bismarck, the
causes of World War I, peacemaking in 1919, and the causes of World War II.
Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 12 hours of history, including three
hours of modern history; by permission, to specially qualified students in politi-
cal science or economics who have taken History 102 or 200. Miss Pottinger
* Offered in alternate years.
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306. Britain since 1815 (6 hrs.)
A study of the political, socio-economic, and intellectual developments in 19th
and 20th centurv Britain, and Britain's role in foreign and imperial affairs. First
semester, 1815 through the mid-Victorian period; second semester, the late
Victorian era to the present. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 12
hours of history, including 102, or have an equivalent background in modern
English history. By permission the first semester may be taken independently.
Mrs. Colburn
307. American Foreign Relations (6 hrs.)
The origin and establishment of the foundations of American foreign policy;
the diplomatic problems arising from territorial and commercial expansion dur-
ing the 19th century; the role of the United States in international affairs to
the present time. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 12 hours in his-
tory, or nine hours in history and Economics 314, or who have taken six hours
of modern history and have taken or are taking Political Science 208 or 301.
Mr. Veer
308 (2). European Imperialism since 1870 (3 hrs.)
Survey of European overseas empires from 1870 to the present, tracing their
growth, their special problems, the development of colonial nationalism, and
the changes after World War II. Emphasis on the motives and on the prominent
theories of imperialism. Primary attention to Africa. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken 12 hours in history or nine hours in history and Economics 314.
(Not given in 1959-60.) Mr. Gulick
309. Medieval Culture from St. Augustine to Dante (6 hrs.)
A study of society, thought, and learning in the early Middle Ages, the in-
fluence of Bvzantine and Moslem civilizations in the West, the medieval renais-
sance, and the synthesis of the 13th century. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken a course of grade I or II, or are taking a course of grade III.
Miss Wilson
310. Social and Intellectual History of the United States (6 hrs.)
The ideas associated with the development of American culture as they are
embodied in political thought, religion, the arts, philosophy and social institu-
tions from the colonial period to the present time. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken 221 and 222, or by permission. Mrs. Turner, Mr. Feer
312 (2). International Relations: the Near East (3 hrs.)
The evolution of European interest in the critical area between the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf during the decline of the Turkish Empire
in the 19th century with emphasis on 20th century conflicts resulting from
national aspirations and economic tensions. Open to juniors and seniors who
have taken a course of grade I and have taken or are taking six hours of grade
II in history, or have taken six hours of grade II in history. Open by permission
to specially qualified non-majors. Mr. Sullivan
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313 (1). Russia in Transition. A Century of Russian Civilization (3 hrs.)
Life and thought in Russia since the middle of the 19th century. Changes in
ideas concerning political institutions, social structure, ethical and artistic
standards, with special attention given to prominence and significance in
Russian history of Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, and Lenin. Prerequisite, same as for
312. Mr. Sullivan
314.° Political and Cultural History of Germany since the Seventeenth
Century (6 hrs.)
A study of German society, and the evolution of the intellectual and artistic
life of Germany against the background of political institutions and relation-
ships, from the middle of the 17th through the 19th century. Attention given to
the diversity of German culture and to the effect of outside influences and their
assimilation. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking six hours
of grade II in history. Open by permission to specially qualified non-majors.
Mr. Schwarz
315 (2). Seminar. Interpretations of History (3 hrs.)
The changing conceptions of history as illustrated by a study of selected
historians from Herodotus to the present time. Emphasis upon the relation of
these conceptions to the intellectual background out of which they developed
and their influence upon contemporary historical thought. Open to senior majors
by permission. The Staff
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking a
course of grade III in history.
DrREcnoNS for Election
Students electing history may choose any of the introductory courses 101, 102
or 103, but not more than one of these courses may be counted in a major.
For purposes of the general examination in history required of major students,
the work of the department has been distributed among five fields: (1) Ancient,
(2) Medieval and Early Modern to 1648, (3) Modern European, (4) American
and Latin-American, (5) International Relations (includes also foreign policy,
diplomatic history, imperialism, British Empire). A student concentrating in
history will normally distribute her elections so as to include at least a semester's
work above the level of grade I in three of these fields. It is, nevertheless, also
possible, if a student so desires, to design a major which will conform to these
limitations, and at the same time emphasize a period (e.g. Medieval) or an
area (e.g. the history of international relations) of study. Students who wish to
make such an emphasis should consult with the chairman or with their special
adviser in the department as early as possible.
Beginning with the Class of 1961, of the total number of hours for the major,
12 hours beyond the grade I level shall be taken in the general political or
cultural history of one or more countries, areas, or periods. These 12 hours shall
be divided so that six deal with history before 1715, and six with history since
1715.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
Students who before entering college have had unusual preparation in
European history with regard to both amount and type of training may apply
* Offered in alternate years.
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for examination for exemption from the requirement for distribution, or for
entrance directly into grade II work. In addition to the evidence offered by the
examination, they will be expected to give further indication of their training
by submitting papers prepared in secondary school for their classes in history.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COURSES
103.° An Introductory Course in Biology (6 hrs.)
A course designed to introduce the student to fundamental biological prin-
ciples as a basis for an understanding of the nature and the unity of living
things and of the place of man in the biologic world. Open to students who have
not offered biology for admission. One period of lecture and discussion and
three of laboratory or field work. Mrs. Houck, Mr. Koob
106.* An Introductory Course in Physical Science (6 hrs.)
A course designed to acquaint the student with some of the basic concepts of
physics and chemistry, the characteristics which these sciences possess in com-
mon, and an appreciation of the methods by which the concepts have been de-
veloped. Selected fundamental concepts and principles studied in a setting
which includes both the circumstances surrounding their evolution and their
effect on modes of scientific thought. Open to students who do not present
chemistry or physics for admission. Two periods of lecture and discussion and
one three-period laboratory appointment. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Webster, Miss Fleming
107.*° Interpretations of Man en Western Literature (6 hrs.)
Representative views of the nature of man, and of his relation to the universe
and society, reflected in the work of major writers of the Western world; the
expression of their thought in significant artistic form, such as epic, drama,
essay. Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors, and to specially qualified fresh-
men by permission of the Dean of Freshmen. Miss Taylor, Miss McPherrin
218.*** History of Science (6 hrs.)
A course designed to trace the development of scientific ways of thinking and
to show how scientific ideas, methods and theories both reflect and influence
man's thought in other areas. Topics from physical and biological science
selected from several historical periods. Open to juniors and seniors who have
taken six hours in a laboratory science and in history or philosophy.
Miss Webster
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAJOR
For description of an interdepartmental major in Classical Archeology, see
page 48.
* This course may be elected to fulfill the laboratory science requirement in Group
m.
•• This course may be elected to fulfill the literature requirement in Group I.
**• This course may be elected to complete the distribution requirement in Group
HI after the student has taken a six-hour laboratory course.
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ITALIAN
Associate Professor: Grazia Avitabile, ph.d. (Chairman)
Instructor: Graziana Lazzarino, dottore in lettere
The language of the classroom is Italian except for occasional necessary
explanations of grammar and idioms.
Qualified students are permitted to spend the junior year in Italy with the
foreign study group of Smith College.
A summer term at the Italian School, Middlebury College, is recommended.
101. Elementary Course (6 hrs.)
The fundamental elements of Italian grammar and a general view of Italian
civilization. Frequent oral and written exercises. Reading aloud with special
emphasis on correct pronunciation. Open to students who do not present Italian
for admission. Three periods including laboratory. The Staff
103. f Introduction to the Italian Renaissance (6 hrs.)
First semester: intensive study of the Italian language with particular refer-
ence to reading. Second semester: reading and discussion of selections from
outstanding Italian authors of the period, such as: Petrarca, Boccaccio, Vasari,
Leonardo da Vinci, Machiavelli, Castiglione, Bandello, Ariosto, Tasso. English
is the language of the classroom. No prerequisite. Open to juniors and seniors.
(Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss Avitabile
201.f Italian Literature of the Twentieth Century (6 hrs.)
Drama, fiction and poetry in the works of representative authors such as
D'Annunzio, Pirandello, Moravia, Ungaretti. Prerequisite, 101. Miss Lazzarino
203 (l).t Intermediate Italian (3 hrs.)
Emphasis on language, composition, and conversation through the use of
material which deals with contemporary Italy. Prerequisite, 101. Miss Lazzarino
204.f Italian Literature of the Nineteenth Century (6 hrs.)
Romanticism, classicism, nationalism, realism. An intensive study of selected
works by Foscolo, Manzoni, Leopardi, Carducci, Verga, and Pascoli. Prerequisite,
101. Miss Lazzarino
301.*f Dante (6 hrs.)
A study of Dante's Divina Commedia and minor works. Prerequisite, 201,
204, or by permission 302. Miss Avitabile
302 (2).f Advanced Italian (3 hrs.)
Translations from contemporary prose. Conversation based on articles in
Italian newspapers and reviews. Prerequisite, 201, 203, or 204.
Miss Lazzarino
305. *f The Italian Renaissance (6 hrs.)
Trends, aspirations, and achievements as revealed in the works of authors
such as: Petrarca, Boccaccio, Alberti, Machiavelli, Castiglione, Ariosto. and
Tasso. Prerequisite, same as for 301. Miss Avitabile
* It will be the privilege of students in grade III courses to have access to the
manuscripts and early—often contemporary—editions of Italian authors contained
in the Frances Pearsons Plimpton Collection in the college library.
f Some work will be required in the laboratory.
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309° (2). Seminar. Italian Romanticism (3 hrs.)
Research in some significant phases of Italian Romanticism. Open by per-
mission. Miss Avitabile
350.* Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking a
course of grade III in the department.
Directions for Election
To fulfill the literature requirement in Group I, students may elect any course
except 101, 103, 203, and 302.
It is recommended that students majoring in Italian take as related work
at least one course in another literature, ancient or modern, and one or more
courses in European history and art. Majors are advised to include in their
programs 203 and 302.
Course 101 may not count toward the major.
LATIN
Professors: Dorothy Mae Robathan, ph.d.; Margaret Elizabeth Taylor, ph.d.
Associate Professor: Charlotte Elizabeth Goodfellow, ph.d. (Chairman)
102. Reginning Latin (6 hrs.)
A course designed to enable students to acquire in one year the basic prepa-
ration for the reading of Latin authors. Form, syntax, reading of simple Latin
and selections from classical writers. Open to students who do not present
Latin for admission. Three periods. Miss Robathan
103. Vergil and Lyric Poetry (6 hrs.)
Epic: Selections from the JEneid; Lyric: Catullus and Horace. Prerequisite,
two admission units of Latin or three units not including Vergil, or 102.
Miss Robathan
105 (2). Lattn Literature in English Translations (3 hrs.)
Important works of prose and poetry selected to illustrate certain aspects of
Roman civilization. Reading and lectures on the archeological remains which
throw light on the social, political, and religious background of the literature.
Miss Robathan
106. Medieval Latin (6 hrs.)
Readings from Latin writers in the fields of literature, history, and philosophy
of the Middle Ages, including Cassiodoms, Gregory the Great, Rede, Geoffrey
of Monmouth, Erasmus, Abelard, the chroniclers of the Crusades, the romancers
of the Gesta Romanorum, religious drama, songs of the Goliards, and church
hymns. Only so much attention given to linguistic study as the reading requires.
* It will be the privilege of students in grade III courses to have access to the
manuscripts and early—often contemporary—editions of Italian authors contained in
the Frances Pearsons Plimpton Collection in the college library.
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Prerequisite, two or three admission units of Latin, or 102. (Not offered in
1959-60.) Miss Goodfellow
201. Latin Literature of the Republic and Early Empire (6 hrs.)
Reading of the first semester drawn from a variety of types and authors: the
lyrics of Catullus, a comedy of Plautus or Terence, and an essay of Cicero; the
second semester largely devoted to the Odes of Horace. Prerequisite, four ad-
mission units of Latin or 106; or three units including one of Vergil.
Miss Taylor
206. Composition (2 hrs.)
Studies in syntax and the writing of Latin prose. Prerequisite, 103 or 106 or
201. Miss Robathan
211 (1). Lucrettus (3 hrs.)
Reading from the De Return Natura, the poetry and philosophy of Epicure-
anism. Prerequisite, 103 or 201. Miss Taylor
212 (2). Ideals of Early Rome (3 hrs.)
Selections from the authors of the Golden Age, especially Livy, Cicero, and
Ovid, correlated with the student's earlier reading of Vergil and Horace.
Reading to vary from year to year depending upon the themes selected for
emphasis. Prerequisite, 103 or 201. Miss Robathan
302 (1). Sattjre. Horace and Juvenal (3 hrs.)
The origin and development of satire as a literary form. Special emphasis
upon the satires of Horace and Juvenal. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Miss Robathan
303 (1). Latest Inscriptions (3 hrs.)
Selected inscriptions studied both for form and content as sources for the
study of Roman public and private life. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. (Not given
in 1959-60.) Miss Robathan
304 (2). Topography and Monuments of Rome (3 hrs.)
The physical development of the city as revealed by the archeologist. Some
reading in Latin sources as background for the study of sites and monuments.
Prerequisite, 211 and 212. Miss Robathan
305 (1). Comedy. Plautus and Terence (3 hrs.)
Careful study of representative plays followed by the rapid reading of others.
The sources of Latin comedy, its linguistic and literary features, and its influ-
ence upon later literature. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. Miss Robathan
306 (2). Studdes in Roman Religion (3 hrs.)
The changing religious experience of the Republican period and of the early
Empire; the influence of oriental cults. Readings from the sources, especially
from Livy, Cicero, and Ovid. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. (Not offered in
1959-60.) Miss Taylor
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309 (1). Prose Literature of the Early Empire (3 hrs.)
History: Livy, Tacitus, Suetonius, Velleius Paterculus. Reading based on
choice of topics. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. (Not given in 1959-60.)
Miss Goodfellow
311 (2). Vergil (3 hrs.)
The Eclogues, Georgics, JEneid. The poet's achievement in the pastoral,
didactic and heroic epic; studies in his literary inheritance from the Greek and
his influence on later literature. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. Miss Taylor
312 (2). Poetry of the Empire (3 hrs.)
Elegy: Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid. Selections from representative poets of
the later period. Prerequisite, 211 and 212. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
Miss Robathan
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors.
Directions for Election
The literature requirement in Group I may be met by electing from the
following list of courses: 103, 105, 106, 201, 211, 212, 302, 305, 309, 311, 312.
Courses 102, 105, count for the degree but do not count toward a major in
Latin.
Students intending to major in Latin are advised to take at least one course
in Greek and History 303. Attention is also called to Art 201 and 209 and to
courses in ancient philosophy.
Courses 303, 304, and 306 should in general be elected only in combination
with courses in Latin literature.
Recommended students may elect an interdepartmental major in classical
archeology (see page 48).
MATHEMATICS
Professors: Marion Elizabeth Stark, ph.d. (Chairman); Helen Gertrude Russell,
PH.D.
Assistant Professor: Jacqueline Pascal Evans, ph.d.
Instructors: Richard James Crittenden, m.a., oxon.; Arthur Louis Gropen, ph.d.
Students should consult the announcements of the departments of astronomy,
chemistry, economics, philosophy, and physics for courses to which mathematics
is either an absolute or an alternative prerequisite.
106. Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, Introduction To The Calculus
(6 hrs.)
Plane trigonometry, plane analytic geometry and an introduction to calculus
with emphasis on fundamental unifying mathematical concepts and the inter-
relationship of mathematical systems of thought. Prerequisite, three admission
units in mathematics. Miss Russell, Miss Evans, Mr. Gropen
107. Analytic Geometry, Introduction to the Calculus (6 hrs.)
Similar to 106, but with additional topics and applications connected with
analytic geometry and elementary calculus. Prerequisite, three admission units
in mathematics and a substantial course in trigonometry.
Miss Stark, Miss Russell, Mr. Crittenden
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202. Differential and Integral Calculus (6 hrs.)
A study of the derivative and the integral including geometric and physical
interpretations. Prerequisite, 106 or 107.
Miss Russell, Miss Evans, Mr. Gropen, Mr. Crittenden
205 (1).* Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (3 hrs.)
Fundamental statistical methods, with special emphasis on the use of ele-
mentary mathematics and calculus in the development of theory and in practice.
Assigned laboratory work included. Prerequisite or corequisite, 202. (Not offered
in 1959-60.) Miss Stark
206 (1).* Descriptive Geometry (3 hrs.)
Theory underlying architectural and engineering drawing. Problems in-
volving the use of two or more planes of projection in representing points,
lines, and planes. Revolution applied to measurement. Prerequisite or core-
quisite, 202. Knowledge of solid geometry and consultation with the instructor
on this subject required of students electing this course. Two periods of lecture
or discussion with two laboratory periods. Miss Stark
302. Functions of a Real Variable (6 hrs.)
Continuity and other properties of functions, convergence of series, point-
set theory, Fourier series, and other allied subjects. Prerequisite, 202.
Miss Stark
303 (l).f Differential Equations (3 hrs.)
An introductory course in ordinary differential equations. Prerequisite, 202.
Mr. Gropen
304 (2).° Introduction to Modern Algebraic Theory (3 hrs.)
Topics in algebraic theory which are of importance in the study of geometry
and analysis as well as in the development of higher algebra. Prerequisite, 202.
Mr. Gropen, Mr. Crittenden
308. Functions of a Complex Variable (6 hrs.)
Elementary treatment of analytic functions. Infinite series, transformations,
and conformal mapping. Prerequisite, 302. Miss Evans
309 (2).* Projective Geometry (3 hrs.)
Concepts and theorems of projective geometry developed by both synthetic
and analytic methods. Prerequisite, 202. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to seniors by permission.
Directions for Election
A major must include at least 12 hours of grade III in mathematics.
• Offered in alternate years.
f Astronomy 300, Physics 304, Physics 306, Physics 308 may be counted toward a
major in mathematics. Physics 306 and Physics 308 must be preceded by Mathematics
303.
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Placement and Exemption Examinations
An examination for exemption from a course in mathematics to satisfy
partially the distribution requirement in Group III will be offered to students
who have been unusually well prepared in algebra, trigonometry, analytic ge-
ometry, and the elements of differentiation and integration.
Students desiring to enter direcdy into grade II work may either apply for
the exemption examination or give evidence of having completed the work in
secondary school in a satisfactory manner.
MUSIC
Professors: Howard Hinners, b.a.; Hubert Weldon Lamb, b.a. (Chairman)
Instructor: Howard Mayer Brown, ph.d.
Teaching Assistant: Cynthia Lee Adams, m.a.t.
Lecturers: William A. Herrmann, Jr., m.a. (Director of the Choir); Allen Dwight
Sapp, Jr., m.a.
Instructors in Practical Music: David Barnett, b.a., mus.d. (Hod.) (Piano); Alfred
Zighera (Cello); Melville Smith, litt.d. (Organ); Klaus Goetze (Piano);
Ruth Posselt Burgin (Violin); Margaret Torbert Duesenberry, m.a.
(Violin and Director of Chamber Music); James Pappoutsakis (Flute); Frank
Cochran Taylor II, b.a. (Organ); Eleanor Miriam Davis, m.mus. (Voice);
Eugene Lehner (Viola); Gunnar I. Schonbeck (Clarinet and Oboe)
101. Fundamentals and Elementary Analysis (6 hrs.)
Notation, modes, intervals, chords. Analytical study of the elements of
music. Introduction to the principles of harmony as exemplified in the forms
of the classical period. Drill in ear training, sight singing, clef reading, and
transposition. Open to all undergraduates. Three periods, one lecture and two
section meetings. Mr. Sapp
103. Introduction to Musical Literature (6 hrs.)
An historical survey course designed to develop the student's musical under-
standing, insight, and powers of observation through the study of music of
various styles and periods. No previous knowledge of music required. Open to
sophomores, juniors, and seniors who have taken no other course in the depart-
ment, and to qualified freshmen by permission of the chairman. Not to be
counted toward a major. Two periods of lecture and one section meeting.
Mr. Herrmann, Miss Adams
201. Elementary Harmony (6 hrs.)
Triads and their inversions, secondary dominants, modulation, and non-
harmonic tones. Harmonization of melodies and unfigured basses. Upon recom-
mendation of the instructor, qualified students in 201 will be permitted, during
the second semester, to accelerate and thus to achieve advanced standing in
the harmony sequence (201-310). Open to students who have taken 101 or who
have been exempted from it on the basis of the test in fundamentals. Sufficient
facility at the keyboard to play hymn tunes at sight is required. Three periods.
Mr. Hinners
202. Development of Music from 1600 to the Present (6 hrs.)
A survey of materials and methods. Open to students who have taken 101
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or who have been exempted from it on the basis of the test in fundamentals.
Three periods of lecture and conference. Mr. Brown
209 (1). The Classical Period (3 hrs.)
The development of the classical sonata, string quartet, symphony, and con-
certo. Prerequisite, 101 or 103. Not to be counted toward a major. Mr. Sapp
210 (2). The Romantic Period (3 hrs.)
Study of the larger forms of the 19th century through analysis of selected
works. Prerequisite, 101 or 103. Not to be counted toward a major. Mr. Sapp
214 {2). The Twentieth Century (3 hrs.)
An introduction to contemporary music through analysis of representative
compositions. Prerequisite, 202 or 209. Not to be counted toward a major.
Mr. Brown
300. Design in Music (6 hrs.)
Detailed analysis of representative works illustrating the evolution of forms
and structural procedures in the music of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.
Main emphasis on the period from Bach through Beethoven. Prerequisite, 201 or
202 or 301. Three periods. Mr. Hinners
301. Counterpoint (6 hrs.)
The principles of two- and three-part writing. Composition in small forms.
Analysis. Prerequisite, 201 or by permission. Mr. Lamb
303 (1). The Middle Ages and the Renaissance (3 hrs.)
The development of music to 1600. Prerequisite, 202. Mr. Brown
306 (1). The Seventeenth Century (3 hrs.)
Studies in baroque style. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken six
hours of grade II. Mr. Brown
307 (2). The Opera (3 hrs.)
A study of operatic forms, styles, and traditions from the time of Mozart to
the present. Prerequisite, same as for 306. Mr. Herrmann
309 (2). Bach (3 hrs.)
The style of J. S. Bach and its place in the history of music. Analysis of se-
lected vocal and instrumental works. 'Open to juniors and seniors who have
taken 202 and one of the following: 201, 300 or 301. Mr. Brown
310. Advanced Harmony (q hrs.)
Dominant sevenths, complete and incomplete dominant ninths, the aug-
mented sixth chords and secondary sevenths. Prerequisite, 201. Mr. Hinners
311 (1). Advanced Harmony (3 hrs.)
Accelerated course. Open only to students who have achieved advanced
standing in the harmony sequence by completing successfully the accelerated
program offered in 201 in the second semester. Mr. Hinners
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318 (1). Seminar. Beethoven (3 hrs.)
The development of the style of Beethoven to its culmination in the Ninth
Symphony, the Missa Solemnis, and the last quartets. Prerequisite, same as for
309. Mr. Lamb
319 (2). The Nineteenth Century (3 hrs.)
A study of the principal styles of the romantic period. Prerequisite, same as
for 309. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Brown
325 (2). Seminar. Stravinsky (3 hrs.)
A study of the more important works and of their place in the music of the
20th century. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 202. Mr. Lamb
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Directed study in theory, orchestration, composition, or the history of music.
Open to seniors by permission.
Practical Music (Instrumental and Vocal Lessons)*
Instruction is provided in piano, organ, violin, violoncello, and voice, and
arrangements may be made for private instruction in other instruments. Though
no academic credit is given for such study, the department strongly recommends
it as a complement to the course work in music. Students in piano who wish to
do so may supplement their private lessons with group study which is available
to them without additional charge as part of the piano course. Advanced stu-
dents of string instruments or piano are eligible, also without additional charge,
for group instruction in the performance of chamber music.
Students may take practical music provided they take or have already taken
a college course in the theory of music. Practical music is an elective, and stu-
dents wishing to take it should notify the department in accordance with the
procedure required for the election of an academic course.
Instruction in practical music is available to graduates of Wellesley College
and to residents of the town of Wellesley by special arrangement.
Practical music study is normally undertaken on a yearly basis, though with
the permission of the chairman of the department it may be elected for a single
semester only. Students whose work proves unsatisfactory may be required to
discontinue their lessons.
The College subscribes for eight seats in the Saturday series of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. Tickets for these concerts are available at cost, and
students taking music courses are given preference in the use of them.
Directions for Election
For a 24 hour major, the following courses are required: 101, 202, 300, 303
and 325. Six additional hours of theory (201 or 301) are strongly recommended
as supplementary to this sequence.
° Students who elect practical music are charged at the rate of $115.00 for a half-
hour lesson per week throughout the year. The charge for the use of a practice
studio is $20.00 per year for one period daily. The charge for a daily period of organ
practice is $30.00. Practical music fees are payable in advance by semesters, and
are not subject to return or reduction except upon recommendation of both the
Dean of Students and the department chairman,
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For a 30 hour major, the following are required: 201, 202, 301, 303, 325
and either 310 or six hours of grade III in which 311 is included.
Students preparing for graduate study, teaching, or other professional work
in music should take this sequence. It is also recommended to those who are
interested in intensive study of the technical aspects of music.
Suggested correlative subjects for students majoring in music: European
history, literature, art.
Students proposing after graduation to continue into musicology should note
that a reading knowledge of both German and French is essential for work in
that field, and that in addition a certain proficiency in Italian and in Latin is
highly desirable.
Preliminary Test in Fundamentals
In the fall prior to the opening of classes, the department requires all stu-
dents who elect a first course in music other than 103 to take a short test in
fundamentals. The results of this test will be used as a basis for placement in
sections of 101 and to admit students of sufficient advancement to grade II
courses.
PHILOSOPHY
Professor: Virginia Onderdonk, b.a. (Chairman)
Associate Professor: Ellen Stone Haring, ph.d.
Assistant Professor: Lillian Woodworth Aiken, ph.d.
Instructors: Ingrid Hess Stadler, ph.d.; Richard McKay Rorty, ph.d.; Jared Lloyd
Darlington, ph.d.
101 (1), (2). Introduction to Classical Philosophy (3 hrs.)
A study of the writings of Plato and Aristotle in order to investigate the nature
of philosophical inquiry, and to examine theories fundamental in Western
thought, i.e. of the universe, man, society. Open to all undergraduates.
The Staff
104 (2). Introduction to Moral Philosophy (3 hrs.)
An examination of some outstanding moral theories, discussion to include
such topics as the good, the right, freedom, moral obligation. Open to fresh-
men who have taken 101, and to others without prerequisite. The Staff
105 (2). Trends in Recent Philosophy (3 hrs.)
A study of modern theories such as pragmatism, positivism, analytic philoso-
phy, evolutionism, existentialism. Open to sophomores who have taken 101 or
104, and to juniors and seniors without prerequisite. The Staff
201 (2). Further Studees in Plato and Aristotle (3 hrs.)
A comparative study of the two decisive originators of Western philosophy,
with emphasis upon their theories of knowledge and being. The reading will
include the Symposium, Meno, and Theatetus, and selections from the An-
alytics, Physics, and Metaphysics. Prerequisite, 101. Mrs. Haring
203 (1). Aesthetics (3 hrs.)
A study of some classical and contemporary philosophies of art and beauty,
emphasizing the nature and function of v/orks of art. Open to sophomores who
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have taken a course in the department and to juniors and seniors without pre-
requisite. Mrs. Stadler
206 (1). Ethical Theory (3 hrs.)
A systematic study, stressing contemporary works in ethics, of the problems
of the meaning and justification of moral judgments and the nature of moral
reasoning. Open to students who have taken one course in the department.
Mrs. Aiken
211 (2). Philosophy of Religion (3 hrs.)
A philosophical examination of basic problems regarding the nature and
grounds of religious belief, the existence of God, freedom of the will, evil. Open
to juniors and seniors. Mr. Rorty
214. Studies in the Development of Modern Philosophy (6 hrs.)
A study of important European philosophies from Descartes to Nietzsche
designed to give students a knowledge of the chief philosophical systems and
to provide some philosophical background for the understanding of related
movements in literature and the natural and social sciences. Prerequisite, same
as for 203. Miss Onderdonk, Mrs. Aiken, Mrs. Stadler, Mr. Rorty
216 (1). Fundamental Principles of Logic (3 hrs.)
A study of the forms of valid reasoning with emphasis on the analysis and
symbolic formulation of ordinary English sentences and the deduction of simple
conclusions. Some discussion of such notions as implication, proof, consistency,
definition, postulate. Open to sophomores who have taken a course in philoso-
phy or mathematics, and to juniors and seniors without prerequisite.
Miss Onderdonk, Mr. Darlington
217 (2). Inductive Logic (3 hrs.)
An examination of the logical problems of formulating and verifying theories
in the observational and experimental sciences. Open to sophomores who have
taken 105, and to juniors and seniors without prerequisite. Mr. Darlington
218.° History of Science (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 218.
306 (2). Advanced Logic (3 hrs.)
A study of modern developments of logic including a discussion of the nature
of a deductive system, the logic of classes, and the calculus of propositions.
Prerequisite, 216. Mr. Darlington
311 (1). Kant (3 hrs.)
An intensive study of the philosophy of Kant, with some consideration ot
Kant's position in the history of philosophy. Prerequisite, 214. Mr. Rorty
321 (2). Seminar. Theortes of Knowledge (3 hrs.)
An inquiry into the nature of knowledge and truth. Readings chosen pri-
marilv from contemporary material. Prerequisite, 214, or 216 and 217.
Mrs. Aiken
• Counts as related work but not as part of a major in philosophy.
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322 (1). Seminar. Metaphysics (3 hrs.)
Ail examination of theories about the ultimate constituents of reality, focusing
on Whitehead's system but with some reference to other philosophies. Pre-
requisite, 214. Mrs - Haring
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to seniors by permission.
Directions for Election
To meet the distribution requirement for a year's work in philosophy, stu-
dents should elect 101 and either 104 or 105; or one of these courses followed
by 206; or 214.
A major in philosophy must include 201, 214, and six hours of grade III
work in the department.
All majors are urged to take a course in psychology, and are advised that a
knowledge of Greek or French or German is desirable. Those planning to do
graduate work are strongly urged to include 216 in their major.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Associate Professors: Elizabeth Beaix, ph.d. (Chairman); Katharine Fuller
Wells, ph.d.; Elinor Marie Schroeder, ph.d.
Instructors: Evelyn Boldrick Howard, m.s.; Georgia May Hulac, m.ed.; Lois
Vivian Brochstein, b.s.; Astrid Keyser Frolich, m.s.; Ann Pepper Neal,
b.s.; Marian Louise Stoerker, m.s.; Sylvia Ann Carlier
Registrar: Marion Dorothy Jaques, b.a.
Musician for the Dance: Kathryn R. Hodgson
The Department of Physical Education, through its program adapted to
individual needs and abilities, aims to help each student to build up sufficient
strength and vitality to meet the demands of a normally active life; to appreci-
ate and practice fundamental health habits; to develop good carriage, a sense
of rhythm, coordination and motor judgment; to be a cooperative and con-
tributing participant in group activity; and to acquire skills which will con-
tribute to interest in wholesome forms of recreation.
Two hours a week of physical education activities are required for freshmen
and sophomores. The activity program of each year is divided into four
seasons: fall, winter (1), winter (2), spring.
Activity Requirement: The department requires that during their first two
years at college students should take: (a) at least two seasons of individual sport
(either the same or different sports); <b) at least one season of group activity
(i.e. team sport, modern dance, synchronized swimming, or folk dance);
(c) fundamentals of movement, during winter (1) of the freshman year.
A student's choice of activity is subject to approval of the department, on
the basis of the results of the medical and physical examinations, and the stu-
dent's previous experience.
Posture Requirement: Every student is expected to attain a satisfactory grade
on her posture photographs. Enrollment in course 125 will be required for stu-
dents who fail to have a satisfactory grade before the winter season of the
sophomore year; also for students who fail in the spring of the sophomore year.
Enrollment in this course is required until the standard is attained, or until
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the end of the winter season of the senior year. Freshmen who demonstrate
good posture in the fall and spring photographs will not have to be photo-
graphed in the sophomore year.
121 and 122. Activities
Choice of the following: Fall: Archery, canoeing, crew, diving, golf, hockey,
modern dance, swimming, tennis, volleyball. Winter (1): Freshmen: Funda-
mentals of movement. Sophomores: Badminton, basketball, fencing, folk dance,
modern dance, skiing, squash, swimming, synchronized swimming. Winter
(2): Badminton, basketball, fencing, folk dance, modern dance, skiing, squash,
swimming, synchronized swimming. Spring: Archery, canoeing, crew, diving,
golf, lacrosse, modern dance, swimming, tennis, volleyball. Required of fresh-
men and sophomores, two periods a week. The Staff
124 and 125. Posture and Body Mechanics
Recommended for freshmen and sophomores whose orthopedic or medical
condition indicates the need of individually planned exercise. Two periods a
week; Sophomores: Winter (1) or (2); Freshmen: Winter (2), with 121 and 122
Fall and Spring. Miss Wells
127 and 128. Technique of Teaching Activities or of Officiating
Recommended for students planning to assist in teaching in a summer camp,
playground, social service agency, or recreation center. Choice of the following:
Winter (1-2): Basketball officiating. Spring: Archery, canoeing, tennis. First
Semester: Modern dance, senior life saving. Second Semester: Camp leadership,
rhythmic activities for children, senior fife saving, water safety instructors. Any
of these courses may be substituted for part of the activity requirement except
by freshmen during Winter (1). Prerequisite, basic skills in the particular activity
and permission of the instructor. Permission of the class dean is required for
water safety instructors' course which meets three periods a week. The Staff
131 and 132. Modified Activities
Choice of the following: Fall: Archery, canoeing, golf, swimming, tennis,
volleyball. Winter: (1): Freshmen: Modified fundamentals of movement. Sopho-
mores: Badminton, fencing, folk dance, swimming, recreational activities.
Winter (2): Badminton, fencing, folk dance, swimming, recreational activities.
Spring: Archery, canoeing, golf, swimming, tennis, volleyball. Required of
freshmen and sophomores whose physical condition indicates the need of modi-
fied activities. Two periods a week. The Staff
Directions for Election
Students (including juniors and seniors) and also faculty may elect with the
permission of the department any of the activities listed under 121, 122, 124,
125, 127, 128, 131, and 132.
PHYSICS
Professor: Dorothy Heyworth, ph.d. (Chairman)
Associate Professor: Janet Brown Guernsey, ph.d.
Assistant Professor: Phyllis Jane Fleming, ph.d.
Assistant: Mary Molloy Martin, b.a.
Physics 89
101. Elementary Physics (6 his.)
Designed to give an intelligent understanding of man's physical environment
and the everyday applications of the fundamental laws of mechanics, heat,
electricity, sound, and light. Open to students who do not offer physics for
admission. Two periods of lecture and discussion with one three-period labo-
ratory appointment. Miss Hcyworth, Miss Fleming, Mrs. Martin
104. Elementary Physics (6 hrs.)
The same topics as in course 101, but with greater emphasis upon the math-
ematical development of the subject. Open to students who do not offer physics
for admission. Prerequisite, three admission units in mathematics. Two periods
of lecture and discussion with one three-period laboratory appointment.
Miss Heytvorth, Miss Fleming, Mrs. Martin
105 (1). Fundamental Principles of Physics (3 hrs.)
Selected topics in mechanics; wave motion and its applications in sound and
light; current electricity. Open to students who offer physics for admission.
Two periods of lecture and discussion, with one three-period laboratory ap-
pointment. Mrs. Guernsey, Mrs. Martin
106. An Introductory Course in Physical Science (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 106. This course
will, by special arrangement, serve as prerequisite for grade II courses in
physics.
200 (2). Modern Physics (3 hrs.)
Introduction to the kinetic theory of gases. Waves and particles; atomic and
nuclear structure. Optical and X-ray spectra; the periodic table of elements.
Radioactive decay. Prerequisite, 101, 104, 105, or exemption from 105. Two
periods of lecture and discussion with laboratory work. Miss Fleming
201 (1). Electricity and Optics (3 hrs.)
Fundamental laws of electric and magnetic fields; electric circuits; electric
and magnetic properties of matter; physical optics. Prerequisite, 101, 104, 105,
or exemption from 105. Additional prerequisite or corequisite, Mathematics
106 or 107. Two periods of lecture and discussion, with one three-period lab-
oratory appointment. Miss Fleming
206 (2). Electronics (3 hrs.)
Fundamentals of electron flow in vacuum and gas tubes. The vacuum tube
as a circuit element; application to power supplies, amplifiers, oscillators and
modulators. Introduction to non-linear electronic devices. Prerequisite, 201.
Two periods of lecture and discussion, with one three-period laboratory ap-
pointment. Mrs. Guernsey
303 (1). Nuclear Physics (3 hrs.)
Static properties of atomic nuclei. Properties of charged particles, neutrons,
and gamma rays; their interactions with matter. Natural and artificial radio-
activity. Nuclear reactions. Prerequisite, 200 or its equivalent. Mrs. Guernsey
304 (2).* Electromagnetic Theory (3 hrs.)
Maxwell's equations; electromagnetic waves and radiation; physical optics.
Prerequisite, 201 and 306. Mrs. Guernsey
* Mathematics 303, if followed by Physics 304 or 306, may be counted toward a
major in physics.
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305 (2). Thermodynamics (3 hrs.)
The laws of thermodynamics; kinetic theory of gases; statistical mechanics.
Prerequisite, 101, 104, 105 or exemption from 105; Mathematics 202.
Miss Heyworth
306 (1).° Mechanics (3 hrs.)
A vector analytical presentation of Newtonian mechanics; introduction to
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics. Prerequisite, same as for 305.
Miss Fleming
309 (2). Advanced Experimental Physics (3 hrs.)
Fundamental experiments selected from different fields of physics. Pre-
requisite, 200 or its equivalent, and 201. Five periods of laboratory.
Mrs. Guernsey
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors.
Directions for Election
A major in physics should ordinarily include 201, 206, 303, 304, 305, 306.
Mathematics 202 and a year of college chemistry or its equivalent are re-
quired for a major in physics. Attention is also called to courses in astronomy
as appropriate for related work. A reading knowledge of German and French
is desirable.
Premedical students are referred to the requirements as given on page 31.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
An examination for exemption from Physics 105 is offered to qualified stu-
dents who present one admission unit in physics and also present an acceptable
laboratory notebook when applying for the examination. Students who pass
this examination will be eligible for grade II work in physics.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professors: M. Margaret Ball, ph.d.; Owen Scott Stratton, ph.d.; Alona Eliza-
beth Evans, ph.d. (Chairman)
Assistant Professor: Dante Lee Germtno, ph.d.
Instructors: Barbara Buckstein Green, m.a.; Larry Dean Johnston, m.a.; Charles
Oscar Jones, m.a.
100. Introduction to Political Science (6 hrs.)
Fundamental political principles developed through a study of the govern-
ments of the United States, Great Britain, Soviet Russia, and other selected
countries. Special emphasis upon the theory and functioning of democracy.
Open to all undergraduates. By permission, either semester may be taken sep-
arately by seniors. The Staff
202 (1). Political Parties and Pressure Politics (3 hrs.)
Nature and functions of parties and pressure groups; party organization;
party machines and corruption; campaign funds; the problem of party re-
• Mathematics 303, if followed by Physics 304 or 306, may be counted toward a
major in physics.
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sponsibility. Emphasis upon trends in the United States, with some considera-
tion of other democracies. Prerequisite, 100. Not open to students who have
taken or are taking 203. Mr. Johnston
203. The Political Process (6 hrs.)
Study of voters, parties, pressure groups, legislators, administrators, and
judges; their interaction in shaping public policy. Prerequisite, 100. Not open
to students who have taken or are taking 202. Mr. Jones
208. International Politics (6 hrs.)
A study of contemporary world politics with special attention to international
security and economic, social, and cultural cooperation; the League of Nations,
the United Nations, and the Organization of American States; dependent areas
and trusteeship. Prerequisite, 100, or six hours in history, economics, sociology,
or geography. Not open to students who have taken or are taking 209. Recom-
mended for students planning to take further work in international politics.
Miss Ball, Mrs. Green
209 (2). International Politics: Semester Course (3 hrs.)
Survey of much of the material covered in 208; the international community
and the forces which influence the conduct of its members; the nature and
pursuit of foreign policy; international organization and the attempts to achieve
security in a divided world. Prerequisite, same as for 208. Not open to students
who have taken or are taking 208. Not recommended for students planning to
take further work in international politics. Mrs. Green
301 (1). International Law (3 hrs.)
A study of the function of law in the international community; nature of in-
ternational law, international entities, jurisdiction, and responsibility, law and
force in the settlement of disputes; current problems in the development of the
international legal system. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 100
and a grade II course in political science, economics, history, or sociology; or
208. Miss Evans
303 (2). Law and the Administration of Justice (3 hrs.)
The elements of law; development of common law principles and institutions;
organization of English and American courts; civil and criminal procedure in the
United States; the growth of administrative justice. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken 100 and a grade II course in political science, economics,
history, or sociology. Mr. Johnston
304 (1). Constitutional Law (3 hrs.)
The Constitution of the United States as interpreted by the Supreme Court,
and the Supreme Court's role in the political process; the President's powers,
interstate commerce, due process, the police power, protection of civil rights
and liberties. Prerequisites, same as for 303. Mr. Johnston
305 (2). State and Local Government (3 hrs.)
Study of the politics and government of representative states and local
units and of the relationship of state and local units to each other and to the
national government. First-hand study of some state or local problem. Open to
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juniors and seniors who have taken 100 and 202, or 203 and, by permis-
sion, to students who have taken 100 and a grade II or 111 course in economics,
history, or sociology. Mr. Johnston
306 (2). Comparative Government: Asia (3 hrs.)
A study of politics and government in selected Asian states, including China,
Japan, and India; treating dynamics of power, leadership, political institutions,
problems in policy-making. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 100
and a grade II course in political science or History 225. Miss Evans
307 (1).* Comparative Government: Latin America (3 hrs.)
A study of politics and government in selected Latin American states, in-
cluding Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico; treating dynamics of power, con-
stitutionalism, crisis government, factors underlying policy formation. Open to
juniors and seniors who have taken 100 and a grade II course in political
science, History 214, or who are majoring in Spanish. Miss Ball
314 (2). Advanced Comparative Government (3 hrs.)
A study of selected problems in comparative government, based upon a
functional analysis of governmental institutions and political processes in se-
lected European, Asian, and American countries. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken at least nine hours of comparative and/or United States gov-
ernment. Miss Evans
315 (2). International Politics and United States Foreign Policy (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of selected current problems of international politics, with
emphasis upon the nature and background of each, possible solutions, and
alternative policies for the United States. Open by permission to juniors and
seniors who have taken 208, 209, or History 202 and 307. Miss Ball
316 (1). History of Political Thought (3 hrs.)
The course of Western political thought from the Greeks to the early Eng-
lish liberals. Relation of ideas to the development of political institutions such
as the polis, the Roman Republic and Empire, the medieval Christian Common-
wealth, and the modern nation state. Open to juniors and seniors who have
taken 100 and a grade II course in history, philosophy, or political science; by
permission to students majoring in sociology. Mr. Germino
318 (1), (2). Recent and Contemporary Political Thought (3 hrs.)
Main currents in political theory of the 19th and 20th centuries, including
liberalism, the romantic reaction, socialism, communism, and fascism. Evalua-
tion of the adequacy of the liberal conception of man and society for the pres-
ent day. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 316, or 100 and a grade
II course in history, philosophy, or political science. Mr. Germino
322 (1). Seminar (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one problem or a series of related problems. Emphasis
upon use of source materials. Topic for the year to be announced. Open by
• Offered in alternate years.
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permission to juniors and seniors majoring in political science or related fields
who have taken 12 hours in political science. Mr. Stratton
323 (2). Seminar (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one problem or a series of related problems. Emphasis
upon use of source material. Prerequisite, same as for 322. (Not offered in
1959-60.)
324 (1). Seminar (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one problem or a series of related problems. Emphasis
upon use of source material. Topic for the year to be announced. Prerequisite,
same as for 322. Mrs. Green
350 (1), (2). Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to seniors who have taken six hours of grade III in
political science.
Directions for Election
Political Science 100 and a minimum of nine hours of grade II are required
for all majors. Students planning to major in political science should elect 100
before taking 208 or 209.
Attention is called to the possibility of emphasizing international relations
or area studies in the field of concentration.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
A. Open to any student who considers herself qualified, either by work in
preparatory school or by individual reading and study. The examination will
cover approximately the material studied in the second semester of Political
Science 100. This examination would exempt students from three hours of the
distribution requirement in Group II.
B. An examination covering substantially the material of the first semester's
work in Political Science 100. Open to any student who considers herself
qualified, either by preparatory school work or individual reading and study.
This examination would exempt students from three hours of the distribution
requirement in Group II.
Freshmen desiring to take either examination should communicate with
their class dean; other students with the department chairman.
Students passing both examinations are entitled to enter 203, 208, or 209.
Students passing exemption examination A, and not intending to major in the
department, may enter 202.
PSYCHOLOGY
Professors: Thelma Gorfinkle Alper, ph.d.; Edith Brandt Mallory, ph.d.
(Chairman)
Associate Professor: William Bleecker Coate, ph.d.
Assistant Professors: Claire Zimmerman, ph.d.; Lise Wertheimer Wallach, ph.d.
Instructor: Beatrice Tugendhat, d.phil., oxon.
Graduate Assistants: Sheilah Valepje Doty Hoffman, b.a.; Elizabeth Euphro-
syne Antoniades, b.a.
Lecturer: Irene Rita PrERCE," ph.d.
Research Associate: Ernst Gerhart Georg Wolf, ph.d.
5 Appointed for the second semester only.
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102. Introduction to Psychology (6 his.)
An introduction to the objective study of behavior. Topics include: percep-
tion, motivation, learning, measurement of ability, child development, social
behavior. Open to all undergraduates. The Staff
201 (1). Psychological Statistics (3 hrs.)
Training in the use of statistical techniques as they have been especially
adapted to the handling and evaluating of representative types of psychological
data. Emphasis on developing an understanding of the possibilities and limita-
tions of the use of statistics in psychology. Prerequisite, 102.
Mm Zimmerman
207 (1), (2). Child Psychology (3 hrs.)
The behavior of normal children. A survey of the contributions of experi-
mental and clinical studies of childhood, with special emphasis on patterns
of parent-child relationships and current child-training theories. Prerequisite,
102. Mrs. Alper
209 (1), (2). Experimental Psychology: Laboratory Course (3 hrs.)
Selected experiments in various fields of psychological investigation. Train-
ing in experimental method. Four periods of laboratory and one lecture period.
Prerequisite, 102. Mr. Coate
210 (2). Social Psychology (3 hrs.)
A survey of the effects of social phenomena on behavior. Consideration of
such problems as the forming of attitudes, prejudice, and social learning. Pre-
requisite, 102. Miss Zimmerman
213 (1). Physiological Psychology (3 hrs.)
A survey of the existing information concerning mechanisms basic to be-
havior. Prerequisite, 102. Miss Tugendhat
219 (1). The Psychology of Learning (3 his.)
An examination of contemporary learning theories and of experimental work
elucidating them. Basic concepts and critical problem areas treated in some
detail. Prerequisite, 102. Mrs. Wallach
220 (2). Comparative Psychology (3 hrs.)
Discussion of the contributions made and promised to psychology as a whole
by studies of animal behavior, e.g., contributions to such problems as instinct,
effects of early experience on adult behavior, learning, motivation, abnormal
psychology, and social behavior. Laboratory work with animals. Prerequisite,
102. Miss Tugendhat
301 (1). History of Experimental Psychology (3 hrs.)
A study of psychological trends, their inception, growth, and bearing upon
modern psychology. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking
two grade II courses in psychology. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
307 (1). Psychology of the Development of Personality (3 hrs.)
The determinants of normal personality development in childhood and ado-
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lescence. The contributions of major personality theorists. Use of the case
study approach. Prerequisite, 207. Mrs. Alper
309 (2). Abnormal Psychology (3 hrs.)
The psychology of abnormal behavior studied to throw light on the psy-
chology of normal behavior. A study of theories offered in explanation of
neurotic and psychotic behavior as well as of techniques of psychotherapy
based on these theories. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 102 and
have taken, or are taking, at least six hours of work above grade I in one of the
following: psychology, sociology, zoology and physiology. Also open to seniors
by permission. Miss Pierce
313 (1). Psychological Testing (3 hrs.)
Principles of psychological measurement. Individual differences in intelligence
and personality. Survey of methods by which psychologists have studied these
differences. Examination of selected tests. Some practice in testing. Prereq-
uisite, 209 or 201. Mrs. Mallory
314 (2). Psychological Tests and Measurement. Advanced Course
(3 hrs.)
The functions of psychological measurement in counseling and placement.
Special study of tests used in clinical, vocational and educational fields. Pre-
requisite, 313. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mrs. Mallory
317 (2). Seminar in Child Psychology (3 hrs.)
Consideration and application of some of the major research methods cur-
rently in use in the field of child psychology. Open by permission to seniors.
Mrs. Alper
323 (2). Seminar. Personality as Studded by Projective Techniques and
Related Methods (3 hrs.)
An introduction to current methods of studying personal drives and adjust-
ment, with special emphasis on projective tests and related techniques. Pre-
requisite, 313. Mrs. Mallory
324 (2). Advanced Experimental Psychology (3 hrs.)
Experimental problems in a specified area of psychology. Emphasis on hy-
pothesis formation, experimental design and methods of collecting, analyzing
and interpreting data. Prerequisite, 209. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
325 (2). Systems of Psychology (3 hrs.)
Study of major systems of psychology, with emphasis on critical analysis of
central concepts and the relation between theory and empirical data. Open
to junior and senior majors and to senior non-majors by permission.
Mrs. Wallach
327 (2). Approaches to Systematic Behavior Theory (3 hrs.)
Intensive examination of recent developments towards a systematic treatment
of behavior within a natural science framework. Stress on the convergence of
basic concepts originating with Hull, Skinner, Tolman, Mowrer, Tinbergen, and
others. Examination of the range, power, and limitations of behavior theory.
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Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking two grade II courses
in psychology. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Coate
330 (2). Seminar (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of a particular problem or area. Topic to be arranged. Pre-
requisite, twelve hours in the department. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
350 (1), (2). Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to seniors.
Directions for Election
A major in psychology must include 102 and 209. Course 350 may not be
included in a minimum major of 24 hours.
Courses supplementary to a psychology major may include courses in
education, history of science, philosophy, mathematics, political science, so-
ciology, physics, physiology, and zoology.
A reading knowledge of French and German is desirable for students major-
ing in psychology.
RUSSIAN
Instructors: Ella Pacaluyko, m.a. (Acting Chairman); Marie Anna Nemec, m.a.
Lecturer: Irina Borisova-Morosova Lynch, ph.d.
100. Elementary Course (6 hrs.)
Grammar, oral and written exercises, reading of short stories and poems.
Open to all students. Three periods. The Staff
102. Intermediate Course (6 hrs.)
Reading with emphasis on vocabulary building; review of grammar; com-
position and oral expression. Discussion of Russian culture. Prerequisite, 100.r
The Staff
201 (1). Literature in Translation: Romanticism and Realism (3 hrs.)
Russian literature from its beginning to the middle of the 19th century
with emphasis upon the works of Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol, and Turgenev.
Open to juniors and seniors without prerequisite. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
202 (2). Literature in Translation: Modern Period (3 hrs.)
Russian literature from the second part of the 19th century and the 20th
century with emphasis upon the works of Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Chekhov, and
Gorky. The Soviet writers. Open to juniors and seniors without prerequisite.
(Not offered in 1959-60.)
203. Introduction to Russian Literature (6 hrs.)
Reading of selections from Pushkin, Chekhov, Turgenev, Tolstoy and others,
and study of their political and historical background. Intensive work in trans-
lation, composition and oral expression. The first semester may be taken in-
dependently. Prerequisite, 102 or 200. Miss Pacaluyko
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301. Literature of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (6 hrs.)
Study of masterpieces of Russian literature in their intellectual setting. Works
chosen from the following writers: Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenev, Goncharov,
Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Chekov, Gorky. The Soviet writers. The first semester
may be taken independently. Prerequisite, both semesters of 203 or 300.
Mrs. Lynch
Directions for Election
The College does not offer a major in Russian language and literature.
Courses 201 and 202 may be elected to fulfill the literature requirement in
Group I.
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Associate Professors: Bartlett Hicks Stoodley, ph.d. (Chairman); Allan Wardell
ElSTER, 1 PH.D.
Visiting Associate Professor: Milton Myron Gordon, ph.d.
Assistant Professors: Leila Aline Sussmann, ph.d.
Instructor: Edwin Michael Schur, ph.d.
102 (1), (2). Introduction to Sociology (3 hrs.)
Analytical study of groups, institutions, and societies. Social life in relation
to biological, psychological, and geographical conditions. Social stratification
and social change. Open to all undergraduates. The Staff
103 (2). American Society (3 hrs.)
Concrete analysis of American society employing the concepts developed
in 102. Impact of technological development, population growth, racial and
ethnic diversity on institutions, groups, class structure, and community organi-
zation. Normal sequel to 102. Prerequisite, 102. The Staff
104 (2). General Anthropology (3 hrs.)
An introduction to man's place in nature, his physical history, and physical
varieties; the nature of culture; some major phases in the growth and spread of
cultures; the relation between culture and personality. Prerequisite, 102, or by
permission. Mr. Schur
206 (1). Applied Anthropology (3 hrs.)
The use of anthropological theory and techniques in the study of such con-
temporary social problems as the administration of dependent peoples and other
situations involving directed cultural change. Open to sophomores, juniors, and
seniors who have taken one course in the department, or Political Science
100, or Economics 101. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
207 (1). Labor Economics (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Economics 207.
210 (1). Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the United States (3 hrs.)
An analysis of the problems of racial and ethnic groups in American society.
Systematic study of adjustment mechanisms of selected racial, religious, and
immigrant minorities, with special emphasis on Negro-white relations. Field
work problems. Prerequisite, six hours in the department. Miss Sussmann
1 Absent on leave.
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211 (2). Introduction to Social and Economic Statistics (3 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Economics 211. Counts in the major
but not as prerequisite for later election.
212 (1). Sociology of Religious Instttutions (3 hrs.)
Social factors in the origin and development of religious conceptions and
practices. Types of religious leaders and leadership of religious organizations.
Functional relationships between religious systems and other parts of the cul-
ture and social organization of selected societies. Prerequisite, six hours in the
department. Mr. Schur
222 (2). The Family (3 hrs.)
A study of the American family as a primary group and as a social institution.
Impact of the family on its individual members and its relation to the com-
munity. Comparative analysis of family structures in several cultures and of
the factors affecting maintenance or change. Prerequisite, six hours in the
department. Mr. Gordon
225 (2). Social Stratification (3 hrs.)
Class and caste; status and power; patterns of vertical mobility. Class in
relation to the family and occupations. Analysis of significant studies of strati-
fication and mobility in the United States, Russia, and India. Prerequisite, six
hours in the department. Miss Sussmann
230 (2). Society and Self (3 hrs.)
Social structure and processes with relation to the self studied in compara-
tive perspective. Social factors in the life cycle. Institutionalization of goals,
attitudes, and ideas. Prerequisite, six hours in the department. Mr. Stoodley
235 (1). Public Opinion and Mass Media of Communication (3 hrs.)
An analysis of mass media of communication such as newspapers and tele-
vision. Their relation to and effect upon modern American society. Prerequisite,
six hours in the department. Mr. Stoodley
302 (1). Social and Cultural Change (3 hrs.)
Processes of change in human behavior, culture, and social structure in his-
torical perspective. Theories of social change such as those of Condorcet,
Marx, Weber, Ogburn, Toynbee. The bearing of such theories upon specific
cases of technological, ideological, and structural change. Open to seniors who
have taken 102 and are majoring in any department in Group II. Mr. Gordon
303 (2). The Modern Community (3 hrs.)
The formation of modern cities, their growth and structural development.
The urban way of life and its problems. The emerging metropolitan community.
Open to juniors and seniors who have taken one grade II course in the de-
partment, or Economics 210 or 301. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mr. Eister
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309 (2). Complex Organizations and Bureaucracy (3 hrs.)
Rise and operation of large-scale formal organizations such as industrial
establishments, labor unions, hospitals; analysis of them in terms of roles,
authority, morale. Occupations and bureaucracy. Open to juniors and seniors
who have taken six hours in the department, or Economics 210, or Political
Science 203. Mr. Gordon
319 (2). Modern Sociological Theory (3 hrs.)
Assumptions relevant to current sociological theory. Development of sociol-
ogy as a field. Examination of the systematic theories of such sociologists as
Marx, Durkheim, Max Weber, and Parsons. Open to juniors and seniors who
have taken six hours of grade II. Mr. Stoodley
323 (1). Criminology (3 hrs.)
Crime, deviant behavior and society. Social factors related to criminal, de-
linquent, and normal behavior. Punishment and rehabilitation. Emphasis on
research projects. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken nine hours in
the department or Psychology 210 or 309. Mr. Stoodley
325 (1). Seminar. Research in Social Structure (3 hrs.)
Research with reference to a selected aspect of some society. Opportunity
for experience in data gathering and evaluation. Prerequisite, nine hours in the
department or by permission. Miss Sussmann
350 (1), (2). Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open to juniors and seniors by permission.
Directions for Election
Majors should consult a member of the department concerning sequences
of courses in sociology and related courses in other departments. Related
courses may include courses in economics, education, history, philosophy,
political science and psychology.
SPANISH
Professor: Justtna Rutz-de-Conde,1 lic. en derecho, ph.d.
Associate Professor: Concha Breton, doctora en letras (Chairman)
Lecturers: Blanche De Puy, m. litt.; Manuela Sanchez Escamtlla, m.a.
Courses of the department are normally conducted in Spanish; oral expres-
sion is stressed.
Attention is called to the opportunities for residence in the Spanish Corridor
of Wellesley College, and for study in the summer school of Middlebury Col-
lege. Qualified students may also take advantage of the Junior Year in Spain.
See page 30, The Junior Year Abroad.
1 Absent on leave.
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101. Elementary Course (6 his.)
Grammar, reading, composition, dictation, practical conversation on everyday
life, short lectures in Spanish. The teaching method stresses the intensive oral
approach. Open to students who do not present Spanish for admission. Three
periods and laboratory. The Staff
102. Intermediate Spanish (6 hrs.)
First semester: a thorough, accelerated review of grammar and related lan-
guage skills with intensive oral-aural practice. Second semester: reading from
modern Spanish and Hispano-American authors with emphasis on vocabulary
building, oral and written expression. Three periods and laboratory. Pre-
requisite, two admission units in Spanish, or 101. Open by permission to Ro-
mance language majors without prerequisite.
Miss Breton, Miss De Puy, Miss Escamilla
103. Spoken Spanish (2 hrs.)
Intensive oral-aural practice in the common speech patterns of the Spanish
language. Emphasis on pronunciation, intonation, and diction. Aim: to estab-
lish correct habits and increase fluency. One period and laboratory. Either se-
mester may be taken independently. Prerequisite, 101, or the equivalent.
Miss Escamilla (1), Miss De Puy (2)
104. Representative Modern Authors (6 hrs.)
A study of literary trends of the 19th and 20th centuries. Constant practice
in the written and spoken language. Prerequisite, three admission units in
Spanish, or by permission. Two periods and laboratory. Miss Bretdn
200 (1). Techniques of Translation and Interpretation (1 hr.)
Theory and practice of translation and interpretation. Analysis of problems,
intensive work in vocabulary, language structure, and semantics. One class
period a week. Prerequisite, 102 or 104. Miss De Puy
201 (1). Oral and Written Communication (3 hrs.)
Intensive practice in conversation and writing. Aim: to increase fluency and
accuracy in the use of modern idiomatic Spanish. Two periods. Prerequisite,
same as for 200. Miss Escamilla
202 (2).* Introduction to Hispano-American Civilization (3 hrs.)
An historical consideration of the culture of one or two Hispano-American
countries with emphasis on their literature and other arts. For 1959-60: Argen-
tina and Uruguay. Prerequisite, same as for 200. Miss De Puy
204. A Half Century of Modern Spanish Literature (6 hrs.)
From "la Generaci6n del '98" to the present. Special study of the works of
Unamuno, Valle Inclan, Azorin, Antonio Machado, Juan Ram6n Jimenez,
Ortega y Gasset, Garcia Lorca. Prerequisite, same as for 200. By permission
either semester may be counted as a semester course.
Miss De Puy (1), Miss Escamilla (2)
* Offered in alternate years.
Spanish 101
206. Main Currents of Spanish Literature (6 his.)
The study of outstanding works and themes which express the Spanish con-
ception of man and the world. Prose and poetry chosen from significant periods
of Spanish literature. Prerequisite, 104, or by permission 102. Miss Breton
300 (1). Advanced Oral Communication (1 hr.)
Practice in conversation, oral reports, discussion based on study of news-
papers, periodicals, and other contemporary materials. Prerequisite, six hours
of grade II. Miss Breton
301 (1). Drama of the Seventeenth Century (3 hrs.)
The characteristics of the Spanish drama of the Golden Age. Analysis of
ideals of this period as revealed in the drama. Representative masterpieces of
the great dramatists: Lope de Vega, Castro, Alarc6n, Tirso de Molina, Calder6n.
Open to juniors and seniors who have taken six hours of grade II, three of
which should be in literature. Miss Breton
302 (2). Cervantes (3 hrs.)
Study of Cervantes and his work, representing the culmination of the novel
in Spain and the opening of a new era in the history of the European novel.
Reading of Novelas Ejemplares; analysis and discussion of Don Quijote. Pre-
requisite, same as for 301. Miss Escamilla
304. Spanish Poetry ' (6 hrs.)
A study of the principal movements and outstanding poets. Open to seniors
who have taken at least one course of grade III. (Not offered in 1959-60.)
306 (2).* Modern Hispano-Amehican Literature (3 hrs.)
Reading and discussion of representative works in modern literature; study
of the main literary currents; analysis of present-day trends in prose and poetry.
Prerequisite, same as for 301. History 214 is strongly recommended as back-
ground for this course. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Miss De Puy
309 (2).° Seminar. Spanish Civilization (3 hrs.)
The development of political, social, and artistic life in Spain. Parallel read-
ings and papers. Prerequisite, same as for 301. Miss Breton
350. Research or Independent Study (2 to 6 hrs.)
Open, by permission, to seniors who have taken six hours of grade III in the
department.
DIRECTIONS FOR ELECTION
To fulfill the literature requirement in Group I, students may elect courses
104, 204, 206, and grade III courses (except 309).
Course 101 counts for the degree but does not count toward a major.
* Offered in alternate years.
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Students majoring in Spanish should ordinarily include 201, 206, 301, 302,
and six additional hours of grade III work, and History 214.
Related courses in art, French, geography, history, Italian, philosophy, politi-
cal science, or sociology are suggested.
Students interested in Latin American studies should consult the chairman
to plan a major with emphasis on this area and with appropriate related work
in geography, history, or political science.
SPEECH
Assistant Professor: Virginia Rogers Miller, m.a. (Chairman)
Instructor: Cary Clasz, m.f.a. (Technical Director of the Theatre)
Lecturer: Paul Rogers Barstow, m.f.a. (Director of the Theatre)
Certain limitations are placed upon the hours in this department. Not more
than 12 hours of grade II work may be counted within the minimum number
of hours for the B.A. degree, and three to six hours of grade I work, with no
duplication permitted at the grade I level. Students may elect for credit either
101, 102, or 103 and 12 hours of grade II work.
All freshmen and transfer students are required to attend an individual con-
ference at which a diagnostic test and an analysis of the student's speech,
voice, and ability to communicate orally will be made. For those who would
benefit by instruction, the most helpful course or courses will be suggested; for
those who do not wish to elect a course, individual or small group conferences
will be recommended. If any student has a genuine disability, Speech Confer-
ence or a course will be required.
Speech Conference (No credit)
Mrs. Miller, Miss Clasz
101. Fundamentals of Speech: Year Course (6 hrs.)
Analysis of individual problems in oral communication through lecture, dis-
cussion, oral participation. Attention given to voice and articulation through oral
interpretation of prose, poetry and drama, and to public speaking. Especially
recommended for students needing concentrated study in oral communication
or interested in speech arts. Open to students who have not taken 102 or 103.
Mrs. Miller
102 (2). Fundamentals of Speech: Semester Course (3 hrs.)
A shorter course employing the same methods of instruction and some of the
materials used in 101. Open to students who have not taken 101 or 103.
Mrs. Miller
103 (1). Speaking and Discussion (3 hrs.)
A study of the forms used in speaking: description, narration, explanation,
persuasion. Practice in organizing ideas for oral discussion. Open to students
who have not taken 101 or 102. Mrs. Miller
202 (2). Public Speaking (3 hrs.)
Emphasis on analysis and criticism of types of speeches. Practice in speech
making, round table, panel discussion, debate, and open forum. Open to fresh-
Speech 103
men and sophomores who have taken 101, 102, or 103, or by permission, and
to juniors and seniors without prerequisite. Mrs. Miller
205 (1). Shakespearean Theatre (3 hrs.)
Study of production of Shakespeare's plays in the theatre; particular atten-
tion to Elizabethan stagecraft and to contemporary production styles; em-
phasis on acting and directing. Reports, and scenes performed for class criticism.
Prerequisite, same as for 202, or English 215, or by permission. Mr. Barstow
208 (2). Modern Theatre (3 hrs.)
Study of innovations in theatrical form and staging developing from the
"new" theatre of Ibsen and his successors; revolution and development in 20th
century theory and practice as exemplified in the works of representative play-
wrights. Reports, and scenes performed for class criticism. Prerequisite, same
as for 202, or by permission. Mr. Barstow
209. Principles of Theatre Art (6 hrs.)
Historical and critical study of the development and practice of the theatre
arts. Dramatic literature in relation to the play in performance. Historical
periods and styles; staging and design; primary emphasis on acting and direct-
ing. Reports, and scenes performed for class criticism. Prerequisite, same as for
208. Mr. Barstow
ZOOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
Professors: Harriet Cutler Waterman, ph.d.; Gladys Kathryn McCosh, ph.d.
(Chairman); Eva Elizabeth Jones, ph.d.; Mary Lellah Austin, ph.d.;
Louise Palmer Wilson,1 ph.d.
Assistant Professor: Alice Louise Bull, ph.d.
Instructor: Jocelyn Mary Taylor, ph.d.
Graduate Assistants: Lily Chen, b.s; Mary Frances Downey, b.a.
Lecturers: Margaret Elliott Houck, m.s., curator of the museum; Virginia
Mayo Fiske, ph.d.
Custodian: Frances Kntbbs Folsom
101. The Biology of Animals (6 hrs.)
A course designed to give an intelligent understanding of animal life and of
the place of man in the world of living things, of what an animal is and of evo-
lutionary sequences as provided by study of a series of forms of increasing com-
plexity from one-celled animals through vertebrates. Lectures and discussions on
evidences and factors of evolution and on heredity. Open to all undergraduates,
except those who have taken 102 or 103. Five periods of lecture, discussion and
laboratory. Miss McCosh, Miss Austin, Miss Bull, Miss Taylor
102. Principles of Zoology (6 hrs.)
A course designed for students who already have some scientific knowledge
of animal life. A consideration of important biological principles and of man's
1 Absent on leave.
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place in nature based on a study of invertebrate and vertebrate animals. In the
second semester, special emphasis on evolution and heredity. Recommended for
students who have offered for admission a course in biology largely on animals
which included careful dissection of several forms. Open by permission of
the Dean of Freshmen. Five periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory.
Miss Jones, Miss Bull
103. An Introductory Course in Biology (6 hrs.)
For description and prerequisite, see Interdepartmental 103.
202 (1), (2). Basic Vertebrate Anatomy (3 hrs.)
The fundamental morphology of vertebrates, illustrated by some laboratory
studies of the dogfish and a thorough dissection of the cat. Open to sophomores
who have taken 101, 102, or 103 and to juniors and seniors without prerequi-
site. Not to be elected by premedical students. Five periods of lecture, discus-
sion and laboratory. Miss Waterman
203. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (6 hrs.)
The comparative morphology of vertebrates, with emphasis on evolutionary
changes leading from the structures of primitive fishes to those of the human
body. Thorough dissection of dogfish, necturus, and cat included in laboratory
work. Prerequisite, same as for 202. Five periods of lecture, discussion and
laboratory. Miss Waterman, Miss Taylor
204 (1). Introductory Animal Ecology (3 hrs.)
Animals in their natural surroundings. Their behavior, life histories, relation-
ship to their environment and to each other. Economic and medical significance
of ecological knowledge. Field studies of animal communities in nearby ponds,
meadows, and woodlands. Prerequisite, same as for 202. Five periods of lecture,
discussion and work in the field or laboratory. Miss McCosh
301 (2). Advanced Animal Ecology (3 hrs.)
Selected topics dealing with such subjects as zoogeography, factors affecting
natural populations, social behavior, navigation and migration of animals,
conservation of wildlife. Special consideration of social insects, amphibians,
birds, and mammals. Prerequisite, 204 or by permission. Five periods of lec-
ture, discussion and work in the field or laboratory. Miss McCosh
303 (1). Histology and Histological Technique (3 hrs.)
A study of the microscopic structure of tissues and organs. Emphasis on the
relation of structure and function. Some training in preparation of tissues for
microscopic study. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are taking
202, 203, 204 or 308. Five periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory.
Miss Jones
304 (2). Embryology (3 hrs.)
The development of an individual from its origin as a fertilized egg through
the formation of the principal organs and systems. Laboratory work chiefly on
the chick and the pig. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken or are
taking 202, 203, 204, or 308 and to sophomores who have taken 202 or 204.
Five periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory. Miss Jones
Zoology and Physiology 105
305 (2). Seminak. Development of Modern Zoology (3 hrs.)
A study of the evolution of modern zoology from its early beginnings in rep-
resentative periods of the past. Problems in several present-day fields of investi-
gation used to illustrate certain trends in modern biological research. Open to
juniors and seniors who have taken 12 hours in the department, and to others
by permission. Miss Austin
306 (1). Genetics (3 hrs.)
The principles of heredity, based on the cytological and genetical evidence
found in animals; the application of these principles to human inheritance.
Class work supplemented by a few breeding tests with Drosophila. Prerequisite,
same as for 305. Three periods. Miss Austin
308. Physiology (6 hrs.)
A study of general physiological processes. Simple physical and chemical
studies of living matter. Observations of more complex physiological processes:
nutrition, circulation, respiration, excretion, nerve-muscle response, reproduc-
tion, endocrine activities. Prerequisite, one course in the department and
Chemistry 101 or 103. Five periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory.
Mrs. Fiske
310 (2). Advanced Histology (3 hrs.)
Study of organs not included in 303. Individual problems and reports on
histological research. Prerequisite, 303. Five periods of lecture, discussion and
laboratory. Miss Jones
312 (2).* Physiology of Nutrition (3 hrs.)
A study of the foods necessary for the normal functioning of the body and
the physiological processes by means of which they are utilized for growth,
repair, and release of energy. Normal and faulty nutrition compared by feeding
experiments with animals. Prerequisite, or corequisite, 308. Chemistry 301
recommended, but not required, as a prerequisite. Five periods of lecture, dis-
cussion and laboratory. (Not offered in 1959-60.) Mrs. Wilson
316 (2).* Physiology of the Endocrine Glands (3 hrs.)
The chemical control of the animal organism through the secretions of the
endocrine glands. Individual problems. Prerequisite or corequisite, 308. Five
periods of lecture, discussion and laboratory. Mrs. Fiske
320 (1). Seminar (3 hrs.)
Intensive study of one problem or a series of related problems. Critical study
of experimental methods and analysis of results. Emphasis on source material.
Subject for 1959-60: Recent advances in physiology. Open by permission to
seniors majoring in zoology. Mrs. Fiske
350. Research or Independent Study (3 or 6 hrs.)
Open by permission to juniors and seniors.
* Offered in alternate years.
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Directions for Election
A knowledge of chemistry is required of all students taking work in physi-
ology and is desirable for all students majoring in the department.
The department will admit properly qualified freshmen and sophomores to
Zoology 202, 203, or 204 without examination but by special permission after
consultation with the chairman of the department.
Scholarship
A scholarship is open to undergraduates at the Marine Biological Laboratory
at Woods Hole (or at a biological field station approved by the student's major
department). Students should consult the chairman of the department before
February 15.
Placement and Exemption Examinations
The department will offer an examination for exemption from zoology as a
distribution requirement to any student who offers for admission a year course,
taken in either the junior or senior year and carried at a grade of B or better,




Each fall and spring eight members of the Academic Council meet as
the Board of Admission to select the incoming freshman class. They re-
gard as essential for admission intellectual ability, interest in learning,
good character and health. From the candidates who meet these essen-
tials they try to select a class which will have a complementing variety of
individual interests and will represent many different public and in-
dependent schools throughout the United States and abroad. The Board
of Admission reserves the right to determine in all cases which candidates
shall be admitted.
As evidence of a candidate's ability the Board considers her secondary
school record, the recommendation of her school, information about her
independent reading, her extracurricular and special interests, intelli-
gence tests which she may have taken, and her record on the required
College Board Entrance Examinations. In addition, each candidate must
have an interview. This may be held at the College or in the home
or school region of the candidate. If she plans to visit the College, she
should arrange for an appointment considerably in advance to be sure
that time is reserved. Otherwise, she should write to the Director of
Admission for the name and address of the college interviewer in her
region.
Secondary School Preparation
In general, candidates are expected to complete a full four-year sec-
ondary school course. A sound program of studies in preparation for
entrance to Wellesley College includes four years of English grammar,
composition, and literature; Latin or Greek and a modern foreign lan-
guage, one of the preceding carried, if possible, through at least a third
year; one or more of the following fields of history: American, Ancient,
Medieval, Modern European; three years of college preparatory mathe-
matics; one or more laboratory sciences: biology, chemistry, physics.
Electives may be offered in additional courses in the subjects listed
above or in, for example, history or fundamentals of music, history
or appreciation of art, or Biblical history. Admission credit is not given
for courses in typewriting, although this skill is helpful to the college
student and the Board of Admission urges candidates to learn to typewrite
in secondary school or during a summer vacation.
The Director of Admission will comment on the suitability of the pro-
gram of any candidate who wishes to submit it in advance of formal
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application for admission. She welcomes correspondence with students,
their parents, and school advisers on any matter concerning admission to
the College and welcomes information from schools about new courses
and curricular plans. Because secondary school curricula vary widely,
some candidates may be unable to study some of the subjects recom-
mended for admission. Other candidates may be ready for college work
before completion of four years of secondary school. The Board of Ad-
mission is glad to consider the applications of candidates whose school
work differs in extent or in program from the normal preparation for
college, provided that there is evidence of continuity and sound work in
the study of basic subjects.
Eably Decision Plan
This optional plan of admission is designed to give well qualified appli-
cants, who by the end of the junior year in secondary school have made
their choice of college, an opportunity to have a decision on their applica-
tions in December rather than in May.
Students are eligible for Early Decision who apply to Wellesley College
and to no other college, who agree to file no other application until they
receive a decision, and who agree to make a non-refundable deposit of
$200 by February 15 if they are accepted and plan to enter. This deposit
will be applied in equal portions to the first and second semester fees of
the first year. All candidates for admission under this optional plan must
complete a form entitled "Request for Early Decision" before October 1
of the senior year.
Application for Admission
Admission forms may be secured from the Director of Admission. A fee
of fifteen dollars must accompany the formal application. This fee is not
refunded if a candidate withdraws her application or is not admitted.
Candidates must apply not later than February 1 of the year in which
they plan to enter college. A student who wishes to apply under the Early
Decision Plan should make application before October 1 of her senior
year in high school. Early Decision Plan candidates will receive notices
concerning admission in December; candidates applying under the regular
admission plan will be notified in May. All accepted candidates will
receive in May instructions for choosing their academic programs and
their dormitory rooms.
Although an early application is not a factor in determining admission,
it is one of the factors considered in assigning dormitory rooms to fresh-
men.
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College Board Entrance Examinations
Candidates for admission to Wellesley must take the Scholastic Apti-
tude Test, both the verbal and mathematical sections, and three Achieve-
ment Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board. Among the three
Achievement Tests they must take the test in English Composition and
two others, to be chosen from foreign languages, social studies, science,
and mathematics. They are advised to choose one test in a foreign lan-
guage and one test in either social studies, mathematics, or a science.
They may not offer the spatial relations test. Candidates under the regular
plan must take the Scholastic Aptitude Test in January, and the Achieve-
ment Tests in March of their senior year in school. Early Decision Plan
candidates must take both the Scholastic Aptitude and the three Achieve-
ment Tests during the junior year. They may take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test in either March or May but must take the Achievement Tests in May.
The August tests are unsuitable.
All College Board tests are designed to be taken without special
preparation. Candidates applying under the regular plan who wish to take
the Scholastic Aptitude Test for guidance purposes at the end of the
junior year are encouraged to do so. In this case the College Entrance
Examination Board should be asked to forward the results of the pre-
liminary tests to the College. The Director of Admission can then give
additional assistance to candidates who seek advice about their candidacy.
Application for the College Entrance
Examination Board Tests
Each candidate for admission is responsible for making proper applica-
tion to take the College Board tests and for having the results of the
tests sent to the College.
Candidates living in states from Montana to New Mexico and west
should send inquiries to the College Entrance Examination Board, P.O.
Box 27896, Los Angeles 27, California. Candidates from all other states
and candidates applying from foreign countries should send inquiries to
the College Entrance Examination Board, P.O. Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey. The College Board sends a copy of its Bulletin of Information
to every candidate requesting an application blank.
Applications and fees should reach the College Board offices not later
than the dates specified below:
Dates of Tests Applications and Fees Due
January 9, 1960 December 12, 1959
February 6, 1960 January 9, 1960
March 12, 1960 February 13, 1960
May 21, 1960 April 23, 1960
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Financial Am
Candidates who will require financial assistance in order to attend
Wellesley should read carefully the information on pages 116-119.
Advanced Placement
Students who have taken advanced courses in secondary school and
present records in the Advanced Placement Tests of the College En-
trance Examination Board which are acceptable to the College will be
admitted to advanced courses in the freshman year. Although there is
no automatic exemption from the required freshman English course,
students who have taken the Advanced Placement Tests will receive
special consideration for exemption from this requirement. A student
who wishes to receive credit for the degree for an advanced course
taken in secondary school should ask the Dean of Freshmen to make
arrangements for an examination at Wellesley.
Other students, who have not participated in secondary school in the
program of College Admission with Advanced Standing but are unusually
well prepared for college work in certain subjects, should plan to enter
advanced courses in the freshman year. Such students should write the
Dean of Freshmen for advice about their electives and about examina-
tions for advanced placement in cases in which an examination is
necessary.
Examinations for exemption from certain requirements for the degree
are described on page 29.
ADMISSION OF TRANSFER STUDENTS
Wellesley accepts a limited number of students who enter as sopho-
mores or juniors. Students wishing to transfer who have maintained
excellent records elsewhere and are strongly recommended by their dean
and instructors may file applications.
Requests for permission to apply should be made to the Director of
Admission not later than April 1 of the year in which admission is sought.
The selection of transfer students is made in June and in August. Each
request for permission to apply should be accompanied by a statement of
reasons for wishing to transfer to Wellesley, the student's field of interest
or probable major, a transcript of school and college records, and the
names of a dean and two instructors who know the applicant well. Also,
the applicant should arrange directly with the College Entrance Exam-
ination Board to send to the Director of Admission her scores on all
College Board tests which she has taken. If she has never taken the
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Board, it is her responsibility to
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arrange early to take it and to have the results sent to the Director of
Admission. (See page 109.)
No application will be supplied until all of the above material has been
reviewed. Admission forms will be sent to those candidates who can be
encouraged to apply. They should be returned promptly together with a
fee of fifteen dollars. The fee is not refunded if a candidate withdraws
her application or is not admitted. The Board of Admission reserves the
right in all cases to determine which candidates shall be admitted.
Credit for courses completed at another college is tentatively granted
early in the first year of residence at Wellesley, but determination of
credit, which depends upon the quality of the student's work at Wellesley,
is not made until the end of the year.
READMISSION
A student who has withdrawn from the College is not automatically re-
admitted. She should make application for readmission to the Secretary
of the Committee on Student Records. A non-refundable fee of fifteen
dollars must accompany the application.
ADMISSION OF FOREIGN STUDENTS
Students living in foreign countries who wish to enter Wellesley College
are asked to make application well before February 1 of the year in which
they wish to enter college. The application should be accompanied by
a letter from the student giving her reasons for wishing to study in the
United States and a detailed statement of her previous educational experi-
ence or a transcript of her record. Inquiries concerning admission and
scholarships should be sent to the Foreign Student Adviser.
ADMISSION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
Wellesley accepts a limited number of candidates for the degree of
Master of Arts. A summary of requirements for the Master's degree ap-
pears on page 33. Interested students should write to the Chairman of
the Committee on Graduate Instruction.
GENERAL INFORMATION AND REGULATIONS
REGISTRATION
Each student must register in her residence hall at the beginning of
each college year. The time of registration is stated in the calendar on
page 6.
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
Entering students come into residence two days before most upper-
classmen. During this period they meet their class dean, other officers of
the College, and some upperclassmen who answer their questions and
help them to become acquainted with the activities and traditions of the
College. They visit the library, take physical examinations and appro-
priate placement tests, and have opportunity to consult their deans should
changes in their programs of study seem advisable. Special events of vari-
ous types are scheduled for entering students during their first week at
Wellesley.
ADVISING OF STUDENTS
Class deans are the interpreters to students of the academic and other
policies of the College and are ready to discuss informally with individual
members of their classes any academic or personal problem which the
student may have. The deans are officers of the College and members of
the faculty who are relieved of some of their teaching duties. They keep
in touch with the faculty, heads of house, doctors, and student leaders
in order to help establish sound policies for the life of the community
and to be of maximum service to individual students.
During the first two years when students are becoming acquainted
with the faculty and with one another, each class has a continuing dean.
The Dean of Students aided by faculty advisers serves as class dean for
juniors and seniors. Students are invited to turn to the deans both for
immediate help and for information about specialized services, because
the deans are the persons who know best all of the resources which the
College has to assist the student in her academic, personal, religious,
health, and employment interests.
ACADEMIC STANDARDS
Each student is given full responsibility for her attendance at classes
and for the timely preparation of her work. In case of illness or other
difficulty she should consult her dean for assistance in making special
arrangements for her studies.
The student is expected to prepare all her work with integrity and to
abide scrupulously by the regulations of the faculty concerning academic
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work. The College attaches major importance to this. A student who finds
herself in doubt as to a proper method or course of action should consult
her instructor or dean immediately.
At the end of each semester the academic record of each student,
including grades, evidence of interest in study, and potential for further
achievement, is reviewed. A student may be excluded from the College
if she has given little evidence of interest or growth in her work or if she
has fallen below diploma grade standing. If the record, although poor,
shows promise, the student is warned and efforts are made to help her
improve it. Because of the selective policies of admission, a student who
has made consistent effort to meet the requirements rarely has to be
excluded. Ordinarily no student may enter the senior year who is below




Wellesley maintains fourteen residence halls. Students in proportionate
numbers from all four classes live in the twelve large halls, each of which
has its own living rooms and dining room. Approximately one hundred
freshmen live in the two smallest dormitories and share a nearby dining
hall. Each hall has a Resident Head, interested in the welfare of the indi-
vidual student, who with the students in her house seeks to create an en-
vironment which invites study and intellectual discussion as well as re-
laxation and entertainment of friends.
Rooms are assigned to entering students by the Director of Residence,
who tries to maintain in each hall representative diversity in backgrounds.
Regulations for moving from one hall to another at the end of the year
may vary from time to time. When moves are made, they are determined
by lot. Only juniors are promised in advance that if they wish they may
continue in the same residence hall for the following year.
Rooms are equipped with essential furniture. Students are expected to
furnish blankets and couch covers, and to furnish bed linen and towels
or rent them from a supply company designated by the College. A list of
permissible additions is sent to each entering student. It should be noted
that the College accepts no responsibility for the safety of personal pos-
sessions of the student. She may leave her possessions at her own risk
in her room or in storage areas designated by the College. Valuable items
should be left at home or should be insured.
The College reserves the right to inspect any room at any time and to
dispose of articles remaining unclaimed after due notice or after a student
has left college, either by withdrawal or graduation.
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In general, residence halls are closed during Christmas and spring
vacations. One hall is kept open on a per diem basis for the convenience
of students. A Resident Head is in charge of the vacation house.
Rules of Residence
Residence in college halls is required of all unmarried undergraduate
students except those who live with their parents near the College. Each
student must keep her room clean and give two to three hours a week
to light housework, which is scheduled by student Heads of Work. Once
assigned a room, the student may expect continuing opportunity to reside
at the College, provided her academic progress is considered satisfactory
and provided she upholds high standards of civic and personal morality
as well as the specific rules of residence which are stated in the College
Government Handbook.
Ordinarily married students may not live in residence, because the
College believes that women should postpone marriage until they are
ready to establish their own homes. If a married student can commute
from her own home, she may request through her Class Dean special
permission to register as a non-resident student. This permission is usually
granted to a junior or senior of diploma grade standing whose home is
within thirty miles of the College, and is ordinarily not granted to stu-
dents who have not lived in the college halls of residence for at least two
years. It should be noted that the College does not have funds for finan-
cial aid for married students.
In an exceptional case and if permission to live at the College has been
requested and received through the Dean of Students at least one month
before the marriage, a married student may live in residence.
HEALTH PROVISIONS
The College emphasizes preventive medicine. The services of the col-
lege physicians and psychiatrists are available to students without charge.
Campus employees are examined by a college physician. Food is carefully
selected by the college dietitian and prepared under her direction. Clean-
liness in the residence halls is maintained by the cooperative efforts of
College Government and administrative officers.
When a student is admitted to the infirmary as a bed patient, a routine
notice is sent to her parents. Each resident student is allowed six free
days in the infirmary each year when prescribed by a college physician,
provided that no special service is required. Only three of the free days
may be taken at any one time; thereafter an infirmary charge of seven
dollars a day is made. Charges for special services are determined in
the usual way, according to the type and amount of service rendered.
To supplement the free service, the College strongly recommends pur-
chase of a group student health and accident insurance policy for which
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it has made arrangements. The insurance gives protection to the student
over a twelve-month period whether or not in residence at the College.
Information concerning it is sent to parents in the fall.
The college physicians give each entering student a physical examina-
tion and study carefully the health information which the College re-
quests of parents and family physicians in connection with admission.
This information helps the college physicians to decide whether the stu-
dent should be placed in remedial or restricted physical activity in the
department of Physical Education and may be useful should a student
become ill. It also makes possible cooperation with home physicians in
continuing necessary treatment. For these reasons the requested informa-
tion should be complete and accurate; failure to supply full information
initially may result later in exclusion from college. Many types of illness
and disability are not insurmountable handicaps at Wellesley, but the
College cannot supply special diets or encourage the entrance of students
who find walking very difficult.
Cooperation with the college physicians is a requirement of residence.
A student in residence must notify a college physician before consulting
a physician outside of the College or before leaving the campus for
reasons of health. If she needs medical attention when away from the
campus, she should inform her class dean immediately upon her return
and take to the infirmary a statement signed by the attending physician.
The proximity of the College to Boston permits early consultation be-
tween college physicians and specialists whenever advisable. In case of
serious illness parents are notified by telegram or telephone, but the
College reserves the right to make decisions concerning operations and
other health matters if parents cannot be reached at a time when decision
seems imperative.
WITHDRAWAL AND EXCLUSION
A student who plans to withdraw must inform her class dean. The Re-
corder will then provide a withdrawal blank for the student's parents or
guardian to sign. The official date of withdrawal is the date on which the
signed blank is returned to the Recorder.
The College reserves the right to require the withdrawal at any time
of a student whose academic work falls below its standards or who in the
opinion of the college authorities should not remain at Wellesley. In the
latter case no specific reason need be assigned.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The Placement Office assists students and alumnae who are interested
in employment opportunities. It helps students to obtain summer positions
and part-time work in the winter and helps seniors and alumnae to locate
positions upon graduation and later in their careers.
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During the academic year caring for children provides the largest
number of job opportunities. Within the College three exchanges dealing
with furniture, books, and food afford regular work for a number of stu-
dents. Agencies for newspapers, magazines, laundry, and dry cleaning
yield substantial returns to some students. Clerical work and other posi-
tions are also available, but students are cautioned against depending
upon employment during the academic year for any considerable income.
Summer opportunities are varied and provide more remuneration.
Students and alumnae may consult the staff and use the vocational li-
brary of the Placement Office at any time for information and suggestions
concerning present work opportunities and future career possibilities.
Lectures and discussions on occupations are arranged for students, and
information is made available concerning training courses, apprentice-
ships, and graduate assistantships. Upon payment of a small fee a senior
may register permanently with the Placement Office. The Office arranges
interviews for registered students with employers who come to the Col-
lege and informs senior and alumnae members of various openings; it col-
lects credentials and thereafter keeps up-to-date the papers of each inter-
ested registrant to be sent to prospective employers and others upon re-
quest.
FINANCIAL AID
The endowment funds of the College for undergraduate scholarships
amount to approximately $4,500,000. They include more than two hun-
dred separately endowed funds, each of which bears the name of the
donor or of a person whom he wished to honor, and also a large, general
fund which supports many awards including the Pendleton Scholarships
and the Seven College Scholarships, described below. Total annual awards
usually amount to more than $430,000. Of this sum about $350,000 comes
from income earned by the endowed scholarship funds of the College,
appropriations from current income, and gifts made to the College by
alumnae clubs and individuals. About $80,000 comes from endowed
funds of the Wellesley Students' Aid Society and gifts to it from alumnae
clubs and individuals. These resources make possible awards in the
amount of their need to approximately twenty percent of the student
body.
The Committee on Scholarships acts with power in the selection of
holders of awards and in determination of the amount of each award.
Financial aid is given only to students who require assistance in order
to attend the College. The aid may take the form of a gift scholarship,
a loan, or a work guarantee; usually it consists of a gift supplemented
by a loan and/or work guarantee.
Preference among the accepted candidates for admission who require
assistance is given to the students with the best admission credentials.
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The geographical area from which the applicant comes is also considered.
For students in college, awards are reviewed annually and are renewed,
provided they are needed, so long as the student maintains a good aca-
demic and civic record, except in the case of married students who are
ineligible for financial aid. Ordinarily students who receive financial aid
work during the summer in order to contribute to their expenses of the
following year. Earnings vary with the type of employment, but in gen-
eral the Committee on Scholarships estimates that a student can earn
between $250 and $300 during the summer.
Application for Financial Am
In making awards to entering students, the Committee on Scholarships
considers only those applicants who were registered candidates for ad-
mission by February 1 of their senior year in school and who completed
in full and presented at the times and places noted below the following
two scholarship forms.
One form is the "Wellesley College Application for Financial Aid," a
copy of which will be sent to any registered applicant who, no sooner
than the fall of her last year in secondary school, requests it in a letter
addressed to the Secretary to the Committee on Scholarships. To receive
consideration, the form must be filled out completely and must be re-
turned to the Secretary by October 1 of the senior year in secondary
school by candidates requesting Early Decision, and by February 1 of the
year of entrance by all other candidates.
The other form, which asks for a financial statement from parents, is
issued by the College Scholarship Service of the College Entrance Ex-
amination Board. Anyone may secure a copy by writing to the College
Scholarship Service, Box 176, Princeton, New Jersey, unless the parents
live in or west of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, or New Mexico, in which
case they should write to Box 27986, Los Angeles 27, California. Copies of
this form will also be distributed to secondary schools in the fall of 1959.
For the convenience of students who are registered for admission at
Wellesley, the Secretary to the Committee on Scholarships will enclose
a copy of the CSS form with the Wellesley College Application for Finan-
cial Aid if so requested by a registered applicant. The College Scholarship
Service form should be filled out completely and sent before October 1
by candidates for Early Decision, and before February 1 by all other
applicants. This form should be sent, not to Wellesley, but to the College
Scholarship Service at the address given above. The Service will then
forward a copy for confidential use only to the college or colleges which
the parents of the applicant designate.
Candidates for admission who have sufficient money for the first year
but who expect to need assistance for the later years should inform the
Secretary to the Committee on Scholarships by March 1 of the year
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of entrance. The Committee on Scholarships endeavors to allocate
funds so that students to whom scholarships have been awarded may con-
tinue to have financial help as needed and merited throughout their
course. The Committee must also reserve some funds for students who
later may be faced with emergencies and for students who can finance the
first year but know from the beginning that later assistance will be
needed; hence the request for information if future need is expected. Stu-
dents who indicate this fact in advance will be given consideration for
financial aid in following years ahead of students who know but do not
state before entrance that their resources will not carry them through
the four years.
Applications from students in college should be filed with the Secretary
to the Committee on Scholarships on forms obtained from her office.
Instructions concerning applications are posted shortly before the Christ-
mas vacation.
It should be noted that the candidate does not make direct application
for a Pendleton Scholarship or for any of the other named scholarships
which are within the award of the College (except in the case of Seven
College Scholarships). She applies for assistance in general terms. After
awards are made, she will be informed in due course of the name of the
scholarship which has been assigned to her and of the circumstances
which led to its establishment.
Types of Financial Am
GIFT SCHOLARSHIPS
Most gift scholarships are supported by named funds or are awarded
without special designation from the general fund for scholarships. In
addition, there are Pendleton Scholarships, Seven College Scholarships,
and Town Scholarships.
Pendleton Scholarships. Fifteen of the entering freshmen who receive
scholarships may be named Pendleton Scholars. These scholarships are
awarded in memory of Ellen Fitz Pendleton, President of the College from
1911 to 1936. Eight of the Pendleton Scholarships are awarded on a
regional basis: New England States, one; Middle Atlantic States, one;
Southern States, two; Central States, two; Western States, two. The re-
maining seven may be awarded to students from any part of the country
Stipends vary in terms of need. Entering freshmen do not apply specifi-
cally for Pendleton Scholarships.
Seven College Scholarships. Twenty-one scholarships are awarded an-
nually by the Seven College Conference, an informal association of Bar-
nard, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar, and Welles-
ley. Each college offers one scholarship in each of the following areas:
Central States (Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska); Southwest (Ari-
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zona, Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas); West (Cali-
fornia, Idaho, Oregon, Washington). As with all Wellesley scholarships,
the stipends vary according to need and may amount to the full expenses
for tuition and residence.
Further information and application blanks for the Seven College
Scholarships may be obtained from the Director of Admission. Applica-
tions must be filed by January 30 of the year of entrance.
Town Scholarships. The College offers ten tuition scholarships to stu-
dents who meet the standards for admission and are residents of the town-
ship of Wellesley. These tuition scholarships are renewable so long as the
student remains of diploma grade standing at the College and continues
to reside in Wellesley. Selection of Town Scholars is made by the Select-
men of the Town of Wellesley.
WORK GUARANTEES
Work guarantees assure holders that they will earn $90 to $150 a year
toward their fee by working three to five hours a week in the library,
academic departments, campus snack bar, etc. Students are selected to
hold work guarantees on the basis of proficiency in the work involved, per-
sonal qualities, and financial need. In general, these guarantees constitute a
part of a larger award.
LOANS AND SPECIAL AIDS
The Wellesley Students' Aid Society was established in the early days
of the College by Mrs. Henry Fowle Durant, the wife of the founder, at
a time when the College had no scholarship funds. Now the Society works
in close cooperation with the College Committee on Scholarships to sup-
plement college awards with gifts and loans. Its scholarship gifts are made
for one year at a time to students who have applied to the Committee on
Scholarships for financial aid; they are renewable on the same bases as
college awards. The student who receives a gift scholarship from both
the College and the Students' Aid Society has all the benefits of a single
award and receives more assistance than could be given to her from
either source alone.
In addition to funds for scholarship gifts, the Society has loan funds
which enable students and their parents to spread the cost of the college
education over a longer period than four years. On the basis of individual
records and of the financial statements which the student has filed with
the Secretary to the Committee on Scholarships, the Society determines
who shall have loans and the size of each loan.
The Students' Aid Society also renders personal assistance to students
through loans of books and other items and through gifts of clothes and
small amounts of money for incidental expenses and emergencies.
FEES AND EXPENSES
The annual, inclusive fee for tuition, board, and room is $2200. This
fee represents approximately three fourths of the cost to the College for
each resident student; the difference is made up from endowed funds and
gifts. The times of payment for resident undergraduate students are as
follows:
Standard Plan:
July 10 (for freshmen, June 1*), deposit, not refundable, to reserve
a place at Wellesley for the following year. Failure to make the




July 10 (for freshmen, June I s ) (See requirement under Standard
Plan) $ 100
Ten monthly payments, July 10 through April 10, each $211.25 $2112.50
Payments should be sent to the Assistant Treasurer. Because the Col-
lege necessarily makes commitments in advance for instruction and living
arrangements, the parent or guardian is responsible for the entire fee for
a semester even if withdrawal or exclusion occurs. The only rebate made
by the College in the case of withdrawal or exclusion is a rebate for meals
of $15 per week for each remaining full week in the academic semester.
Fees must be paid before the student may attend classes at the start of
the first or second semester, and all college charges must be met before
the diploma is awarded. The College reserves the right to revise the fee
at the end of any year should conditions make it necessary.
Undergraduate students who wish information concerning non-resident
fees should write to the Assistant Treasurer. Graduate students should
consult the bulletin on Graduate Study at Wellesley College for fees and
fellowship opportunities.
Special Fees and Expenses
A non-refundable application fee of $15 is required of all candidates
for admission and readmission (see page 111). Infirmary fees for care in
excess of the free days allowed by the College are stated on pages
114-115. Fees for instrumental and vocal lessons are stated on page 84.
There are no other college fees. The student should plan, however, on
an annual expenditure of $50 to $100 for books, supplies, and subscrip-
tions, and at least $150 for incidentals and recreation.
* Freshmen admitted under the Early Decision Plan pay $200 by February 1 as a
room deposit, and $1000 on September 10 and February 1 or, under the alternative
plan, $201.25 per payment.
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THE BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
All of the buildings described below are located on the campus, a four
hundred acre tract of rolling meadow and woodland which borders on a
natural lake one mile in length. The campus contains special plantings
in the Hunnewell Arboretum and the Alexandra Botanic Gardens, experi-
mental gardens for students of botany, the Hay Outdoor Theatre, and
ample facilities for a wide range of land and water sports.
ACADEMIC AND COMMUNITY BUILDINGS
"College Hall II" is the remaining part of the original College Hall,
erected in 1875. After long use as a science building, in 1956 it became
the center for student organizations.
Music Hall, erected in 1880, and the adjacent Billings Hall, erected in
1904, have housed the Music Department. In 1958 this department moved
to the new Margaret Weyerhaeuser Jewett Music and Drama Building.
Simpson Infirmary was the gift of M. H. Simpson in memory of his
wife, who had been a trustee of the College. It was erected in 1881 as a
residence hall, later became the infirmary, and now provides living quar-
ters for the college physicians and nurses. In 1942 a new wing containing
a 29-bed hospital and a clinic was erected and connected with the old
infirmary.
The Houghton Memorial Chapel was presented in 1899 by Miss
Elizabeth G. Houghton and Clement S. Houghton as a memorial to their
father, William S. Houghton, a trustee of the College. In it are stained
glass windows commemorating the founder and several former members
of the College, and a famous tablet by Daniel Chester French in memory
of Alice Freeman Palmer, Wellesley's second president.
The WHrnN Observatory was erected in 1900, the gift of Mrs. John
C. Whitin, a trustee of the College. It contains laboratories, darkrooms,
and the library of the department of Astronomy. Its extensive research
equipment includes six-inch and twelve-inch Clark visual refractors.
Mary Hemenway Hall, the gymnasium, was erected in 1909 when
the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics affiliated with the College and
Mrs. Mary Hemenway of Boston provided the funds for this building. It
contains an indoor gymnasium, offices, and lecture rooms.
The Library Building, erected in 1910 and enlarged in 1916, was the
gift of Andrew Carnegie. A new wing constructed in 1957, which doubles
its size, and a complete remodeling of the original building, finished
in 1958 and including a language laboratory shared by the modern foreign
language departments, are the gifts of alumnae and friends. A major con-
tribution was made by David M. Mahood and Mrs. Helen M. Petit as a
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memorial to Helen Ritchie Petit of the Class of 1928. The Library Build-
ing contains approximately 230,000 volumes which include a number of
special collections, among them the English Poetry Collection created by
George Herbert Palmer and added to by Katharine Lee Bates, Elizabeth
Manwaring, and Sara Teasdale, the Browning Collection, the Plimpton
Collection of Italian books and manuscripts, and the Elbert Collection on
the Negro in slavery. Two other collections, the Laura Hibbard Loomis
Collection of Medieval Literature and the collection on the Far East given
by the Mayling Soong Foundation, while not housed separately, enrich
the resources of the library. The Rare Book Collection contains manu-
scripts and a small collection of rare books and first editions which range
in time from a copy of the Ratdolt Euclid printed in 1482 to the books
issued by the contemporary Grabhorn Press. Another 75,000 volumes are
located in the Art, Music, and Science departmental libraries.
The Anne L. Page Memorial School, for boys and girls of three,
four, and five years of age, occupies two small buildings, the first of which
was erected in 1913. It is equipped with one-way screens enabling stu-
dents to observe the children effectively without themselves being seen.
Founders Hall, a classroom building for the humanities, social sci-
ences, and mathematics, was erected in 1919. Dedicated as a memorial to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fowle Durant, it was built from the Restoration
Fund which trustees, faculty, alumnae and friends of the College secured
after the College Hall fire.
Alumnae Hall, the gift of the alumnae, was built in 1923. It houses
the largest auditorium on the campus, a ballroom, and "The Well," the
campus snack bar.
Sage Hall is named in honor of Mrs. Russell Sage, its principal donor.
The unit for botany and bacteriology was erected in 1927 and that for
zoology and physiology in 1931. In 1956 the building was remodeled and
enlarged to provide facilities also for geography and geology. It contains
the laboratories, lecture rooms, and offices of the four departments, a
library, and a teaching museum and display areas for the departments of
Botany and Bacteriology, Geology, and Zoology and Physiology. Equip-
ment for the research of students and faculty includes greenhouses with
a range of climates from tropic to desert, a vivarium, an aquarium, and
extensive map collections.
Hetty H. R. Green Hall, erected in 1931, was in large part the gift
of Mrs. Green's son and daughter, Colonel Edward H. R. Green and Mrs.
Matthew A. Wilks. It contains the administrative offices of the College,
class and seminar rooms, and the faculty assembly hall. The Galen L.
Stone Tower, named for its donor, who was long a trustee of the College,
houses a carillon which was the gift of Mrs. Charlotte Nichols Greene.
Pendleton Hall, erected in 1935, was named at the request of the
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students in honor of Ellen Fitz Pendleton, president of the College
from 1911 to 1936. It contains the laboratories, lecture rooms, libraries,
and offices of the departments of Chemistry, Physics, and Psychology.
Extensive facilities and equipment provide opportunity for advanced
work in various fields of chemistry, including chemical spectroscopy and
instrumental analysis; in optics, electronics, and atomic physics; and in
various types of experimental psychology.
The Recreation Building was opened in 1939. It contains game rooms,
badminton and squash courts, lounges, and the George Howe Davenport
Swimming Pool which bears the name of the trustee who gave generously
toward its construction.
The Jewett Arts Center, completed in 1958, is the gift of Mr. and
Mrs. George Frederick Jewett, their son, George Frederick Jewett, Jr.,
and their daughter, Mrs. William H. Greer, Jr. Mrs. Jewett, a trustee of
Wellesley College, is an alumna, as is her daughter and as was Mr.
Jewett's mother. The Center consists of the Mary Cooper Jewett Art
Building and the Margaret Weyerhaeuser Jewett Music and Drama
Building.
The Mary Cooper Jewett Art Building contains the museum, class-
rooms, study rooms and studios, offices and slide collections, of the Art
Department and, through the use of a bequest from Mrs. William Hew-
son Baltzell, a trustee of the College from 1930 to 1938, the Art Library.
The museum collection contains choice examples of classical and medieval
art; sculptures by Sansovino, Lehmbruck, and Maillol; a famous early
Corot and other paintings by such artists as Crespi, Magnasco, Strozzi,
Terborch, Cezanne, and Picasso; and, on extended loan, works by Piero
di Cosimo, Rubens, Rodin, and Copley.
The Margaret Weyerhaeuser Jewett Music and Drama Building
contains the music library of books, scores, and recordings; listening
rooms, practice studios, classrooms, and offices of the Music Department,
and a variety of musical instruments including a baroque organ, a
clavichord, and a harpsichord; also a rehearsal room and workshop for
the College Theatre, and an auditorium seating 350 people for art and
music lectures, concerts, and experimental theatre.
RESIDENCE HALLS
The fourteen residence halls for undergraduate students compose three
groups on the campus. Each group is approximately the same distance
from the central academic buildings. In the northwest section are Munger
Hall and Hazard Quadrangle, which is formed by four halls, Beebe,
Cazenove, Pomeroy, and Shafer. Tower Court, Claflin, and Severance
Halls are together on the hill overlooking Lake Waban where the
original College Hall once stood. The third group stretches east from
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Stone and Davis on the lake shore to Bates and Freeman, the newest halls,
and to Navy and Homestead, which are all-freshman houses.
Munger Hall, which houses about 125 students, was given by Miss
Jessie D. Munger, of the Class of 1886, in honor of her mother, Gertrude
C. Munger. Each of the halls in the Hazard Quadrangle, which is named
in honor of Wellesley's fifth president, accommodates about 120 students.
Beebe was made possible by a legacy from Captain John Allen Beebe, a
Nantucket sea captain and the father of Alice B. Beebe, of the Class of
1896. Cazenove, the gift of Pauline Durant, who with her husband
founded the College, bears the name of Mrs. Durant's mother; Pomeroy,
too, is named for its donor, Mrs. Martha D. Pomeroy, who bequeathed
the funds to build it. Shafer honors the memory of Wellesley's third
president.
Tower Court, so named because of its tower in the central part
separating the two wings and because of its courtyard overlooking the
lake, houses approximately 245 students. It was the gift of Ellen Stebbins
James. Claflin accommodates about 120 and Severance 145 students.
Claflin is named in memory of William Claflin, governor of Massachu-
setts and a member of the original corporate body of the College in 1870,
while Severance bears the name of Elizabeth Severance Prentiss, of the
Class of 1887, who was the largest individual donor to the building.
Stone and Davis Halls house about 90 students each. The present
Stone Hall was built on the site of old Stone Hall, which was made
possible by a bequest from Mrs. Valeria G. Stone. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
made generous contributions toward the present Stone and Davis Halls.
Olive Davis, for whom Davis Hall is named, was a member of the Class
of 1886 and for many years Director of Residence at Wellesley; upon her
death she made Wellesley her residuary legatee. Bates Hall is named in
memory of Katharine Lee Bates, of the Class of 1880, for many years a
professor of English literature at Wellesley, and Freeman Hall in
memory of Alice Freeman Palmer, Wellesley's second president. Each of
these dormitories houses 137 students. Connected with them is the Hart
Dining Room, which commemorates Sophie Chantal Hart, long a pro-
fessor of English composition and by bequest a generous donor to the
College. Approximately 110 freshmen live in Navy and Dower and share
the Hart Dining Room. Navy derives its name from the fact that it was
moved to the campus from a Naval Air Station where it had been quarters
for women officers during World War II, and Dower from the fact that
it was a part of the original estate reserved for Mrs. Durant's use.
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Mrs. Walter W. Allen,
155 Roxbury Road, Garden City, New York
Mrs. Seth W. Watson,
1221 Medford Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania
Mrs. Donald Anderson,
12 Tuxedo Road, Glen Ridge, New Jersey
Mrs. W. MacLean Johnson,
10 Overbrook Drive, Ladue, Missouri
Mrs. John E. Eaton, Jr.,
91 Intervale Road, Newton Centre 59, Massachusetts
Mrs. Paul K. McElroy,
58 Douglas Road, Belmont 78, Massachusetts
Miss Margaret P. Fisk, Chairman, Class Officers
1815 Keys Crescent, East Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mrs. William H. McMaster, Jr., Chairman, Class Representatives
529 East 84th Street, New York 28, New York
Mrs.
J.
Philip Wernette, Chairman, Clubs
2 Hillside Court, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Mrs. Cedric J. Walker, Chairman, Publications
167 Benvenue Street, Wellesley 81, Massachusetts
Mrs. John M. Kohler, Senior Alumnae Trustee
Kohler, Wisconsin
Chairman, Campus
Mrs. Paul L. Mansfield,
Wellesley College
Miss Mary C. Lyons,
Wellesley College
Alumnae Executive Secretary
Editor, Wellesley Alumnae Magazine
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE DEVELOPMENT FUND
Mrs. Robert Nias West, Chairman
520 East 86th Street, New York 28, New York
Mrs. William H. McMaster, Jr., Chairman of Class Representatives
529 East 84th Street, New York 28, New York
Mrs. Morse Johnson, Chairman of Geographical Representatives
9 Far Hills Drive, Cincinnati 8, Ohio
Mrs. Arthur J. Cohen,
885 Park Avenue, New York 21, New York
Mrs. T. Edson Jewell,
216 Waverley Avenue, Newton 58, Massachusetts
Mrs. Francis J. Wright, Trustee Member
317 Stanbery Avenue, Columbus 9, Ohio
and from the College ex officiis the President, the Assistant to the Presi-
dent, the Director of the Development Fund, and the Director of Publicity.
ACQUAINTANCESHIP CHAIRMEN OF WELLESLEY CLUBS
AND ALUMNAE REPRESENTATIVES
Arizona
Phoenix, Miss E. Ridgeley Chapline, 502 West Highland, Cottage A
Tucson, Mrs. Everett Czerny, 721 Crest Drive
Arkansas
Little Rock, Mrs. Arthur E. McLean, 22 Edgehill Road
California
Central, Mrs. Alan D. Becker, 135 Locust St., San Francisco
Mrs. Thomas A. Taylor, 1310 University Ave., Palo Alto
Foothill, Mrs. David Copple, 236 S. Dartmoutii Ave., Claremont
Long Beach 3, Mrs. Wayne N. Garnet, 288 Claremont
Los Angeles, Mrs. David T. Eckels, 17440 Don Metz St., Granada Hills
Mrs. Richard Hammerman, 201 Bendey Circle, Los Angeles 49
Mrs. John Thome, 4630 Encino Ave., Encino
Monterey Bay, Mrs. John H. Gratiot, 950 Cass St., Monterey
Pasadena, Mrs. Henry C. Sharp, Jr., 1703 Oak St., South Pasadena
Sacramento 25, Mrs. John B. Reardan, 800 Columbia Drive
San Diego, Mrs. George A. Shumway, 2504 Ellentown Rd., La Jolla
Santa Barbara, Mrs. John J. Rogers, 2860 East Valley Road
Mrs. Frederick A. Rice, Jr.^ 1427 Greenworth Place
Canada
Montreal, Mrs. Nadian B. Epstein, 746 Upper Belmont Rd., Westmount, P.Q.
Toronto 5, Mrs. A. R. Winnett, 52 Cluny Drive, Toronto, Ontario
Colorado
Boulder, Mrs. R. J. MacCornack, 830-8th Ave.
Colorado Springs, Mrs. James H. Donald, 21 Sumner Road
Denver, Mrs. Robert B. Paddock, 1261 Racine St., Denver 8
Mrs. John H. McLagan, 1545 S. Columbine St., Denver 10
Connecticut
Fairfield Villages, Mrs. John R. Hess, 48 Fox Run Road, Fairfield
Hartford, Mrs. Joseph B. Hollinshead, 103 Sunset Farm Rd., West Hartford 7
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New Haven, Mrs. Richard Harvey, Brightwood Rd., Woodbridge, New Haven 15
Quinebaug Valley, Mrs. J. Deamley Lodge, Pomfret Rd., Brooklyn
Southeastern, Mrs. John M. Davis, Benjamin Rd., Mystic
Southern, Mrs. Herbert N. Stevens, Benedict Hill Road, New Canaan
Waterbury, Mrs. Stanley Levin, 42 South Ridge Dr.
Delaware
Mrs. Jonathan W. Williams, 100 Lore Ave., Hillcrest, Wilmington
District of Columbia
Mrs. Philip P. Perkins, 8719 Ridge Rd., Bethesda 14, Md.
England
Mrs. Michael Lewis, 26, Chelsea Park Gardens, London S.W. 3
Florida
Ft. Lauderdale, Mrs. Anthony J. Beisler, 2880 N.E. 27th St.
Jacksonville 10, Mrs. James M. Davis, 4433 Herschell St.
Mrs. Walter F. Rogers, Jr., 4300 Yacht Club Rd.
Miami, Mrs. Earl Knight, 6770 S.W. 74 St., South Miami
Mrs. Selden L. Stewart, II, 424 Almeria Ave., Coral Gables
Orlando-Winter Park, Mrs. Thomas T. Irving, 205 N. Eola Dr., Orlando
St. Petersburg, Mrs. William C. Scott, 1190 Eighth St. North
Sarasota, Mrs. Patrick II. Jarman, 1323 19th St.
France
Mrs. Louis E. Dupret, 7 rue Georges Ville, Paris, 16e
Georgia
Atlanta, Mrs. Herbert Elsas, 3510 Paces Ferry Rd., N.W.
Hawaii
Mrs. Edward H. Joesting, Jr., 1122 Kealaolu Ave., Honolulu
Illinois
Central, Mrs. Robert Saner, 26 Virginia Lane, Springfield
Champaign-Urbana, Mrs. J. Edward Hulett, Jr., 105 W. Pennsylvania Ave.,
Urbana
Chicago, Mrs. John Quisenberry, 2112 Park Lane, Highland Park
Mrs. Philip White, 222 East Sixth St., Hinsdale
Peoria, Mrs. Thomas W. Jacquin, 418 Miller Ave., Peoria Heights
Rockford, Mrs. L. Baird Rogers, 1738 Cumberland St.
Indiana
Bloomington, Mrs. Henry Veatch, Jr., 606 S. Park Ave.
Evansvitte, Mrs. Jack Stone, 201 Fernwood Dr.
Ft. Wayne, Mrs. Alan C. Lord, 2236 Wawonaissa Trail
Indianapolis 20, Mrs. Frederic M. Hadley, 6484 N. Chester
Muncie, Mrs. Martin D. Schwartz, 2900 Devon Rd.
South Bend 17, Mrs. Clifford E. Hoenk, 1538 East Jefferson Blvd.
Terre Haute, Mrs. C. E. Ehrenhardt, 210 Woodridge Dr.
West Lafayette, Mrs. Robert P. Siskind, 321 Forest Hill Dr.
Iowa
Ames, Mrs. Martin J. Ulmer, 2019 Friley Rd.
Davenport, Miss Marjorie Griggs, 203 Hillcrest Ave.
Des Moines, Mrs. Hansel T. Wood, 5717 Waterbury Circle
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Japan
Tokyo, Mrs. George J. Haley, Fuchu A.F.B.
Kansas
Wichita 14, Mrs. Charles W. Black, 1008 North Pershing
Kentucky
Louisville 7, Mrs. William J. Goodwin, Warrior Rd., Indian Hills, Louisville
Louisiana
New Orleans, Mrs. W. Brooke Fox, 1821 Upperline St.
Maine
Eastern, Mrs. Lawrence M. Cutler, 33 Grove St., Bangor
Western, Mrs. Thomas P. Riley, Mere Point Rd., Brunswick
Maryland
Baltimore 10, Miss Patricia P. Leach, 5505 Kemper Rd.
Massachusetts
Boston, Mrs. Leeds Wheeler, 10 Ordway Rd., Wellesley Hills 81
Cape Cod, Mrs. De Witt C. Jones, III, 84 Siders Pond Rd., Falmouth
Charlton City, Mrs. J. Dearnley Lodge, Pomfret Rd. Brooklyn, Conn.
Fitchhurg, Mrs. Thomas Crow, Indian Hill Rd., Groton
Haverhill, Mrs. Samuel R. Bailey, 400 Main St., Amesbury
Lowell, Miss Hannah Estelle Moors, 104 Moore St.
Middlesex, Mrs. Francis R. Clark, 47 Indian Head Rd., Framingham Ctr.
North Shore, Mrs. Richard J. Gordon, 30 Rose Ave., Marblehead
Southeastern, Mrs. Eliot S. Knowles, Nonquitt, Box 175, S. Dartmouth
South Shore, Mrs. Paul C. Reardon, 28 Avon Way, Quincy
Springfield 9, Mrs. John H. Madden, Jr., 417 Forest Hill Rd.
Winchester, Mrs. Ellis J. Green, 7 Ravenscroft Rd.
Worcester, Mrs. Lawrence P. Greenman, 764 Pleasant St., Paxton
Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mrs. Oliver P. Swope, 1700 Shadford Rd.
Birmingham, Mrs. William H. Barney, Jr., 1128 Southfield Dr.
Detroit 23, Mrs. Alan L. Irwin, 19424 Bretton Dr.
Grand Rapids 6, Mrs. Frederick A. Schaefer, Jr., 270 Lakeside Dr., S.E.
Northern, Miss H. Joy Flodin, 520 W. B St., Iron Mountain
Southwestern, Mrs. Albert B. Hodgman, 1601 Grand Ave., Kalamazoo
Minnesota
Duluth 12, Mrs. Worthington L. Smith, 2820 E. 2nd St.
Minneapolis, Mrs. Wm. McNeely, 4616 Arden Ave., S., Edina 24
St. Paul, Mrs. Samuel Morgan, 819 St. Clair Ave.
Missouri
Kansas City 3, Mrs. Fred D. Fowler, 4911 Pawnee Lane
St. Louis, Mrs. Peter C. Bulkley, 9127 Wren Wood Lane, Brentwood 17
Nebraska
Omaha 14, Mrs. Alvin Berger, 8669 Cedar St.
New Hampshire
Hampton, Mrs. Wm. W. Treat, 24 Towle Ave.,
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New Jersey
Central, Mrs. Donald W. Griffin, 44 Washington Rd., Princeton
Englewood, Mrs. Arthur B. Fisher, 280 Oakwood Rd.
Northern, Mrs. Albert W. Meyer, 86 Yantacaw Brook Rd., Upper Montclair
Ridgewood, Mrs. Robert H. Barth, 324 Manchester Rd.
New Mexico
Mrs. Leopold Meyer, 927 Dartmouth N.E., Albuquerque
New York
Albany 8, Mrs. Richard F. Sonneborn, 151 South Lake Ave.
Brooklyn 38, Mrs. Morris T. Koven, 135 Eastern Pkwy.
Broome County, Mrs. Edward H. Loessel, 4 Vincent Ct, Binghamton, N.Y.
Buffalo 14, Mrs. William G. Mathieson, 258 Crescent Ave.
Cooperstown, Mrs. Robert A. Streett, R.D. #1, Fly Creek
Elmira, Mrs. Harold Jerry, Jr., Dry Run Rd., R.D. #1
Ithaca, Mrs. Leonard Elkins, 305 E. Upland Rd.
Mid-Hudson, Mrs. Walter M. Steppacher, 29 Flower Hill, Poughkeepsie
Nassau, Mrs. Walter W. Jeffers, 40 Brookside Dr., Plandome
New York City 28, Mrs. Robert McClelland Day, 941 Park Ave.
Norwich, Mrs. John G. Brereton, R.D. # 1
Oneonta, Miss Katherine E. Hobbie, 98 East St.
Queens, Mrs. Walter L. Schlager, Jr., 39-04 Douglaston Pkwy., Douglaston 63
Rochester 10, Mrs. Fred W. Haines, 1393 Clover St.
Schenectady 8, Mrs. E. A. Melander, 1122 Nott St.
Staten Island 5, Mrs. Thomas H. Kieran, 68 Linden Pi.
Syracuse, Mrs. John A. Steele, 210 Edgemont Dr.
Troy, Mrs. Austin H. Emery, R.F.D. #2, Averill Park
Mrs. W. Franklin Spafford, Farnam Lane, Troy
Utica, Mrs. J. Carroll Brown, 144 Proctor Blvd.
Mrs. A. Edward Allen, Jr., 65 Prospect St.
Westchester, Mrs. John J. Mueller, Mt. Holly Rd., Katonah
North Carolina
Central, Mrs. Robert A. McCuiston, 224 S. Cherry St., Winston-Salem 3
Charlotte, Mrs. A. H. Pell, Jr., 1932 Sharon Lane
Western, Mrs. Alfred H. Taylor, R.F.D. Box 386, Rt. 6, Asheville
Ohio
Akron 13, Mrs. Edward Pedler, 218 Twin Oaks Rd.
Cincinnati, Mrs. Miner Raymond 3rd, 2516 Observatory Rd.
Cleveland, Mrs. C. W. Stage, 22561 Byron Rd., Shaker Heights 22
Cleveland West Shore, Mrs. H. E. Anthony, 1065 Erie Cliff Dr., Lakewood 7
Columbus 9, Mrs. Frank Smith, Lake of the Woods Dr., Rt. 2, Galena
Dayton 59, Mrs. John O. Henry, 150 Sunnyridge Lane
Toledo 6, Mrs. John Spitzer, 3405 Chestnut Hill Rd.
Youngstown, Miss Nancy J. Cummins, 45 Jennifer Dr., Poland 14
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Mrs. Richard A. Marble, 1213 Mulberry Lane
Tulsa, Mrs. William J. Bovaird, Jr., 3140 East 67th St.
Oregon
Portland, Mrs. Thomas R. Mackenzie, 2271 So. Shore Blvd., Oswego
Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Mrs. Belden Lee Daniels, 2700 Lincoln St., Camp Hill
Lancaster, Miss Lucy H. Ellmaker, 137 N. Shippen St.
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Lehigh Valley, Mrs. Everett L. Holt, 108 So. Chelsea Lane, Pkwy. Manor, Allen-
town
North Central, Miss Mary Louise Taylor, 1022 Woodmont Ave., Williamsport
Philadelphia, Mrs. John Stephenson III, 310 Greenbank Lane, Rosemont
Pittsburgh 2, Mrs. R. Charles Grimstad, 28 Banbury Lane, Ben Avon Heights
Wilkes-Barre, Miss Esther R. Trethaway, 39 West North St.
Mrs. Frank W. Anderson, 539 Ford Ave., Kingston
York, Mrs. Tyree R. Horn, 380 Gwen Dr., Gwendale, York
Peru
Peru, Mrs. Jacques R. Custer, Samanez Ocampo 140, San Gabriel, Lima
Puerto Rico
Mrs. Weldon B. Manwaring, P.O. Box 3232, San Juan
Rhode Island
Providence, Mrs. H. William Koster, 41 Westford Ave., R.F.D. #2, Warwick
South Carolina
Aiken, Mrs. Otis D. Purdie, 3410 Colonial Dr., Kalmia Hill
Spartanburg, Mrs. Ben Cart, 1050 Partridge Rd.
Tennessee
Chattanooga 5, Mrs. Joseph King, 726 Old Dallas Rd.
Memphis 11, Mrs. Duane M. Carr, 2870 Arawata Lane
Nashville 12, Mrs. Bruce S. Hawley, 3907 Trimble Rd.
Texas
Austin 3, Mrs. Frank D. Olin, 3808 Balcones Dr.
Dallas 29, Mrs. Robert Giles, Jr., 4707 Dorset Rd.
El Paso, Miss Margarita Gomez, 2901 Federal St.
Fort Worth 16, Mrs. Frank W. Adams, 6457 Hilldale
Houston 6, Mrs. William R. Owen, 3105 Locke Lane
San Antonio 9, Mrs. Walter Siegmund, 319 Robinhood Place
Utah
Salt Lake City 17, Mrs. Newell B. Dayton, 2525 Walkers Lane
Vermont
Bane, Mrs. Fred S. Ralph, 160 Hill St.
Virginia
Charlottesville, Mrs. John C. McCoid II, 114 Howard Drive
Richmond, Mrs. Russell Hughes Smith, 304 Roslyn Rd.
Tidewater, Mrs. Charles L. Werts, 410 Pocahontas Dr., Virginia Beach
Washington
Western, Mrs. George F. Odland, 1038 34th Ave. N„ Seattle
West Virginia
Southern, Mrs. Ray H. Ladendorf, 200 Monroe St., So. Charleston
Wheeling, Mrs. Edward S. Phillips, Washington Farms
Wisconsin
Eau Claire, Mrs. William W. Horstick, 145 Marston Ave.
Fox River Valley, Mrs. Nicholas T. Gilbert, 209 N. Park Ave., Neenah
Madison 4, Mrs. William A. Lunger, Jr., 818 Woodward Dr.
Milwaukee 17, Mrs. Trayton Davis, 170 E. Lexington Blvd.
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FORMS OF BEQUEST
I give to Wellesley College, a Massachusetts corporation, free and
clear of all inheritance taxes, the sum of dollars.
I give to Wellesley College, a Massachusetts corporation, free and
clear of all inheritance taxes, the sum of dollars. The prin-
cipal of this bequest shall be held and may be mingled with other en-
dowment funds of the College for investment purposes. The net income
shall be used for [here describe the intended purpose, as, for example,
faculty salaries in , using general language so that by inadvertence
in the choice of words the college will not be prevented from applying
the income to the intended purpose in the most efficient way]. If, due to
changed circumstances in the future, the Trustees of the College shall
determine that all or part of the income cannot be used to the best ad-
vantage for the above purpose, then all or any balance of the income
not so expended may be used for any educational purpose of the College
approved by the said Trustees.
If the bequest is residuary, it should read:
"All the rest, residue and remainder of my real and personal estate,
I devise and bequeath to Wellesley College, a Massachusetts corpora-
tion," etc.


